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Chapter 1
Quality aspects in institutional
translation: Introduction
Tomáš Svoboda
Charles University, Prague
Łucja Biel
University of Warsaw
Krzysztof Łoboda
Jagiellonian University, Kraków
1 Introduction
Quality has been on translation scholars’ minds since the emergence of Trans-
lation Studies (TS) as a discipline in the 1970s, with one of the seminal mono-
graphs by Juliane House being published in 1977. More recently, with TS shift-
ing its focus to integrate non-literary texts more broadly (cf. Rogers 2015), the
quality aspect has been researched across various specialized fields and genres.
One of these fields is Institutional Translation, where the quest for product and
process quality underlies the raison d’être of in-house translation teams. This
field requires further in-depth research into quality aspects to combine and cross-
fertilize theory and practice.
The purpose of this collective monograph is to explore key issues, approaches
and challenges to quality in institutional translation by confronting academics’
and practitioners’ perspectives. What the reader will find in this book is an in-
terplay of two approaches: academic contributions providing the conceptual and
theoretical background for discussing quality on the one hand, and chapters ex-
ploring selected aspects of quality and case studies from both academics and
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practitioners, on the other hand. Our aim is to present these two approaches as
a breeding ground for testing one vis-à-vis the other.
This book studies institutional translation mostly1 through the lens of the Eu-
ropean Union (EU) reality, and, more specifically, of EU institutions and bodies,
due to the unprecedented scale of their multilingual operations and the legal
and political importance of translation. Thus, it is concerned with the supra-
national (international) level, deliberately leaving national2 and other contexts
aside. Quality in supranational institutions is explored both in terms of transla-
tion processes and products – the translated texts.
2 Kraków and Prague TEW conferences as an initial stage
for the book project
This collective monograph is inspired, partially, by two conferences held as part
of a joint Translating Europe Workshop event3 supported by the European Com-
mission’s Directorate-General for Translation (DGT): a conference entitled Points
of View on Translator’s Competence and Translation Quality held in Kraków in
November 2015 and the Quality Aspects in Institutional Translation conference
held in Prague in November 2016. The former was organised with the aim of
attracting a broad audience of both Translation Studies scholars and translation
practitioners to tackle the concept of quality from as many angles as possible
while the Prague follow-up built up on its findings and focused narrowly on qual-
ity in supranational institutions. Selected speakers were invited to contribute to
this collective monograph with its overarching theme of quality. Subsequently,
the invitation was extended to a few academics and practitioners working in this
area.
1Except for Prieto Ramos’ and Vandepitte’s chapters which also survey supranational, intergov-
ernmental and/or centralised national organizations.
2See Svoboda (2017) for literature review of quality aspects in national institutional translation
settings.
3The event was held under the #TranslatingEurope project, which aims to bring together stake-
holders in the translation profession across Europe. The project consists of the yearly forum
organised in Brussels and the workshops, which are smaller events (conferences, seminars,
round tables) targeted towards more regional level, at specialised audiences. The workshops
are often organised in cooperation with EMT (European Master’s in Translation) universities.
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3 Institutional translation and quality: basic concepts
This book addresses the institutional nature of translations, which has been ac-
knowledged to be “a neglected factor” in Translation Studies (cf. Mason 2004
[2003]: 470). Institutional translation can be defined in broad or narrow terms.
We adopt Schäffner et al.’s definition, which seems to represent a balanced ac-
count:
In the widest sense, any translation that occurs in an institutional setting
can be called institutional translation, and consequently the institution that
manages translation is a translating institution. In Translation Studies, how-
ever, the label “institutional translation” is generally used to refer to trans-
lating in or for a specific organisation… Institutional translation is typically
collective, anonymous and standardised. (2014: 493–494)
As Schäffner et al. argue, the fact that institutional translation is “typically col-
lective, anonymous and standardised” (2014: 494) requires institutions to ensure
the lexical, grammatical and stylistic consistency of translations. Such standard-
ization is achieved through “style guides and CAT tools, revision procedures,
and mentoring and training arrangements” (ibid.). Thus, standardization may be
regarded as one of the defining features of institutional translation.
Given the divergent conceptualizations of the term ‘institutional translation’
and the narrow grounds against which the termwas initially coined (i.e. suprana-
tional institutions, especially institutions/bodies of the EU), Koskinen (2014) ad-
dresses the definition of institutional translation through the question of “what
purpose(s) translation serves in institutions” (2014: 480) and studies the topic of
governance in the context of translating institutions. Her approach is inspira-
tional in two ways: it offers a way of approximating divergent research endeav-
ours in the field and, beyond that, it offers a broad platform to interpret research
results.
The present book is an in-depth consideration of one of the many aspects of in-
stitutional translation – yet one of key importance – both as regards research and
translation practice within institutions – namely quality.Quality can be defined
in many ways. In the industrial/commercial practice, with which institutional
contexts tend to have increasingly more in common (cf. Mossop 2006), quality
– in connection with the ISO 9000 standards (cf. ISO 9000:2015 2015) – is often
understood as a degree to which the inherent characteristics of a product or a
process fulfil the clients’ expectations.
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An important distinction which is made in the literature and in the translation
industry (cf. Drugan 2013) holds between quality assessment, that is attempts at
objective measurements of quality of translated texts, versus quality assurance,
that is systematic attempts at controlling the quality of processes4. This book
is concerned both with the quality of the translation process, including quality
management policies, and – on a conceptual plane – with the outcome of the
translation process, i.e. translation products (cf. mainly Vandepitte, in this vol-
ume). The process-oriented approach is linked with the notion of quality assur-
ance (QA), which Mossop (2001) defines as:
… the full set of procedures applied before, during and after the translation
production process, by all members of a translating organisation, to ensure
that quality objectives important to clients are beingmet.Quality assurance
includes procedures to ensure […] [q]uality of service […,] [q]uality of the
physical product [… and] [q]uality of the translation. […] Where work is
being done on contract, quality assurance includes selecting the best con-
tractor. (2001: 92–93)
Thus, quality assurance is understood in a holistic way to cover all stages of
translation provision. This collective monograph adopts Mossop’s broad defini-
tion to explore how – in order to assure and control the quality of translations as
products – institutions control processes, people and resources, including the hir-
ing of quality managers (Prieto Ramos, this volume), terminology management
(Stefaniak, this volume), standardization through style guides and translation
manuals (Svoboda, this volume), as well as outsourcing evaluation (Strandvik,
this volume), to name but a few of the aspects at hand.
4 Research on institutional translation through the lens of
quality
Quality aspects of translation at international/supranational level have been re-
searched theoretically (cf. Prieto Ramos 2015) and practically, mainly in the con-
text of the United Nations (UN) and the European Union (EU).
In respect of the UN, De Saint Robert (2009) details UN’s approach to trans-
lation quality assessment, pointing out client orientedness as a major compo-
nent of the UN communication strategy. Didaoui (2009) locates the role of UN
4See Drugan for an overview and differences between the academia and the industry (2013: 35–
38), as well as for definitions of related terms: quality assurance, quality evaluation, quality
control, quality assurance, quality planning and quality improvement (2013: 76–77).
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translators in the UN translation quality management (QM) system, thus putting
the person of a translator in the foreground. The focus on human resources is
maintained in a PhD dissertation by Lafeber (2012), who focuses on skills and
knowledge required of translators and revisers in 24 inter-governmental organi-
zations and correlates her findings with recruitment tests at such organizations,
particularly with some insider knowledge from the UN translation service.
As for the EU, the topic of quality has been givenmore attention in recent years
with a growing number of publications, both by academics and EU institutions.
In respect of products, Koskinen (2008: 104–106) approaches translation quality
from the point of view of readability. A similar focus may be observed in empir-
ical studies which analyze the textual fit of translations against national conven-
tions for specific genres, e.g. multilingual legislation (Biel 2014). Another textual-
level aspect concerns terminological consistency of EU translations (Pacho 2017).
Quite a few studies approach quality from the process perspective. A practical
example of a guideline in translation quality in an institutional setting provides
the European Commission DGT (2009). Another practice-oriented resource is
the European Commission’s study (DGT 2012), which quantifies, among other
things, potential losses in scenarios when less ambitious quality assurance mea-
sures would be applied within the Directorate-General for Translation (DGT).
Similarly to Didaoui (2009) and the way he discribes the UN translation depart-
ment, Svoboda (2008) follows the same aim of locating the individual within the
quality management system within the DGT workflow. A review of the transla-
tion quality requirements with EU institutions’ outsourcing procedures is given
in Sosoni (2011). Most recently, Strandvik (2015; 2017) and Drugan et al. (2018)
demonstrate the evolution of the approach to quality assurance in the European
Commission, evidence the changing significance and definition of quality into
fitness for purpose. Fitness for purpose emphasizes the scalability of quality (a
concept which has its roots in the Skopos theory and its idea of degrees of trans-
lation adequacy, cf. Nord 2010: 122) and allows institutions to prioritize certain
aspects of quality, balancing political and legal risks with available resources.
Yet, despite the growing number of publications on the topic of quality, there
is still a dearth of empirical and narrowly-focused studies, discussing aspects of
quality in a systematic way. This publication aspires to be a step forward towards
filling in the niche.
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5 Structure of the book
This book, which brings together eight contributions revolving around the cen-
tral topic of (process/product) quality in institutional translation, is organized
into three parts. The first part (Vandepitte, Biel) sets the conceptual and the-
oretical background for the study, identifying main components of quality in
the institutional context. The next part studies selected aspects of quality as-
surance – quality managers (Prieto Ramos), style guides (Svoboda), terminology
management (Stefaniak) and outsourcing evaluation (Strandvik). The last part
contains empirical studies on two institutions – the Council and the Court of
Justice (Hanzl and Beaven, Koźbiał). Contributions by practitioners (Stefaniak,
Strandvik, Hanzl and Beaven) serve as a “reality check” for academic contribu-
tions, by describing quality procedures in major EU institutions (The European
Commission, the Council and the Court).
The authors and editors come from 7 institutions, of which there are five uni-
versities (Charles University, Prague, Ghent University, University of Geneva,
Warsaw University, Jagiellonian University) and two EU institutions, i.e. the
Translation Service of the General Secretariat of the Council of the EU and the
European Commission’s Directorate-General for Translation.
6 Overview of individual chapters
The conceptual part opens with a chapter authored by Sonia Vandepitte from
Ghent University (chapter title: “Translation product quality: A conceptual anal-
ysis”), who sets the ground for the ensuing discussions by reviewing the funda-
mental concepts related to quality. The chapter is adjusted to the actual (and
broad) background of institutional translation, in which both the translation
product and translation process have a role to play. Against this backdrop, Van-
depitte deals extensively with the topic of translation quality assessment (TQA)
with respect to the translation product. To this end, she employs the following
parameters: the object, the purpose, and the criteria/quality levels of translation
quality assessment (including their scaling and weighting), as well as the actors
involved. She also raises the question (albeit as a one-off consideration) of cog-
nitive processes implied in TQA – an aspect which most of TQA-related studies
have neglected to consider so far. The chapter reflects in more detail on the actors
involved in TQA, a vital feature to be tackled in the introductory chapter. She
illustrates the use of parameters on the workings of a national institution (SCTA,
the central translation service for German in Belgium). The chapter is both con-
ceptual and empirical (SCTA survey) and, in its concluding part, is applicable in
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practice, too, thanks to a model where Vandepitte presents the above parameters
as part of a coherent system. This makes the opening chapter a valuable asset in
the bi-directional process of exchange between (Translation Studies) theory and
(translation) practice.
In the second conceptual chapter, Łucja Biel from the University of Warsaw
(chapter title: “Quality in institutional EU Translation: Parameters, policies and
practices”) identifies key quality parameters of EU translation. Biel does so by
analyzing and evaluating institutional policies as well as practices. Besides that,
she compares and contrasts this view with the pertinent academic literature. The
chapter deals with quality on two interrelated and overlapping planes: that of the
textual level (where translations are viewed as products and are judged with the
criteria of equivalence, consistency/continuity, on the one hand, and of textual fit
and clarity on the other hand) and that of the process level (where translation is
viewed as a service), which subsumes workflow management, human resources
and tools. She observes that, recently, EU institutions have foregrounded quality
aspects. This is particularly visible at the European Commission’s DGT, where
the quality discourse has been reframed by linking translation quality (at the
textual level) to genres and genre clusters, which has raised the visibility of the
criterion of clarity. This shift is, most likely, effected by a managerial approach
to assuring translation (product) quality and the concept of fit-for-purpose trans-
lations as part of what DGT refers to as Total Quality Management (TQM).
The next part of the book opens with the contribution by Fernando Prieto
Ramos from the University of Geneva, entitled “The evolving role of institu-
tional translation service managers in quality assurance: Profiles and challenges”.
Adopting a holistic approach to translation quality, this chapter foregrounds a ne-
glected and under-researched component of quality assurance – namely, profiles
of senior and mid-level translation service managers, that is translation service
directors and heads of language units, who take fundamental decisions that affect
the day-to-day management of translation units. Prieto Ramos surveys and con-
trasts themanagement structures at twelve intergovernmental and supranational
organizations and studies their job descriptions in vacancy notices. The common
ground in the scope of duties across the organizations is discussed around four
groups: (1) strategic, administrative and financial matters; (2) staffing matters; (3)
translation workflow coordination, and (4) contribution to translation, technical
and quality control tasks. His study shows a reorientation from “one-fits-all qual-
ity control to a more modulated approach to quality variables”. The second part
of the paper reports on structured interviews with service managers with a focus
on quality assurance practices and challenges. The key interrelated challenges to
7
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quality are related to: (1) resource availability and productivity pressures due to
cost-effective measures and budget limitations; (2) outsourcing procedures; and
(3) workflow changes caused by technological developments, including new er-
ror patterns and new variables in the workflow. Prieto Ramos concludes with
recommendations for an adequate balance between service managers’ transla-
tion expertise and managerial skills.
The next chapter by Tomáš Svoboda from Charles University, Prague, entitled
“Translation manuals and style guides as quality assurance indicators: The case
of the European Commission’s Directorate-General for Translation” asks to what
extent the quality aspect of institutional translation is governed by rules, analyz-
ing it through the prism of translation manuals and style guides. In his empirical
quantitative study, Svoboda surveys 24 language pages of the DGT’s resource
website, which is the largest resource of its kind, and contrasts the number and
type of resources across language units, demonstrating shared areas and varia-
tion of language-specific resources up to 50% of the links analyzed. The findings
indicate that the structure and content of resources is largely standardized and
harmonized, in particular as regards EU information – namely references to EU
institutions, terminology resources and the Interinstitutional Style Guide. The
highest variation was identified for language-specific resources, with significant
differences between individual languages. The analysis of the content of link
tags shows that resources are assigned a large variety of ‘labels’, ranging from
names which strongly suggest the binding status of resources (e.g. decree, rules,
instructions, requirements) to names which connote their less pressing nature
(e.g. recommendations, tips, advice). In conclusions Svoboda comments on the
complexity of institutional translation: “for their translations to be considered
high quality, the translators (…) have to follow very many recommendations
and instructions”.
Another related aspect of quality assurance – terminology management – is
undertaken in the contribution by Karolina Stefaniak, a terminologist at the Eu-
ropean Commission’s DGT (“Terminology work in the European Commission:
Ensuring high-quality translation in amultilingual environment”). Stefaniak doc-
uments the daily work of a terminologist – a separate role assisting translators
in terminological searches – on the example of the DGT’s Polish Language De-
partment. The chapter explores the specificity of EU terminology, in particular,
its supranational peculiarity, highly specialized or novel nature, occasional in-
tended ambiguity, political sensitiveness and, last but not least, its systemic na-
ture which requires terms to be internally consistent. Interestingly, Stefaniak
reports that the majority (90%) of translators’ queries deal with scientific terms
8
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rather than with legal terms which tend to be rare. The second part of the paper
discusses criteria and techniques applied when solving terminological problems
in the EU context. The author observes a strong preference for literal transla-
tion techniques, descriptive equivalents and neologisms. As for the quality crite-
ria in the terminological decision-making process, they include accuracy, clarity
and internal consistency of terminology, which often overrides other considera-
tions. The standardization of terminology in translations is also achieved through
terminological resources, including the IATE termbase, a major terminological
achievement of EU institutions.
The next chapter by Ingemar Strandvik, a quality officer from the European
Commission’s DGT (“Evaluation of outsourced translations. State of play in the
European Commission’s Directorate-General for Translation (DGT)”) addresses
a novel and underresearched topic of evaluating outsourced translations, a trend
gaining recently in importance in EU institutions due to budgetary constraints
and limited human resources. Strandvik shares his insider knowledge of evalu-
ation practices in the DGT, including assessment tools and the evaluation grid.
The chapter draws attention to many outsourcing challenges, such as (1) the need
to ensure the consistency of evaluation practice among 1600 in-house transla-
tors; (2) differences in the size of translation markets in various Member States;
(3) time allocated for revision and evaluation; and (4) risks involved in mistrans-
lation. These and other factors have contributed to the evolution of the reference
model for translation quality management, and to a move from the fidelity to
fitness-for-purpose approach to quality. Strandvik raises an important point of
missing empirical evidence as to the correlation between sample sizes and assess-
ment reliability. The chapter ends with a pertinent discussion on recent devel-
opments and further challenges related to translation evaluation and ensuring a
translation quality policy at the interinstitutional level.
In their case study entitled “Quality assurance at the Council of the EU’s Trans-
lation Service”, Jan Hanzl and John Beaven from the Council’s General Secre-
tariat offer an insider view on quality practices and policies within the Council,
an institution which is far less outspoken about its quality policies compared
to the European Commission. The authors discuss the specificity of translation
work at the Council related in particular to the fact that texts are subject to
numerous discussions and amendments until their content is supported by the
Member States. Thus, translators rarely translate from scratch but work on in-
terim and working texts at various stages of their amendment (“versions drawn
up in a hurry by non-native English speakers, not final, well-edited and fine-
tuned texts”), often against tight deadlines. Similarly to Stefaniak, the authors
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emphasize the importance of continuity and consistency at the terminological
and phraseological level, both within a document and across related documents.
Working in such a specific environment, the Council has adopted a pragmatic ap-
proach to quality based on the fit for purpose principle correlated with revision
levels adjusted to the political visibility and legal/financial impact of text types in
order to ensure “an optimal level of useful quality”. Quality requirements are di-
vided into three sets of criteria: (1) linguistic aspects, including accuracy, clarity
and fluency; (2) technical aspects, including the parallel pagination of language
versions for practical reasons; and (3) timeliness to ensure the smooth operation
of the Council. The authors conclude with the description of the Council’s ex-
post quality monitoring system designed in 2009 to regularly and systematically
evaluate translation samples.
Last but not least, the final case study addresses quality at the Court of Justice
of the European Union (CJEU). Dariusz Koźbiał from the University of Warsaw
focuses on key aspects underlying the Quality Assurance strategy in this mul-
tilingual and supranational judiciary institution. In the introductory section of
the chapter “A two-tiered approach to quality assurance in legal translation at
the Court of Justice of the European Union”, Koźbiał discusses the complexity
of current language arrangements in the CJEU and the specificity of translations
(their predominant legal nature) in this institution, drawing attention to the fact
that “the goal of translation at the CJEU is to produce parallel texts that will allow
uniform interpretation and application by national courts”. The main part of the
chapter proposes a two-tiered approach to translation quality at the CJEU, which
can be conceptualized at two interrelated levels, i.e. human resources and work-
flow. The former level comprises in-house lawyer-linguists, external contractors,
revisers, auxiliary staff and project managers, whereas the latter consists of mea-
sures related to the translation process as well as intra- and interinstitutional
co-operation.
7 Conclusions
This volume aims at contributing to the deeper understanding of institutional
translation, mainly, but not exclusively in the domain of EU translation. By pre-
senting a blend of conceptual and empirical studies, this collective monograph
intends to offer an extension to research available so far, which is still far from be-
ing saturated. As Schäffner et al. put it, “[t]here is widespread agreement among
researchers […] that institutional translation is still rather unexplored and that
empirical studies are missing” (2014: 494); similar remarks may also be observed
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in some chapters by the practitioners who contributed to this book. Likewise, the
proposed reconciliation of both the academic and the professional views is sug-
gested as a continuation of a dialogue, which has the potential of enriching and
cross-fertilizing both areas. The discipline of Translation Studies is a witness to
a bi-directional movement of academic reflection informing practical decisions
of professionals on the one hand, and, on the other, observations from practice
providing solid grounds and data for academic research.
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Chapter 2
Translation product quality:
A conceptual analysis
Sonia Vandepitte
Ghent University
Against a background in which both the translation product and translation pro-
cess are briefly described as objects of quality assessment, this chapter presents an
analysis of the concept of translation quality assessment focussing on the transla-
tion product. The following features will be presented as parameters along which
product quality assessment practices in institutions can be described: the purpose
of translation quality assessment, the criteria applied in the assessment, combined
with their scaling and weighting, the translation quality levels aimed at, and the
quality assessors involved. The characteristics will be illustrated by the transla-
tion quality assessment as applied in one Belgian institution. It is hoped that the
analysis will lead to a fuller and deeper understanding of a translation’s quality.
1 The object of translation quality assessment: translation
product and translation process
In June 2015, a translation error delayed the renovation of Brussels opera hall De
Munt / La Monnaie: planned renovations were postponed by four months. They
should have started in June 2015, but could not because of an error in the trans-
lation that had legal consequences. In the public procurement, the Dutch phrase
scenische werken (‘scene works’) was translated as des travaux scénographiques
(‘scenographic works’). In French, that description apparently also potentially
has an artistic meaning and can be interpreted as meaning that the opera hall
could employ a renovation company for artistic purposes. One consequence was
that De Munt productions were to be seen at other locations in the city, but an-
other consequence was also that a fair number of season ticket holders preferred
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to skip a season. Avoiding such – and any other – textual translation errors
is most important to organizations, especially when it comes to sensitive docu-
ments or high risk communication and will be the main topic of this chapter.
However, before I narrow down the scope to the translation product, another
potential object of a quality assessment in the translation environment needs
to be mentioned, i.e. the translation process. Let us first look at the following
case, exemplified by a traffic sign in Swansea that revealed problems of a non-
textual nature as reported by the BBC (BBC-News 2008). While English-speaking
motorists may well have understood the sign saying No entry for heavy goods ve-
hicles. Residential site only, monolingual Welsh lorry drivers must have been at
a loss when they read Nid wyf yn y swyddfa ar hyn o bryd. Anfonwch unrhyw
waith i’w gyfieithu, which translates as ‘I am not in the office at the moment.
Please send any work to be translated.’ Here, the translation error did not result
from a translator making an error during the micro-process of translating, but it
resulted from poor translation management skills and a poor translation quality
assurance process. The error was mentioned on BBC-News, Radio 4, on 31 Oc-
tober 2008: the sign was posted by Swansea Council, obviously commissioned
by someone who did not know Welsh and therefore did not apply the required
translation management skills. In other words, the macro-process of providing
for the appropriate people to deal with the production of the translation failed,
resulting in an inappropriate end product.
The difference between the two potential objects of a translation quality assess-
ment, the translation product and the translation process, may also be illustrated
by means of the following question: does the quality assessment concern the
translation product only or does it also include aspects from the translation cog-
nitive or textual process or the translation service? In other words, is it the trans-
lated text only that is assessed or does the assessment also include the way in
which the translator(s) produced the text, or the “core processes, resources, and
other aspects necessary for the delivery of a quality translation service thatmeets
applicable specifications” (ISO 17100:2015 2015) or even the manner in which the
translation is brought to the recipient?
Such differences in quality assessment need to be identified clearly in the as-
sessment as the first step in a translation quality assessment exercise: Is an insti-
tution interested in improving its procedures for producing higher quality trans-
lations or does it want to raise the quality of the final translations? Does an
institution wish to identify the best translation produced by different people or
does it wish to determine which are the best company processes that will guar-
antee high-quality translations?
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The borderline between product and process issues is, however, not straight-
forward. Some characteristics, such as “punctuality”, “proactivity”, or “initiative
in upgrading the terminology”, can, indeed, only be related to one object, in case
the processes that are part of the service provision. Other matters, however, like,
for instance, “compliance with a style guide”,1 could both apply to a translator’s
acts, and be considered a process issue, and to the translation itself, and be re-
garded as a product issue. In addition, textual errors — whichever way they have
been produced — can always be related to some process irregularity whether at
the micro-level or at the macro-level and the translation product quality will in-
variably be relatable to the quality of the process. Hence, a study of the former
may also reveal information about the latter, and the concept of translation qual-
itymay often include references to issues of both products and processes, leaving
it up to the reader or listener to disambiguate the phrase in the context in which
it appears. In what follows, the scope of this chapter will be narrowed down
to that of the quality of translated texts; for descriptions of quality assessment
of translation processes, the reader is referred to, for instance, Mertin (2006) or
Drugan (2013).
In order to avoid any further conceptual misunderstandings, it is also useful to
clarify the difference between the two interpretations of the abbreviation TQA,
since both are equally important to both the industry, including institutions, and
research. Although the occurrence of the abbreviation TQA is fairly frequent, its
meaning is not stable and may vary depending on the user. For some, it means
translation quality assessment, the topic of the present chapter. For others, how-
ever, it refers to translation quality assurance, and is related to the translation
process. The former interpretation establishes a link between TQA and the act
of pronouncing a quality judgement about the translated text (like travaux scéno-
graphiques), while the latter sees TQA as the provision in a company’s activities
to take care of quality or its implementation, application and management of
quality control. The industry group TAUS (Translation Automation User Soci-
ety), which arguably may not reflect the view of translation scholars but aims at
providing data services to both buyers and providers of language and translation
services, defined translation quality assurance in their translation technology re-
port as “a combination of technology and processes to prevent errors from creep-
ing into translation projects” or the set of “procedures in the whole translation
process (from initial order to final delivery and file closure)” (TAUS 2013: 22) in
order to have the translation comply with standards that are recognized, such as
the European norm EN 15038:2006 or the international standard ISO 17100:2015
1On the topic of translation manuals and style guides cf. Svoboda (2017 [this volume]).
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(2015). Hence, such a set of procedures consists of an “ordered set of steps to guar-
antee quality” (TAUS 2013: 22) both prior, during, and after the translation, and
even after the delivery of the translation. Translation quality assurance includes,
for instance, the “decision process in translator assignment: which translator(s)
are best match to the task, factoring in skill level, prior QA scores, availability
and domain of expertise” (TAUS 2013: 22). Consequently, translation quality
assurance both precedes and follows translation quality assessment. The assess-
ment of translation quality, however, is in itself also ambiguous, since the term
translation may, as is well-known, refer to either the product of translation or
the process, whether the latter is to be found at a micro-level – in the transla-
tor’s brain – or at a macro-level – all the other processes whether they are part
of translation service provision, initiate a translation to be produced or whether
they are set in motion by a particular translation in a particular community.
While the meaning of TQA may vary rather substantially, the concept of qual-
ity itself seems to be more stable and commonly agreed upon. Princeton Univer-
sity’s Wordnet, whose large English lexical database also interlinks the senses of
the words, defines quality as “an essential and distinguishing attribute of some-
thing or someone” (University 3.1, 2017). Some other definitions are suggested
throughout this book, yet they do not diverge significantly. However, the word
quality is mostly used in the sense of ‘calibre’, or, as the “degree or grade of
excellence or worth” (WordNet 3.1 2017). Although this is a clear matter, there
have been many debates about what exactly constitutes the ’calibre’ of a text
and many contributions to the topic have been produced by translation scholars,
such as Lauscher (2000); Maier (2000); Lee-Jahnke (2001); Colina (2009); Van de
Poel & Segers (2007) and Depraetere & Vackier (2011).
In spite of the terminological confusion, the above-mentioned scholars’ find-
ings and discussions were fruitful in that they have also brought a set of char-
acteristics of translation quality assessment to the foreground and the present
chapter will present the most prominent ones, discussing their conceptualiza-
tion. This will be based on both the literature on translation quality and on trans-
lation quality practices in translation training, where teachers are experienced
assessors of translations on a regular if not on a daily basis. Four main parame-
ters have been distinguished which play a role in the assessment of the quality
of a translation product. They are: purpose or functionality of the translation
quality assessment, the translation quality level aimed at, the criteria including
the weighting and scaling of the criteria, and actor performing the assessment.
In order to illustrate the parameters, data will be presented that were gathered
in a pilot case study about the translation quality assessment of one institution as
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reported on in 2008. Following Schäffner et al. (2014: 493–494) in taking the label
‘institutional translation’ to refer to translating in or for a specific organisation,
the translation practices by the Service central de traduction allemande (SCTA)
maywell be considered as institutional translation. The SCTA is the central trans-
lation service provider for German in Belgium since 1976, situated in Malmedy
and part of the Service public fédéral Intérieur (abbreviated as SPF Intérieur, the
Federal Public Service for Domestic Affairs), employing about 25 people for trans-
lation and coordination tasks. They translate federal laws adopted by the Belgian
parliament into German as well as newsletters of the SPF Intérieur. They present
their translations and terminological work in two databases, TRADUCTIONS
and SEMAMDY respectively, both of which can be consulted on their website
(SCTA n.d.).
2 Purpose of the translation quality assessment
Thefirst parameter in a product translation quality assessment exercise is closely
related to that of the object, i.e. it is the purpose of the translation product qual-
ity assessment. Although many translations may have been produced to an audi-
ence that is knowledgeable of the source language,2 the purpose of many other
translations is to be read — and in the context of institutional translation also to
be relied upon — by somebody who is assumed not to know the language of a
source text. The purpose of a translation quality assessment may vary consider-
ably. Compare this, for instance, to a piece of clothing whose purpose is to be
worn by somebody, and can therefore be tested to fulfil different purposes: will
the piece of clothing make people warm enough in freezing temperatures or pro-
tect people from a blazing sun, will it support a certain part of the human body
so the wearer does not suffer, will it make someone sexually attractive? Just like
a piece of clothing can be tested, the quality of a translation can be tested with
different intents: will the reader be attracted to buy a certain product, will the
reader know what the important contents are of a product that has been bought,
will the reader use the company’s newmachine or tool safely and efficiently, will
the reader know what to do in certain life-threatening situations, will the reader
understand the essential writing qualities of a foreign author, does a teacher
find appropriate elements in students’ translations so that their translation com-
petence can be developed most smoothly, will a teacher allow a student to enter
the market with a translation degree, or will a company hire an employee? There
2An example is the publication of scholarly materials in the target language following language
policies that protect languages with a lesser diffusion.
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is even one instance in which the translation assessment itself becomes a central
point of focus and is even made public. This is the case with literary translation
criticism expressed in reviews in newspapers, magazines or journals which may
help readers decide whether they find the translation worth reading.
Other purpose features can be related to elements from the translation situa-
tion itself. As a resource centre for language and translation industries world-
wide TAUS, for instance, identifies further criteria. They identify the purpose of
a translation as to whether it will be used as audio/video material, for marketing
or online help purposes, as training material or user documentation, for a user
interface or as website content; they also distinguish between translations to
be used in a regulated industry versus those that operate within those industries
that are not regulated, whether the translation is to be read by company staff only
or not, and whether the communication channel fulfills a Business-to-Business,
Business-to-Consumer or Consumer-to-Consumer purpose (TAUS 2013).
When requested for more information on their quality assessment procedure,
SCTA readily produced a workflow for their translation quality procedures with
two revision and correction stages and their internal and external customer sat-
isfaction surveys. Neither, however, revealed any explicit statements about the
purpose of their translation product quality assessment. It is clear that they as-
sume that any person interested will understand why the translation product
needs to be assessed and revised twice.
3 Translation quality levels
Setting a certain translation quality level has the aim to allow a person to judge
a translation unacceptable if it turns out to have lower quality. While many
professional translators proclaimed and still proclaim that they aim at the highest
possible level of translation quality, the machine translation industry seems to
have changedmarket expectations profoundly. At present, there is a wide variety
among translation level distinctions both in the industry and education, going
from just one level to classifications which yield five and even considerably more
different levels of translation quality.
A broad distinction has, for instance, been made by Williams (2004) between
two main different quality levels in the industry. “Revisable” quality (after lin-
guistic quality inspection, LQI) is the quality achieved after proofreading, i.e. after
errors in translated texts have been identified and corrected in the areas of termi-
nology, sentence level features such as spelling, punctuation, grammar (syntax,
morphology), lexicon, textual level features like terminological consistency and
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contextual features like compliance with style guide. ”Publishable” quality, in
contrast, is produced after comparing the translation with source text, i.e. af-
ter identification and correction of mistranslations that are due to misinterpre-
tation by unwarranted omissions, additions or changes. After such source text
alignment, compliance with domain register and phraseology, stylistic consis-
tency, and accuracy, usability and readability with regard to the specific target
audience/end-user are assured. In Europe, this is often called revision / editing /
review, although the terminology as used in the ISO 17100:2015 (2015) standard
is slightly different and alignment does not need to precede review.
While referring to market practices in France, Gouadec distinguishes three
levels: “(1) rough-cut, (2) fit-for-delivery (but still requiring minor improvements
or not yet fit for its broadcast medium), and (3) fit-for-broadcast translation (ac-
curate, efficient, and ergonomic)”, recognizing the possibility of an intervening
“’fit-for-revision’ grade to describe translations that can be revised within a rea-
sonable time at a reasonable cost” (Gouadec 2010). The distinction between the
fit-for-delivery translation and the fit-for-revision translation seems vague, how-
ever, the former being formulated in terms of potential use and the latter in terms
of time. The combination of those two different parameters allows for overlap-
ping categories.
In education, students are ideally assessed like professionals. However, such
expectations may well be unrealistic since students have not been able to build
expertise over the years. In order to provide a fair system, different levels can be
set up recognizing the pedagogical aims of the course and the items discussed in
the course (see also Vandepitte forthcoming). Evaluation grids with various lev-
els can be used to communicate criteria to students. A fair number of translation
training programmes applies grids with different levels for academic purposes,
but the EAGLES project at University of Geneva is an example in which four
different quality levels in the industry have been recognized. Their raw transla-
tions convey the central meaning of the original text, but there will be grammat-
ical errors and misspellings. Scientific abstracts often take that form. Secondly,
the quality level of a normal quality translation is slightly higher since there are
no grammatical errors. However, some passages may sound awkward. A typ-
ical example would be the translation of a technical manual. The next level of
extra-quality translation means that the translation is also idiomatic and cultur-
ally assimilated to the target culture. Translations of advertisement brochure or
literature would belong to this category. Finally, an adaptation of an original text
does not need to correspond to the original and also omissions are acceptable
(King et al. 1995). With its reference to different text types, this scaling is not
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related to any pedagogical aims but it introduces students to the translation jobs
that trainees may well be liable to translate in their future professional lives.
In the case of SCTA’s quality practice, neither their customer survey (Figure 1
in section 4) nor description of their quality assessment process mentions any
explicit differentiation of quality levels. Nevertheless, there is a symbolic colour-
ing of the three bands into which the points on the scale have been grouped in
Figure 1 – with red for grades 1–4, orange for grades 5–7 and green for grades
8–10 – which may actually reveal the degree of acceptability of a grade. From
this, it could also be assumed that their services will not aim at any levels of
translation product quality lower than top quality.
4 Translation quality assessment criteria
At international level, agreement has been reached by the ISO on the follow-
ing items that are also relevant in the quality assessment of a translation prod-
uct: codes and representations of languages and countries (ISO 639-2:1998, ISO
639-1-2002, ISO 639-3:2007, ISO 2859-1), specialized vocabulary in the fields of
micrographics, laboratory apparatus, heat treatments, shipbuilding, and so on,
document formats ISO 8601:2004, information technology (ISO/IEC 10646:2014,
ISO/IEC 646:1991), and computer applications in terminology (ISO 16642:2003).
These standards are all related to either vocabulary and terminology or format-
ting and technology. However, those areas are not the sole criteria to be assessed,
and, as it happens, the translation market is rife with varying views on the num-
ber and the selection of other criteria that need to be taken into account in a
translation assessment exercise. Many organizations, whether private, such as
Lionbridge or Sajan, or public, have set up their own criteria, including a subset
from the following set of criteria: faithfulness to the source text, grammar, syn-
tax, spelling, punctuation, vocabulary, style, register, coherence, cohesion, and
fluency.
Most of these are construed as error categories. An approach that does not
focus on errors is Gouadec’s description of four domains from which criteria can
be taken to describe the translated text: the linguistic-stylistic-rhetorical-com-
municative domain, the factual-technical-semantic-cultural domain, the func-
tional-ergonomic domain, and, finally, a ’domain’, in which the translation is
compared to the source text, taking into account any linguistic or cultural gaps
and any intended changes in medium or audience “even to the point that there
remains very little parallelism between the original and the end product of the
translating process” (Gouadec 2010). Noteworthy, the lack of similarity between
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source and target texts reveal how broad Gouadec’s approach is to be interpreted,
since institutional translation would hardly ever find such differences acceptable,
except perhaps for shorter, illustrative passages.
4.1 Scaling of the criteria
Like any other type of assessment, the quality of a translation in terms of a partic-
ular criterion can be decided on by assigning it a certain position on a scale going
from low to high quality. Such scales would allow for comparison of different
translations with each other. However, quality grades are not often made ex-
plicit as such in specifications. They mainly seem to appear in education, where
translations need to be marked and marks will produce a ranking among stu-
dents. Obviously, standards like the ISO 17100:2015, which are process-oriented,
will not include scaling either. Nevertheless, most assessment criteria do allow
for grading, and some companies’ and/or institutions’ assessments are operating
with systems of scaled grades for quality criteria (see e.g. Strandvik, Strandvik
2017 [this volume]), some of which are even fairly complex.
A simple example can be seen in the satisfaction survey distributed by the
SCTA (2015). Figure 1 (§6) shows how the quality has been given 10 points on a
scale which allows customers to assess according to a system that they have been
used to in school. The combination of three criteria in one question, however,
does not allow them tomake distinctions andmay result in average quality scores
that will not reveal any problematic areas.
4.2 Weighting of the criteria
Finally, organizations also determine the value of each criterion vis-à-vis the
other criteria. Depending on the settings of other parameters, and, in particular,
that of the purpose of the assessment, certain aspects will carry more weight in
the assessment than others. Such relative importance of the criteria components
to each other can be visualized in, for example, a pie-chart.
5 Actors involved in the translation quality assessment
The final aspect to be discussed is the actors involved in the translation quality
assessment. Although arguably actors may be seen as a major aspect in a process,
their impact on the assessment of the translation product is not to be underesti-
mated and gives them a place in this survey of translation product criteria, too.
Depending on the purpose of the quality assessment, certain actors will need
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to be involved in carrying out the translation quality assessment. As may al-
ready have become clear from the preceding paragraphs, various actors may be
involved in TQA.
On the one hand, there are people that set standards for translation quality,
and, on the other hand, there are people that carry out the tests. In many cases,
the two acts are carried out by the same person. There are standard-setters at in-
dividual level (teachers in translation training, for instance) or at organizational
level. In the translation context, the latter usually operate at international level.
One such standard-setter for translation services was the European Committee
for Standardization CEN in collaboration with the European Union of Associa-
tions of Translation Agencies, producing the European Standard EN 15038:2006 .
This standard was later replaced by the ISO 17100:2015 (2015) by the International
Organization for Standardization (ISO 17100:2015), the worldwide federation of
national standards bodies. The latter organization carries out preparatory work
in technical committees, in which each member body interested in a particu-
lar committee can be represented. Sometimes other international organizations,
governmental and non-governmental, are also involved. Draft International Stan-
dards adopted by the technical committees are approved when three quarters of
the member bodies agree. Some more private initiatives are also taken: an exam-
ple is SAE International, a global association of engineers and technical experts in
the aerospace, automotive and commercial-vehicle industries. They produced a
translation quality metric called SAE J2450_201608, which is “applicable to trans-
lations of automotive service information into any target language. The metric
may be applied regardless of the source language or the method of translation
(i.e., human translation, computer assisted translation or machine translation)”
(SAE, 20163), except for texts, the style of which is also important (e.g., owner’s
manuals or marketing literature). Themetric, which acquired the status of a stan-
dard in the first decade of the twenty-first century, is assumed to provide for a
more objective assessment of translations in the automotive industry.
Testing the quality of a translation can be carried out by “translators, execu-
tives, quality managers, heads of departments, project managers, clients, editors,
revisers, terminologists, software engineers and sales and marketing staff” alike
(Drugan 2013: 3). But other actors may also be involved: translation scholars
have their own individual systems, sometimes moderated by some element of in-
tersubjectivity when a few more testers are involved in the rating of translations
or when audiences of subtitles are consulted (Delia 2014). End-users as transla-
tion audiences are also sometimes consulted in the commercial world: buyers of
3http://standards.sae.org/j2450_201608
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products may bring to bear on the quality of a translation, by way of customer
satisfaction surveys, usability testing (for instructive types of text, for instance)
and TAUS’s DynamicQuality Framework (DQF).
Customer satisfaction surveys are actually also employed by the SCTA. Fig-
ure 1 below shows their question about the translation product quality and culd
be translated into English as Are the translations delivered faithful, of good read-
ability and coherent?:
Figure 1: Extract from SCTA internal/external customer satisfaction
survey (SCTA 2015)
The question put to SCTA customers immediately reveals its three main cri-
teria: adequacy (fiables), and two features of acceptability, i.e. readability (d’une
bonne lisibilité) and coherence (cohérentes).
The TAUS DQF was first established in 2012, undergoes regular updates and
allows buyers of translations to decide on the type of quality test necessary to
apply to the translation product which they have bought. The DQF requests its
users to decide on the settings of parameters. The parameters available are con-
tent category, regulated industry, internal communication and channel, and on
the basis of the user’s settings, the DQF will automatically suggest one evalua-
tion model among various evaluation models (error typology, adequacy/fluency
and readability evaluation, for instance) and it will also perform an automated
evaluation metric (TAUS 2017).
In order to avoid what the industry considers to be costly human labour in the
translation quality assessment process, it is also looking for automated testing
by means of software tools. A comparison of the performance of such tools can
be found in Debove et al. (2011), and the formal quality check performance of
one such tool (QA Distiller) was tested by Depraetere & Vackier (2011) on Span-
ish into French student translations by comparing it with human measurements,
investigating its degree of indicativeness of overall quality.
Summing up the discussion above, the parameters in translation quality as-
sessment can be presented as in Table 1.
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Table 1: . Parameters in translation quality assessment
Object
process
product
service
Purpose
sell the translation
sell another product
recommend (or not) a translation to the general public
hire an employee
grade a student
develop a student’s translation competences, …
Actor
producer of translation quality: translator, whether a professional, an amateur or a student
producer of certain translation norms: ISO (EN and national norm-giving institutions)
quality testers: client / commissioner / employer in the professional field who expects a
certain standard, trainer who expects a certain standard from a student, researcher into
translation quality…
TQA-level aimed at
1-level: so-called 100% quality
2-level: e.g. revisable versus publishable quality
3-level: e.g. green, orange and red bands
more than 3 levels
Criteria involved in the product assessment
alignment with the source text
style
terminology
grammar
syntax
spelling
punctuation
vocabulary
register
coherence
cohesion
fluency, …
Scaling of criteria
measures used to identify the quality of the translation in terms of each criterion
Weighting of criteria
relative importance of the criteria
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6 Summary and conclusion
This chapter has presented the following factors of translation quality assess-
ment: its object, its purpose, the actors involved, the TQA-level aimed at, the
criteria relevant to theassessment, their scaling and any weighting.
While this summary may not include all potential variants of parameter set-
tings, nor even all parameters themselves, the survey aims at presenting a clearer
idea of the issue of translation product quality assessment and facilitating discus-
sion of the topic among different stakeholders.
Whether this survey is practically applicable to all types of translation prod-
ucts is something which future practice only will tell. The set of parameters
as outlined above may certainly be helpful in cases where the assessment of a
translation product turns out to be of the utmost importance, which is typical of
institutional translation.
The description of SCTA’s translation product assessment has shown that its
public statements do not contain much explicit information. In order to improve
the visibility of the work involved in translation, however, more informative
statements about the purpose of the assessment, the criteria assessed or the qual-
ity level aimed at would be welcome.
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Chapter 3
Quality in institutional EU translation:
Parameters, policies and practices
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Over the last decade EU institutions have raised the profile of quality, as evidenced
by an increased number of translation policies and guidelines. The objective of the
chapter is to identify the quality parameters of EU translation by synthesizing and
evaluating institutional policies and practices on the one hand and the academic
literature on the other hand. Two interrelated dimensions will be distinguished:
(a) the quality of translation at the textual level and (b) the quality of processes in
translation service provision. The former covers two subdimensions — equivalence
and textual fit/clarity while the latter covers the management of people, processes
and resources, as well as the availability of translations. One of the promising devel-
opments is the reframing of quality discourse by the explicit linking of translation
quality at the textual level to genre clusters, with a shift of focus from equivalence
to clarity. On the other hand, such classifications may be seen as being triggered by
the need to prioritize documents, as part of the fit-for-purpose approach, in order
to prudently manage resources and costs in line with the required level of quality.
Translation has been at the core of the European integration, being its key
enabler and facilitator from the very beginnings of the European Coal and Steel
Community in the early 1950s. Because of the significance and scale of Euro-
pean Union (EU) translation, its quality is a fundamental concept, which has
gained increased attention in EU institutional policies, increasingly so in the last
decade. Challenging some fundamental concepts of Translation Studies, such as
the source text, target text, translation process, etc. (cf. Biel 2014: 59ff), EU trans-
lation also challenges our understanding of translation quality. As emphasized
by Dollerup (2001), the quality of EU translation tends to be evaluated “by crite-
ria which do not really apply” (285) and “it is not translation alone that makes
the product” (290), but a complex array of political, ideological and procedural
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factors. The objective of this chapter is to identify the quality parameters of
EU translation by critically analyzing institutional policies and practices and by
synthesizing the existing literature and viewpoints from within EU institutions
and from the outside. The chapter will first define and categorize EU translation,
map quality in the EU context and its components, making a fundamental dis-
tinction between the quality of translation as a product and quality of processes
in translation service provision. Finally, the chapter will identify key threats and
challenges to quality.
1 Mapping the field — what is EU translation?
EU translation is a multi-faceted, broad and fuzzy category whichmay be defined
as translation rendered by and for European Union institutions. In the most pro-
totypical sense, it is translation provided in-house by the translation services of
EU institutions. However, EU translation also covers translations outsourced to
external contractors and paid for and, to some extent, controlled by EU institu-
tions.
As a consequence of having institutions as agents/commissioning entities, EU
translation is naturally placed in a broader superordinate category of institu-
tional translation. Institutional translation is described as self-translation be-
cause translation is institutions’ means of communication with the outside world
and, hence, “the institution itself gets translated” (Koskinen 2008: 22). Since insti-
tutions regulate and control behaviour, monitor compliance, and create a shared
cognitive background (Scott, quoted in Koskinen 2008: 18), institutional transla-
tion is affected by institutional norms (Koskinen 2000: 50; Wagner et al. 2002:
65; Felici 2010: 101), institutional patterns of behaviour (Kang 2011: 144), and the
institutional culture of translating (Mason 2004 [2003]: 470).
By extension, and in view of the fact that the European Union is a suprana-
tional political union, EU translation may also be classified as political transla-
tion (cf. Trosborg 1997: 147) or even narrower as diplomatic translation because
many EU documents are a result of complex delicate negotiations and political
compromise between the Member States.1
EU translation may also be defined through genres or text types which are
translated. EU translation is often perceived stereotypically as legal translation.
While legal translation, i.e. the translation of EU legislation and case law, is a spe-
cial constituent category of EU translation which is critically central to the func-
1See Šarčević (2007: 44) on EU law as droit diplomatique for the same reason.
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tioning of the European Union, it comprises a salient (and by no means silent)
minority of documents translated by EU translation services. EU translation is
diverse and covers a continuum from expert-to-expert to expert-to-lay communi-
cation (cf. Biel 2014: 56). In addition to law, specialized (expert-to-expert) genres
include official communications, institutional reports, minutes, and international
agreements, whereby institutions communicate with experts, such as national
governments and MEPs. In expert-to-lay communication institutions communi-
cate with the general public, e.g. citizens, through such genres as booklets, let-
ters to citizens, press releases, as well as multimodal genres, such as institutional
websites or tweets.
2 Translation quality as a scalar and dynamic concept
One of the well-known definitions of quality, borrowed from marketing, is the
degree to which a product or service meets clients’ needs, expectations and spec-
ifications (Kotler & Lane Keller 2006: 146–148). This view is also valid in the
context of translation,2 where the quality of translated texts is perceived as a
gradable rather than a (good-bad) binary concept (cf. Biel 2011a: 15). The per-
ception of quality has recently evolved3 in Translation Studies, especially with
the advent of machine translation and crowdsourcing (cf. Jiménez-Crespo 2017),
shifting from the negative approach of error counting to the evaluation of trans-
lation against readers’ expectations, intended purpose and other communicative
factors (Colina 2009: 238; see also Vandepitte 2017, an introductory chapter to
this book, which discusses quality-related concepts in more depth). Quality has
been reconceptualized as a dynamic negotiated concept which comprises var-
ied degrees of quality, depending on a number of factors, including fitness for
purpose, utility, time, and price (cf. Jiménez-Crespo 2017: 478, 482). This under-
standing of quality is also evident in industry standards, e.g. ISO 17100:2015 and
EN 15038:2006 , which see quality of translations as suitability for the agreed
purpose (cf. Biel 2011b). The dynamism and relativity of the concept of quality
are also evident in its varied perception and understanding among stakeholders,
e.g. translators, requesters, end users, due to their different expectations and
needs (cf. Strandvik 2015: 142–143). Key dimensions of translation quality will
be discussed in the next section.
2For a comprehensive overview of theoretical and professional approaches to quality see e.g.
Drugan (2013) and House (2015).
3See also Prieto Ramos (2015) for a detailed discussion of quality models in legal translation.
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Thus, the concept of quality is multidimensional and I propose in the context
of institutional EU translation to distinguish two interrelated and overlapping
dimensions: the quality of translation at the textual level with translation
viewed as a product and the quality of processes in translation service pro-
vision with translation viewed as a service. The former covers two subdi-
mensions — equivalence and textual fit/clarity while the latter covers the man-
agement of people, processes and resources. It should be noted that the quality of
translation service provision strongly affects the quality of translation products.
3.1 Quality of EU translation at the textual level: translation as a
product
As aptly observed by Strandvik (2015: 142), quality is “the sum of a number of
different quality characteristics which may need to be ranked in order of priority
or may even be contradictory”. Such quality characteristics are well visible, inter
alia, in the European Commission’s specifications addressed to potential exter-
nal translators: “[translations] can be used as they stand upon delivery, without
any further formatting, revision, review and/or correction”,4 which is phrased in
terms of accuracy consistency and clarity:
• “complete” (no omissions or additions)
• “accurate and consistent rendering of the source text”
• correct references to any already published documents
• internal terminological consistency and consistency with reference mate-
rials
• clarity, relevant register and observance of text-type conventions
• no language errors and correct formatting
• compliance with instructions.5
4Omnibus, Tender Specification, p. 8, https://infoeuropa.eurocid.pt/files/database/000064001-
000065000/000064078_2.pdf (Accessed 2017-07-01).
5Omnibus, op. cit., p. 8–9.
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It is worth noting that compared to 2008,6 the word faithful disappeared from
the descriptors of quality targeted at external contractors. The above list may be
regarded as a set of characteristics to be possessed by a high-quality translation
in the EU context (see Hanzl & Beaven 2017 [this volume] for a similar set of
descriptors at the Council).
The quality of EU translation products is posited here, with some adaptations
after Chesterman (2004) and Biel (2011b; 2014), to comprise the following funda-
mental variables:
• Dimension 1: Equivalence of translation in relation to the source text (fi-
delity, accuracy of information transfer), in relation to other language ver-
sions (multilingual concordance) and in terms of consistency/continuity
with preceding and/or higher-ranking texts,
• Dimension 2: Textual fit (naturalness) of translation in relation to corre-
sponding non-translated texts produced in the Member States, as well as
the interrelated concept of clarity (readability) of translation.
I will illustrate below how these two dimensions are prioritized in the EU in-
stitutions’ translation policies and practices.
As a result of a more dire need to balance translation costs, demand and qual-
ity triggered after the last waves of accessions, recent years have observed an
intensification of documents on translation quality coupled with a substantial
renarration of translation quality discourse in EU institutions, in particular in
the European Commission and the Council. The new narrative has downplayed
faithfulness (that is the equivalence dimension) as the key characteristics of high-
quality translation by reorientation towards more functional categories of fit-
ness for purpose, with occasional explicit references to ISO 17100:2015 (e.g. DGT
2015: 3), and consequently by linking quality requirements to genres grouped
into a number of clusters (I will refer to it as the genre-based approach; however,
it should be borne in mind that EU institutions do not frame it as such), which
has put the concept of clarity to the fore (dimension 2). This reworking of the
concept of quality should be evaluated as a proactive move which prioritizes rele-
vant characteristics of quality, depending on a communicative purpose behind a
genre, rather than relying on a stereotyped perception of EU translation as legal
only. It is worth stressing that the new approach is in line with the prominence
of the concept of genre in Translation Studies (cf. Biel 2017)
6Cf. “the target text is a faithful, accurate and consistent translation of the source text” (DGT
2008: 6).
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EU institutions have attempted to classify documents to prioritize their trans-
lation and revision for more than a decade (cf. Court of Auditors’ report 2006);
however, recent years have brought more pronounced narratives linking quality
levels with document types. This is especially visible in the European Commis-
sion’s DGT, which evolved “towards a more conscious, structured and system-
atic approach to quality assurance” (Strandvik (2017b: 52)). Its quality advisers
drafted a document called DGT Translation Quality Guidelines in 2015, followed
by a summary version for external contractors TranslationQuality Info Sheets for
Contractors in 2017, where they introduce four categories of texts and link quality
requirements and control to genre clusters and risks (see also Strandvik 2017b):
• Category A: Legal acts;
– EU legal acts;
– documents used in administrative or legal proceedings and inquiries;
– documents for procurement or funding programmes, tenders, grants
applications, contracts;
– recruitment notices, EPSO (European Personnel SelectionOffice) com-
petition notices and test documents;
• Category B: Policy and administrative documents
– accompanying documents not formally part of legal acts;
– white and green papers;
– other official administrative documents, e.g. budget, reports, guide-
lines.
• Category C: Information for the public
– press releases, memos;
– articles to be published in the press, speeches, interviews;
– leaflets, brochures, posters;
– web texts.
• Category D: Input for EU legislation, policy formulation and administra-
tion – eight subcategories of incoming documents from Member States,
other stakeholders, citizens and non-EU countries and external bodies.
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The highest quality is expected of Category A and within this genre cluster
– of multilingual legislation. Quality descriptors foreground the equivalence di-
mension (“legal accuracy”, DGT 2016b: 6) to ensure uniform interpretation and
application (cf. Šarčević 1997: 72) and the same result in all the official languages
(cf. Pozzo 2012: 1191), which is also referred to as “multilingual concordance”
(DGT 2016b: 4) and the “horizontal dimension” (Robertson 2015: 44). In the con-
text of multilingual law, equivalence relations are highly intertextual and com-
plex — equivalence is presumed to exist between all language versions of a legal
instrument, i.e. between the original and the target text, but also between trans-
lations into other languages. Equivalence is “proclaimed” (Hermans 2007: 11) as
“an a priori characteristic” of EU translation (Koskinen 2000: 49) — it is “existen-
tial equivalence” (Koskinen 2000: 51) and “mandatory legal equivalence” (Tosi
2002: 180–181) due to the fact that all the language versions are presumed to
have the same legal value regardless of whether or not they are equivalent as
to their meaning (cf. Tosi 2002: 180). This presumption is known as the princi-
ple of equal authenticity (Šarčević 1997: 64) and the principle of plurilinguistic
equality (van Els 2001). The quality of multilingual legislation is also required, to
a lesser degree, to take into account the textual fit and clarity dimension. Clear
language7 and language quality are explicitly mentioned as quality requirements
with reference to legislation (cf. DGT 2016b: 6). They are to ensure its accessi-
bility, predictability and legal certainty (Strandvik 2015: 146). As pointed out
by Strandvik, there is a general consensus among the legal services of EU in-
stitutions that “all language versions of a piece of legislation should deviate as
little as possible from the target cultures’ drafting conventions” (2015: 153, em-
phasis added). On the other hand, DGT Translation Quality Guidelines admit
that there is “only limited leeway for ‘localising’ Category A” to target language
(TL) conventions (DGT 2016b: 14). Furthermore, it should be pointed out that
the requirement of minimum deviations from TL conventions may be difficult
to satisfy due to the high hybridity of EU language. The hybridity results from a
number of factors, such as the complex multilingual multi-stage drafting process
intertwined with translation (Doczekalska 2009: 360), fusion of languages and
the frequent involvement of non-native speakers (Wagner et al. 2002: 76), cul-
tural neutralisation and hybridity of texts, unstable source texts (Stefaniak 2013),
quality of drafting (Tosi 2002: 184, Šarčević & Robertson 2013: 22), preference for
literal translation techniques (Koskinen 2000: 54), as well as distortions typical
of the translation process (cf. Biel 2014 for a detailed discussion). As a result, EU
7Legislative Drafting. A Commission Manual goes as far as to include “reader-friendliness” in
the legislative checklist (European Commission 1997: 78).
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legislation has led to the emergence of distinct legal varieties of national legal
languages (cf. Biel 2014 and the Eurolect Observatory project8).
The highest clarity and textual fit requirements are set for Category C which
comprises mainly informative texts addressed to the general public and EU citi-
zens, representing expert-to-lay communication. Clarity is linked to the political
objective of increasing the EU citizens’ confidence in the European Union, en-
hancing its positive image and creating more interest in EU matters (cf. DGT
2015: 1, 12). Quality is achieved through the high localization of translations to
target language conventions, avoidance of jargon, naturalness and idiomaticity
of translations: “a key quality desideratum is to produce texts that read like orig-
inals in all languages” (DGT 2015: 2, 13). Translators have more freedom and
are expected to provide translations which will function seamlessly in the target
culture.
Categories B and D are between these two extremes — they place more focus
on accuracy than Category C but more focus on naturalness than Category A.
Quality indicators for translation products, which are connected with ex-post
quality monitoring (cf. Hanzl & Beaven 2017 [this volume] with reference to the
Council) and control, are explicitly linked to errors and the correction rate
expressed through the number of corrigenda with the tolerance level set at <
0.5%, which is defined as:
• the ratio between the number of translations formally corrected during one
year and the number of translations of the same year and the preceding
two years that can be subject to such corrections (DGT 2016a: 4, footnote
4).
The most critical type of error in the EU context is an error in EU legislation
which leads to a different, unintended regulation of rights and duties of private
and public entities in the Member States (Kapko 2005: 2). Critical errors and cor-
rigenda (cf. Bobek 2009) are usually connected with inappropriate information
transfer, that is dimension 1 (equivalence, accuracy). It is also worth noting that,
on the other hand, the descriptors of errors in the Commission have shifted from
changes in information transfer (dimension 1) to impairment of product usability
(dimension 2) (see Strandvik 2017a [this volume]).
To sum up, the fitness-for-purpose approach combined with the genre-based
categorization of documents emphasize the cost-effective gradability of quality.
8More information: http://www.unint.eu/en/research/research-groups/39-higher-
education/490-eurolect-observatory-interlingual-and-intralingual-analysis-of-legal-
varieties-in-the-eu-setting.html (Accessed 2017-07-01).
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On the one hand, they allow the institutions tomanage their resources depending
on the required level of quality — “very good” or “good enough”: as observed by
Martin, “the fit-for-purpose principle is an invaluable yardstick against which to
balance risks and resources” (2007: 60). On the other hand, they have contributed
to foregrounding often overlooked characteristics in the EU context, such as nat-
uralness and clarity.
3.2 Quality of processes in EU translation service provision:
translation as a service
The conceptualization of quality of translations through service provision rather
than products is linked with market standards, such as ISO 17100:2015 and EN
15038:2006 , and is part of quality assurance. The key characteristics of service
provision are proposed in the EU context to cover:
• a prerequisite— availability of translations in EU citizens’ native languages,
• workflow management,
• people,
• translation resources (tools).
3.2.1 Availability of translations as a sine qua non condition:
multilingualism and the selective translation policy
The sine qua non condition for discussing the quality of translation as a service is
the availability of translations in official languages, in particular the availability
to EU citizens in their native language. This prerequisite stems from one of the
EU’s fundamental values protected in its primary legislation — respect for lin-
guistic diversity,9 and the resulting multilingualism policy which is intended to
give citizens access to EU legislation and information in their native languages as
long as they have the status of an official language. Above all, the multilingual-
ism policy imposes an obligation to publish the Official Journal of the European
Union in all the official languages, and in particular to ensure that regulations and
“documents of general application” are available in all the official languages.10
Themultilingualism policy also enables Member States or citizens to write to EU
9Article 3, Treaty on European Union (TEU), OJ C 326, 26.10.2012.
10Articles 5 and 6, Council RegulationNo 1 determining the languages to be used by the European
Economic Community, OJ 17, 6.10.1958.
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institutions and receive a reply in one of the official languages and requires EU
institutions to write to Member States and citizens in an official language of such
a state/citizen.11
Currently, the EU multilingualism covers 24 official languages which are pre-
sumed to enjoy an equal status: Bulgarian, Croatian, Czech, Danish, Dutch, En-
glish, Estonian, Finnish, French, German, Greek, Hungarian, Irish, Italian, Lat-
vian, Lithuanian, Maltese, Polish, Portuguese, Romanian, Slovak, Slovenian, Span-
ish and Swedish. Firstly, it should be noted that while the impressive scale of
EU multilingualism includes speakers of 24 official languages, it does not in-
clude over 60 regional or minority languages and some co-official languages (e.g.
Basque, Catalan, Welsh).12 Secondly, the presumption of the equal status of all
the official languages is limited to the legal validity and authenticity of the EU-
wide legislation translated into such languages. Furthermore, some languages
formally enjoy a privileged status of procedural languages (as “members of an
elite club” (Craith 2006: 560) — English, French and German, and/or a status of
pivot languages for relay translation, e.g. in the Court of Justice — French, En-
glish, German, Spanish and Italian.13 Starting with the accession of Scandinavian
countries in 1995 and strengthened after the 2004 enlargement, English replaced
French as the dominant procedural language in most EU institutions (a notable
exception being the Court of Justice with French as the procedural language) and
became the lingua franca of the European Union. As a result, most documents are
drafted in English and are selectively translated into other official languages. The
main reason for the selective policy is the allocation of insufficient funds by the
EU Budgetary Authorities (i.e. the Council and the Parliament) to ensure transla-
tion into all official languages,14 as well as the increase in demand for translation
in the last decade combined with the pressure on staff reductions in some institu-
tions, which altogether evoke a strong need to prioritize categories of documents
for translation (cf. DGT: 4) and introduce structural demand-reducing measures
(cf. Strandvik 2017b).
This selective translation policy affects the availability of EU translations to cit-
izens whose languages are underprivileged. As observed above, Council Regula-
11Articles 2 and 3, Council Regulation No 1, op. cit.
12https://europa.eu/european-union/topics/multilingualism_en (Accessed 2017-07-01).
13It also extends to the preference of selected – mainly procedural - languages in some EU agen-
cies. For example, the European Union Intellectual Property Office (EUIPO) has 5 “working
languages”: English, French, German, Italian and Spanish.
14Decision of the European Ombudsman on complaint 3191/2006/(SAB)MHZ against the Euro-
pean Commission, https://www.ombudsman.europa.eu/en/cases/decision.faces/en/3248/html.
bookmark (Accessed 2017-07-01).
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tion No. 1 of 1958 imposes an obligation to ensure that “documents of general ap-
plication” are available in all the official languages. Yet this seemingly broad term
is in practice interpreted quite narrowly to comprise other types of secondary leg-
islation (in particular directives, some decisions), as well as case law and a few
selected document types. This is a compromise between demand, resources and
costs, especially after the 2000s enlargements. The selective translation policy
is referred to by the European Parliament itself as “controlled full multilingual-
ism”15 or “a pragmatic approach”.16 According to this policy full translation and
interpreting applies only to the Parliament’s official documents and plenary ses-
sions, while preparatory documents are translated only into languages which
are actually needed. A similar policy is pursued by the European Commission,
whereby legislation and key political documents are translated into all EU offi-
cial languages, as well as general information on its EUROPA website, with the
rationale being a legal requirement or “serious disadvantage”. Other documents
are often translated into procedural language(s) only or those languages which
are specifically needed — this applies in particular to correspondence with Mem-
ber States or citizens, specialist information (technical information, campaigns,
blogs, speeches, funding for research), news and urgent or “short-lived” informa-
tion.17 The (limited) choice of languages is framed as “evidence-based” to be bal-
anced with importance, cost-effectiveness, limited budget and human resources
for translation.18 Obviously, this policy limits access to institutional informa-
tion to speakers who do not know English and/or other procedural languages.
The pragmatic approach is also adopted in the third largest EU institution — the
Council. Its Language Service translates “almost all” legislation and “many ma-
jor” policy documents into all official languages, admitting that “for efficiency’s
sake” about 70% of the Council’s total pages are not translated at all as “for practi-
cal purposes” theWorking Parties tend to work on a text drafted in one language
(GSC 2012: 8).
15Cf. Article 1.2 of the European Parliament’s Code of Conduct on Multilingualism of 16.06.2014:
“The resources to be devoted to multilingualism shall be controlled bymeans of management
on the basis of users’ real needs, measures to make users more aware of their responsibilities
and more effective planning of requests for language facilities.” http://www.europarl.europa.
eu/pdf/multilinguisme/coc2014_en.pdf (Accessed 2017-07-01).
16http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?pubRef=-//EP//TEXTIM-
PRESS20071017FCS118160DOCXMLV0//EN (Accessed 2017-07-01).
17http://ec.europa.eu/ipg/content/multilingualism/index_en.htm. See also the 2006 Commu-
nication to the Commission for an early categorization of texts into groups which may
be outsourced (https://ec.europa.eu/transparency/regdoc/rep/2/2006/EN/2-2006-1489-EN-F1-
1.Pdf) (Accessed 2017-07-01).
18http://ec.europa.eu/ipg/content/multilingualism/index_en.htm, https://europa.eu/european-
union/abouteuropa/language-policy_en (Accessed 2017-07-01).
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This pragmatic language regime has been referred to critically by Krzyżanow-
ski & Wodak (2011) as hegemonic multilingualism which may suppress national
languages and disempower certain nations. Mattila (2013: 33) goes even further
and argues that the overuse of English as the main procedural language is indica-
tive of unilingualism: “Despite the ideology underlining the multilingual charac-
ter of the Union, one could speak of a development in the direction of unilingual-
ism”. Overall, the pragmatic approach, framed in the narrative of multilingualism
and respect for linguistic diversity, reflects institutional policies connected with
the realistic management of budgetary and human resources.
3.2.2 Quality of workflow management
The superordinate factor controlling the quality of translation as a service is
workflow management — namely, how the provision of a translation service is
managed against available resources. It ultimately contributes as a decisive factor
to the quality of translation as a product. Management fundamentally affects the
recruitment and allocation of human resources and the development of technical
resources in light of budgetary constraints. It is also important for consistency of
approach and for consistency of quality across and within institutions (cf. Dru-
gan et al. 2018).
At a more global level, quality can be affected by the organizational struc-
ture of the translation service which prioritizes roles covering various aspects of
quality assurance. It can be illustrated with the organization of the Directorate-
General for Translation at the European Commission. As its organizational chart
shows,19 it is divided into six directorates, four of which (Directorates A to D) are
in charge of Translation, including Directorate D which deals with procedural
languages only, while the other two Directorate R is in charge of Resources and
Directorate S is in charge of Customer relations. The Translation Directorates
also subsume functions responsible forQuality Management, Language Applica-
tions and Interinstitutional cooperation. Directorate R (Resources) covers new
technologies, internal administrative matters, budget and finance, informatics
and professional and organizational development while Directorate S manages
customer relations, workflow systems, demand management, external transla-
tion, editing, evaluation and analysis, and web rationalization task force. In par-
ticular, there is a need to balance demand management, budgetary resources,
internal and external translation flows, as well as interinstitutional cooperation.
19As at 1.06.2017 https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/organisation_chart_translation_june_
2017_en.pdf (Accessed 2017-07-01).
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The very existence of these functions points to their recognition as important
(see also Prieto Ramos 2017 [this volume] on translation service managers).
At amore local level, workflowmanagement ensures quality control at the pre-
translation, translation and post-translation stage. At the pre-translation stage,
quality assurance mechanisms may involve planning, source file preparation
(technically and linguistically through editing), terminology resources, transla-
tion resources, and project management resources (Drugan 2013: 77–79); in par-
ticular, the assignment of a job to a suitable translator (Prieto Ramos 2015: 23).
At the translation stage in the institutional context, it may mean sufficient sup-
port for translators with terminology assistance, research by assistants, consul-
tations with national experts, etc., as well as deadline management.20 Workflow
management also covers quality control and assessment, especially at the post-
translation stage, including (bilingual) revision, (monolingual) review, random
checks by quality officers, legal linguistic revision by lawyer-linguists, editing
of source texts by native speakers to improve their quality,21 as well as strate-
gic planning in relation to quality control, e.g. the introduction and monitoring
of performance indicators, such as a customer satisfaction rate, deadline compli-
ance rate or correction rate (cf. DGT 2016b).
3.2.3 Quality of people: translators and support staff
The key components of quality include the human resources involved in the pro-
vision of translation services.22 Such human resources cover translators, revisers,
as well as supporting roles, including linguistic assistants,23 terminologists (see
Stefaniak 2017 [this volume]), quality officers/controllers (see Drugan et al. 2018),
and national experts.
Translators can be divided into staff (in-house) translators and external trans-
lators (contractors). In-house translators are employed with the dual roles of
translators and revisers. In-house translation services are available in the ma-
jority of EU institutions, e.g. in the European Commission, the Council, the Eu-
ropean Parliament, the Court of Justice, the Economic and Social Committee,
the Court of Auditors; while other bodies are services by the Luxembourg-based
20See the DGT’s recent commitment to ensure shorter deadlines for “political priority docu-
ments” and to increase the deadline compliance rate (% of pages produced within the deadline)
from 95% in 2009 to 99% (DGT 2016b: 6, 9).
21For example, the European Commission plans to increase the editing of its major initiatives
from 12% in 2015 to 65% in 2020 (DGT 2016b).
22See Svoboda (2008) on the human factor in the European Commission’s DGT.
23See e.g. a notice of competition http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/HTML/?uri=
OJ:C:2016:151A:FULL&from=EN (Accessed 2017-07-01).
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Translation Centre for the Bodies of the European Union. EU institutions have a
long tradition of recruiting, training and managing translators. In-house trans-
lators were already employed in the High Authority of the European Coal and
Steel Community established by the Treaty of Paris in 1952 and over the decades
they substantially grew in numbers and raised their status, becoming perma-
nent officials in the late 1950s (European Commission 2010: 18).24 In light of the
highly specialized nature of texts, the role of translators’ specializations have
been growing in importance since the 1990s (European Commission 2010: 12,
13). In-house translators are employed by most institutions after they pass the
EPSO25 competition and meet the requirements specified in the competition no-
tice. In general, candidates have to meet the following requirements: a bachelor’s
degree and a perfect command of their mother tongue (C2 level) and two official
EU languages (C1 level), of which at least one should be a procedural language.26
Interestingly, no professional experience is officially required;27 however, the
translator’s profile at the European Commission’s website explicitly mentions
thematic skills required to deal with political, economic, financial, legal, scientific
and technical texts.28 The procedure comprises three stages: (1) computer-based
multiple-choice question tests on verbal, numerical and abstract reasoning tests
in language 1 (L1) and comprehension L2 and L3; (2) two translation tests into
L1 — which are usually general but very idiomatic in nature and (3) three tests
in L2 in the assessment centre (oral presentation, competency-based interview
and group exercise) to test general competencies, such as analysis and problem
solving, communicating, delivering quality and results, learning and develop-
ment, prioritizing and organizing, resilience, working with others, and leader-
ship.29 At a first glance, the requirements may not seem excessively strict (e.g.
no previous translation experience required and a general text to translate); how-
ever, due to financially attractive job prospects, the competition is tough in most
countries and good candidates tend to be preselected. In-house translators are
subject to continuous professional training to deepen their subject matter exper-
24Protocol (No 7) on the privileges and immunities of the European Union to the Treaty
of Rome, 1957.
25https://epso.europa.eu/.
26https://ec.europa.eu/info/jobs-european-commission/translator-profile_en (Accessed 2017-07-
01).
27NB: notices of competitions explicitly state “No professional experience required”, e.g. http:
//eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/HTML/?uri=OJ:C:2016:205A:FULL&from=EN (Ac-
cessed 2017-07-01).
28https://ec.europa.eu/info/jobs-european-commission/translator-profile_en (Accessed 2017-07-
01).
29See e.g. Notice of open competitions: http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/HTML/
?uri=OJ:C:2016:205A:FULL&from=EN (Accessed 2017-07-01).
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tise and acquire new language skills, including joint interinstitutional training
events (DGT 2016b: 8, 15). In line with the European Commission’s commitment,
DGT planned to reduce its staffing levels by the end of 2016 by 10% compared to
2012 (DGT 2016a: 14).
The requirements are higher in the Court of Justice of the European Union,
which employs only lawyer-linguists as in-house and external translators (see
Koźbiał 2017 [this volume]). Lawyer-linguists are required to have a law degree
and a good command of three official languages (however, no formal education
in languages is required) and, like translators, they have to go through the EPSO
competition. It is worth noting that while the Commission does not require its
translators to have a legal background to translate EU legislation, it employs
lawyer-linguists to check translations. On the other hand, the Court does —
it employs lawyer-linguists to translate judgments and other court documents.
Lawyer-linguists’ tasks differ across institutions and their role could be best de-
fined in much broader terms as legal-linguistic revision. The term lawyer-linguist
is now used across all institutions; however, they used to have distinct names: le-
gal revisers in the European Commission, jurist-linguists in the Council of the Eu-
ropeanUnion and reviser lawyer-linguists in the European Parliament (Šarčević &
Robertson 2013: 186, 188, 189). Legal-linguistic revision has a broader scope than
the typical bilingual revision and may include a revision of the source text, lin-
guistic and legal consistency check of a target text with other language versions
as well as an occasional check of all language versions for consistency (Šarčević
& Robertson 2013: 186).30 Lawyer-linguists are also involved in the early inter-
ventions of drafts at the pre-translation stage to facilitate their translation into
all the official languages (Šarčević & Robertson 2013: 187).
First support staff included typists, stenographers and revisers in the 1950s
while the role of the terminologist emerged in the Commission in the 1960s (Eu-
ropean Commission 2010: 12, 21). Terminologists are involved in ad-hoc termi-
nology work to support translators on the job, usually more difficult special-
ized terms, as well as in systematic terminology work, which consists of cre-
ating term records in term bases (see Stefaniak 2017 [this volume]). Linguistic
assistants assist translators and lawyer-linguists in translation and revision by
pre-processing or post-processing texts in IT tools, databases and templates, act-
ing as IT helpdesk/coordinator, managing linguistic and legal-linguistic informa-
tion and documentation (reference documents, maintaining resources, updating
30See also an example of a notice of open competitions for lawyer-linguists http://eur-
lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/HTML/?uri=OJ:C:2016:457A:FULL&from=EN (Accessed
2017-07-01).
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translation memories, compiling information, and corresponding with national
experts), and incorporating changes in legislation.31
External translators are selected through open calls for tenders32 and in-
clude both freelancers and translation agencies. The discussion below is illus-
trated with the Commission’s procedures. Award criteria are based on the “most
economically advantageous tender”.33 Tenderers have to evidence that they and/
or their translators, revisers and reviewers have: (1) the required level of tertiary
education — usually, a Bachelor’s degree in any area; and (2) proven transla-
tion experience in the domain required in the specific language combination, e.g.
3,000 pages over the period of 3 years.34 Contractors sign 1-year framework con-
tracts whichmay be renewed for further three 1-year contracts (a total of 4 years).
Contractors are offered orders in the order as they appear in the ranking which is
re-ranked on a monthly basis according to the average quality of translations in
the previous month, based on in-house evaluation (the so-called dynamic assess-
ment system).35 External translations are usually reviewed, in most cases some
parts of it only, e.g. the EC’s DGT revises only 10% of the document, from 2 to
10 pages (DGT 2012: 17), even though it used to revise entire texts until recently
(Strandvik 2017b). The dynamic ranking of external contractors should be viewed
positively as a step forward in controlling and assuring the quality of external
translations. After the award of tender, some initial period of unstable and unpre-
dictable quality may be expected which should level out after a few re-rankings,
allowing institutions to identify underperforming contractors, who naturally fall
down in the ranking. For example, after the award of the Omnibus tender in 2016,
the Commission’s DGT experienced a fall of “very good” and “good” marks on
external translations from the very high level of 94%36 in 2015 to 87% in 2016
as well as non-compliance with deadlines, the problems which were addressed
through remedial measures, such as penalties and contract termination.37
31Cf. http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/HTML/?uri=OJ:C:2016:151A:FULL&from=
EN (Accessed 2017-07-01).
32It is worth noting that EU tender procedures and specifications in respect of translations are
regarded as good practices in some national contexts due to the significant role of quality
criteria in addition to price (cf. Wołoszyk 2017).
33Cf. Omnibus, op. cit., p. 16.
34Cf. Omnibus, op. cit., p. 21.
35Cf. https://cdt.europa.eu/en/dynamic-ranking (Accessed 2017-07-01).
36It is worth noting that before 2016 the freelance quality was consistently growing from 91% in
2011 to 94% in 2015; cf. DGT’s Annual Activity Report 2015. Ref. Ares(2016)1818629 – 18/04/2016,
p. 8.
37DGT, European Commission. Annual Activity Report 2016. Ref. Ares(2017)1826615 - 05/04/2017,
pp. 4–5, 9.
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On the positive side, it should be highlighted that the criterion of quality has
gained in importance over the years. First, by raising the quality level required
of external translators through the replacement of the “Acceptable” mark (6/10)
with the “Below standard” descriptor and the “Below standard” (4/10) with “In-
sufficient”.38 Secondly, the mechanism has evolved to give more weight to qual-
ity over price — currently 70/3039 (e.g. a change from the first 50/50 and next
60/40). Yet the excessively high price competition on some markets, especially
from newcomers, has reduced the prices to the level which has driven somemore
experienced contractors away.
To illustrate this claim, we can analyze the price ranges in contracts for the
translation of EU texts relating to the policies and administration of the European
Union (OMNIBUS-15)40 awarded in 2016 by the European Commission. What
is most striking is the high variation of prices between the new accession coun-
tries and most of the EU-15 countries which have more mature freelance markets.
For example, the highest prices apply to Gaelic (due to the shortage of transla-
tors) and Northern European languages — Swedish, Danish, Finnish, Dutch, e.g.
EN-GA (26.45–60.23 EUR per page41), EN-SV (e33.5–58), EN-DA (e32.45–56.63),
with top prices reaching 60 EUR per page, while the lowest prices are offered by
contractors from Romania, Bulgaria, Latvia, Croatia, Poland, Hungary, Czech
Republic, e.g. FR-RO (e6–14.99), EN-RO (e8–24), RO-EN (e9–11.99), BG-EN
(e10–12,99), HR-EN (e13–16.5 EUR), FR-PL (e12–13); DE-PL (e12–15), with the
lowest price reaching 6 EUR, that is 10 times less than the top price.42 What is
also notable is the low variation of prices for some language pairs, e.g. DA-EN
(e33.9–37.8), FI-EN (e31.5–33.9), DE-DA (e44.75–46.75) and high variation for
some other, e.g. EN-EL (e12.5–40), EN-MT (e11.5–48.5). It should be noted that
even the highest external prices (the range of e50–60) are much cheaper than
in-house prices, estimated in the Court of Auditors’ Special Report 2006 at e119
per page at the Parliament, e194 at the Commission and e276 at the Council in
2005.
The current and future policy of EU institutions is to significantly increase the
involvement of external translators through outsourcing in order to reduce costs
or, in some cases, to meet peak demand. Outsourcing practices differ across insti-
tutions; yet there is a discernible upward trend within the EU combined with in-
38European Commission, 06.2016, Instructions for Users, pp. 41–42.
39Omnibus, op. cit., p. 22.
40Contract notice 2015/S 037-062226, http://ted.europa.eu/udl?uri=TED:NOTICE:62226-2015:
TEXT:EN:HTML (Accessed 2017-07-01).
411,500 characters of the source text, excluding spaces (Omnibus, op. cit.).
42https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/omnibus_15_2015.pdf (Accessed 2017-07-01).
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house staff reductions. The outsourcing practice is not new and has been put into
place to cope with an insufficient internal capacity to meet translation requests.
The rate of outsourcing was 22% for the Commission, 33% for the Parliament and
0% for the Council for all languages in 2003; the rate of outsourcing in 2005 fell
to 20% for the Commission, increased to 36% for the Parliament and amounted
to 2% for the Council (Court of Auditors 2006). The outsourcing trends were
much higher for new languages (the 2004 enlargement) than for the EU-15 due
to delays in the recruitment process. As early as in 2003–2004, the outsourcing
objective was set by the Commission and the Parliament to reach 40% and 30%,
respectively (Court of Auditors 2006), but was suspended in 2004 by the Com-
mission due to a fall in demand. The outsourcing trend is planned to increase in
the coming years. For example, according to the European Commission DGT’s
Strategic Plan 2016–2020, the outsourcing rate of the DGT is targeted to increase
progressively from 27% in 2015 to 37% of total pages translated by DGT in 2020
(DGT 2016b: 11).
The upward outsourcing trend is associated with quality risk. In-house trans-
lation is much more expensive but is characterized, as argued by the Court of
Auditors in 2006, by higher quality: “the quality of internal translation is recog-
nized to be higher” (Court of Auditors 2006). In-house translators can ensure a
better contextualization of translations and enjoy the benefit of dedicated train-
ings, internal resources and better integration of such resources, aswell as having
insider knowledge. Secondly, it is also a well-known fact among freelancers that
some agencies win tenders with experienced (and expensive) translators’ CVs
but outsource actual work to cheaper and less experienced translators,43 even
though some measures to curb this phenomenon have been put in place recently.
Thirdly, while most institutions claim that they outsource “non-priority” texts,
e.g. see the European Parliament “Documents of the highest priority, i.e. leg-
islative documents and documents to be put to the vote in plenary are, as far as
internal resources permit, translated in-house. Other types of documents, espe-
cially administrative texts, are frequently outsourced.”44, it is not always the case
(see Strandvik 2017b, on a move towards outsourcing policy documents and leg-
islation) and the situation varies from one language unit to another, depending
on internal capacity.
43See for example discussions on Proz.com: http://www.proz.com/forum/business_issues/
291854-agencies_that_ask_for_too_much_info.html#2472785 (Accessed 2017-07-01).
44http://www.europarl.europa.eu/pdf/multilinguisme/EP_translators_en.pdf (Accessed 2017-07-
01).
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3.2.4 Quality of resources (tools)
In order to ensure consistency and the standardization of translations, EU institu-
tions invest considerable funds in the development of technological, terminologi-
cal and linguistic resources which support translators during the translation pro-
cess. Such resources enable EU institutions to regulate and control the language
and format of STs and TTs. They ensure terminological consistency, uniform
institutional style and textual patterns in translation with a view to keeping vari-
ation and idiosyncrasy to the minimum (e.g. Biel 2014: 70). Tools differ to some
extent between institutions and include among others:
• terminological resources: IATE,45 EuroVoc;46
• databases of documents: EUR-Lex,47 Curia;48
• style guides: joint for all the institutions, e.g. Interinstitutional Style Guide,49
institution-specific and language-specific style guides (e.g. Vademecum tłu-
macza50 for Polish; see also Svoboda 2017a, Svoboda 2017b [this volume]);
• CAT tools (SDL Trados Studio), translation memories51 and translation
memory management system (EURAMIS);52
• machine translation system MT@EC;
• workflow and document management tools: Poetry, ManDesk, Tradesk,
DGT Vista (European Commission 2016).
One of the most important components is the interface which integrates re-
sources in one place to ensure a good speed of information retrieval. I will discuss
selected resources below (for more detailed information see European Commis-
sion 2016).
45http://iate.europa.eu
46http://eurovoc.europa.eu
47http://eur-lex.europa.eu
48https://curia.europa.eu/jcms/jcms/j_6/pl
49http://publications.europa.eu/code/en/en-000100.htm
50http://ec.europa.eu/translation/polish/guidelines/documents/styleguide_polish_dgt_pl.pdf
51DGT publishes parts of its translation memories in 24 languages: https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/
en/language-technologies/dgt-translation-memory#StatisticsfortheDGTTranslationMemory
(Accessed 2017-07-01).
52Euramis, managed by the European Commission, is a system storing translation memories of
most EU institutions; it searches and retrieves segmentswithmatches; http://ec.europa.eu/dpo-
register/details.htm?id=41727 (Accessed 2017-07-01).
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As for the CAT tools, most EU institutions use SDL Trados Studio 2015, which
was customized to the specific needs of EU translators (Trousil 2017). A new
server-based CAT environment is planned to be introduced in 2018–2019 (DGT
2016b: 7). The CAT tool is integrated with IATE through the term recognition
window (Trousil 2017).
IATE (Inter-Active Terminology for Europe) is a major terminological achieve-
ment of EU institutions, which began to be built in 2000, used internally from
2004 and made public in 2007. It is a termbase of about 1.4 million multilingual
entries, integrating the terminological resources of key EU institutions, including
Eurodicautom, TIS, Euterpe, Euroterms, and CDCTERM.53 It is a “one-stop con-
sultation” resource for the institutions, with two interfaces: public and internal
(Trousil 2017). One of its key functionalities is the evaluation of terminological
information with reliability ratings and labels, such as “preferred”, “admitted”,
“deprecated”, “obsolete”, as well as references with sources of information. The
institutions are working on new improved IATE 2 to be released in 201854 but
it should be stressed that the quality and functionality of IATE have improved
significantly over the years. Other multilingual terminological resources include
EuroVoc, a multilingual multi-disciplinary thesaurus on the activities of the Eu-
ropean Union, with a first edition in 1984.55 It is also worth noting that some
resources, e.g. electronic dictionaries and specialized databases, are developed
by external contractors selected through tender procedures.56
Another type of resource, Tradesk (Translator’s Desktop), is a database with
a document handling tool and a collection of translation comments entered by
translators, facilitates communication between the coordinating translator and
translators from the same or other institutions working on the same translation
and its purpose is defined as “[i]mprove communication and exchange of best
practices between translators of different institutions working on inter-institu-
tional legislative proposals, in order to avoid double work and improve consis-
tency and quality of EU legislation”.57 The Tradesk interface provides in-house
translators with access to reference documents, allows for comparisons between
different versions and for the annotation of translation with information from ex-
perts and clarifications from the requester (Trousil 2017). Access to documents is
also available through such tools as the document search engine DGT Vista, the
53http://iate.europa.eu/about_IATE.html (Accessed 2017-07-01).
54http://iate.europa.eu/IATE_2.html (Accessed 2017-07-01).
55http://eurovoc.europa.eu/drupal/?q=abouteurovoc&cl=en (Accessed 2017-07-01).
56Cf. http://ted.europa.eu/udl?uri=TED:NOTICE:398481-2016:TEXT:EN:HTML (Accessed 2017-
07-01).
57http://ec.europa.eu/dpo-register/details.htm?id=35572 (Accessed 2017-07-01).
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text search tool DocFinder, the terminological metasearch toolQuest Metasearch
(Trousil 2017), as well as through more specialized publicly accessible databases,
e.g. the legislation repository EUR-Lex.
MT@EC is an online statistical machine translation system based on Moses
and released in 2013 (Mai 2016), which translates from and into EU official lan-
guages and is made available for free to public administration and universities
of the European Masters’ in Translation network in EU countries;58 however,
interestingly, it is not available to external contractors. One of the DGT’s strate-
gic objectives is to increase the use of its system by doubling direct requests for
MT@EC by individual users and web services to 4 million pages in 2020 (DGT
2016b: 9). The MT@EC system was trained on EU corpora (i.e. Euramis with 1
billion segments (Mai 2016)) and gives relatively good results on EU-related texts,
except for highly inflected languages. The involvement of machine translation
differs from one institution to another. For example, the German Language De-
partment of the DGT uses it selectively in press releases, reports, and general
communications but not for legislation and other legal texts (Mai 2016). It is
mainly applied as “lexical inspiration” and a tool to speed up work by reducing
typing and searches; however, its disadvantages include attention focusing on
different (mainly linguistic) types of errors (Mai 2016). Some translators also note
that the use of machine translation output and a shift from translation to post-
editing prevent the deep processing of and submergence in the source/target
texts which are typical of human translation (cf. O’Brien et al. 2014). It is worth
noting that MT@EC is a predecessor to eTranslation, part of the Connecting Eu-
rope Facility, which will incorporate neural machine translation solutions and
will pool much larger resources.
To sum up, the volume and quality of technological, linguistic and termino-
logical resources are growing and they help translators ensure the consistency
and standardization of translations and increase the efficiency of their work. Yet
it should be stressed that some of the tools are not available at all or in full to
external translators, which may adversely affect the quality of outsourced trans-
lations.
58https://ec.europa.eu/info/resources-partners/machine-translation-public-administrations-
mtec_en (Accessed 2017-07-01).
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4 Concluding remarks: reframing of quality and threat to
quality
Over the last decade EU institutions have boosted the profile of quality, which is
evidenced in an increasing number of policies and guidelines addressing the qual-
ity of EU translation, as well as in attempts to quantify quality through perfor-
mance indicators, such as correction rates and customer satisfaction rates. One of
the promising developments is the reframing of quality discourse by the explicit
linking of translation quality at the textual level to genres and genre clusters,
with a resulting shift of focus from equivalence to clarity and textual fit. On the
other hand, such classifications may be seen as triggered by the need to prioritize
documents, as part of the fit-for-purpose approach, in order to prudently man-
age resources and costs in line with the required level of quality. Cost effective
measures towards translation products are coupled with measures at the service
provision level of translation quality, including selective translation policies and
demand management, the growing burden on in-house staff, staffing reductions
combined with the increasing rate of outsourcing, as well as the growing use of
machine translation and its unknown impact on quality. This may pose a threat
to quality in the long run.
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Chapter 4
The evolving role of institutional
translation service managers in quality
assurance: Profiles and challenges
Fernando Prieto Ramos
University of Geneva
The diversification of translation services, tools and quality expectations in an in-
creasingly globalized translation industry has accentuated the significance of trans-
lation quality assurance (TQA) processes and their management. This paper fo-
cuses on the profile of institutional translation service managers from a holistic
TQA perspective. After a short account of their most common duties as described
in sample vacancy notices from various international organizations, including se-
nior service managers and mid-level language unit heads, the role of the latter as
competence and process managers responsible for translation quality in specific
languages is analyzed in more detail. The data compiled in 24 interviews with mid-
level managers serve to outline an inventory of their main TQA-related functions
and challenges, and lead to conclusions on their growing relevance and expected
expertise in this evolving field.
1 Introduction: managing translation quality in a
changing landscape
Translation management functions have been the subject of little research in
Translation Studies. Yet, they play a key role in monitoring translation quality
assurance (TQA) processes in a context of increasing diversification of transla-
tion services and greater automatization of production workflows. The grow-
ing differentiation of translation quality and pricing levels according to market
segment and client needs has further reinforced the significance of translation
Fernando Prieto Ramos. 2017. The evolving role of institutional translation service
managers in quality assurance: Profiles and challenges. In Tomáš Svoboda, Łucja Biel
& Krzysztof Łoboda (eds.), Quality aspects in institutional translation, 59–74. Berlin:
Language Science Press. DOI:10.5281/zenodo.1048188
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management. These trends have been shaped by a number of interrelated fac-
tors, in particular, heightened global interconnectivity, an exponential surge in
information flows and multilingual content needs in multiple formats, and the
development of technological tools, including online translation applications and
crowdsourcing platforms (see e.g. García 2015 and Jiménez-Crespo 2017). Görög
(2014: 388) summarizes the industry perspective in the following terms: “The
only way to offer large amounts of information and goods in multiple languages
fast while staying within reasonable budgets is by making a compromise and
provide content with different levels of quality using new translation channels
and translation technology.”
For translation service providers (TSPs) in the private sector, which has been
at the frontline of this diversification, providing less-than-maximal quality is not
a taboo but may prove a fit solution depending on job specifications and mar-
ket conditions (see e.g. Wright 2006; Gouadec 2010; O’Brien 2012; Drugan 2013;
Fields et al. 2014). It is not surprising that the last few years have witnessed the
emergence of translation quality standards specifically aimed at certifying TSPs
in this more diversified and globalized market: the European EN 15038:2006 (for
Standardization (CEN) 2006) and its successor, the international ISO 17100:2015.
These standards do not provide any variables to define or measure quality, but
focus on two key elements that contribute to ensuring quality translation: work-
flow specifications (including systematic revision), and definition of roles and
competence requirements for the different actors involved in the service provi-
sion process.
These industry developments (and their conceptual underpinnings) are find-
ing their way into translator training programmes and are gradually permeat-
ing the translation services of public institutions, especially in situations where
budgetary constraints push them towards cost-benefit considerations typically
found in the private sector. The translation services of international organiza-
tions are no exception. In light of increasing productivity demands and strain
on resources, traditional models based on ideals of absolute quality are nuanced
by efficiency considerations of content prioritization and quality control modu-
lation according to potential risk or impact of translations (on risk management
in translation projects, see e.g. Dunne 2013; Canfora & Ottmann 2015). Although
this approach is not new, it is becoming more explicit and widespread, as illus-
trated by Prioux & Rochard (2007) in their “economy of revision” at the Orga-
nization for Economic Cooperation and Development. The translation services
of the European Union (EU) institutions provide the most clear example of this
trend: the addition of nine official languages in 2004 and three more in 2007 com-
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pounded the need to streamline practices and triggered “a move towards a more
conscious, structured and systematic approach to quality assurance” (Strandvik
2017: 52).
All the above services and processes ultimately rely on translation expertise
for effective implementation. In any holistic approach to translation quality, com-
petence is indeed at the core of quality assurance, together with process and
product, as no standard, guideline or assessment grid can be effective without
the necessary skills to apply them (see e.g. Prieto Ramos 2015: 20). From this per-
spective, we will delve into the profiles and challenges of those who are generally
responsible for the recruitment and coordination of translation professionals in
the pursuit of quality at international organizations: institutional translation ser-
vice managers (ITSMs), including directors of entire translation services (senior
ITSMs) and, in particular, heads or chiefs of language units or sections (mid-level
ITSMs or language-bound ITSMs).1 The aim of this study is to contribute to our
understanding of what it takes to be an ITSM today by asking two key questions:
What is the role of institutional translation team managers in TQA? What skills
are required of them considering global trends in the field?
To this end, the following sections will draw an overview of institutional trans-
lation service management based on the combined analysis of: (1) the manage-
ment structures of 12 organizations (eight intergovernmental and four EU insti-
tutions); (2) the job descriptions contained in 14 ITSM vacancy notices (seven for
language section chiefs and seven for service directors, randomly selected among
vacancies announced at international organizations between 2010 and 2016, in-
cluding four from EU institutions, two for each level of management); and (3)
24 interviews with mid-level ITSMs (three per language service) conducted in
three representative institutional settings between April and July 2017: the EU
(more precisely, the European Commission’s Directorate-General for Translation
(DGT), the Council of the EU, the European Parliament and the Court of Justice
of the EU), with 24 official languages; the United Nations (UN), including three of
its duty stations, with six official languages; and the World Trade Organization
(WTO), with three official languages, an example of medium-size specialized in-
1In this chapter, denominations are used in a non-exhaustive way to include all possible titles
of comparable structures or profiles. For instance, “translation services” might be part of a “di-
vision” or a “department”, and be composed of various language “sections”, “units” or “depart-
ments”, depending on the institution. Likewise, “heads” might be called “chiefs” or “directors”
at different management levels, while “quality advisers” might be “managers”, “coordinators”,
“controllers” or “focal points” depending on rank and nature of the job in each institution.
These arbitrary denominations are secondary to the rationale behind the structures and duties
presented in this paper.
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tergovernmental institution. In order to focus on commonalities and preserve
anonymity, reference to specific organizations is avoided to the extent possible
and no individual ITSM is quoted in the presentation of results.
The next section will provide a brief account of the most common responsi-
bilities of ITSMs at international organizations (§2). This account will prepare
the ground for a closer exploration of TQA-related practices and challenges of
translation unit managers responsible for quality in their respective languages in
the three selected institutional settings (§3). These data will inform conclusions
regarding ITSMs’ and TQA (§4).
2 Institutional translation management duties: the
common ground
The responsibilities of ITSMs vary depending on the structures and features of
their translation services, which, in turn, reflect institutional approaches to mul-
tilingualism. All the services surveyed (12 in total) were established to support
the production of legal, policy and administrative documents in a diversity of of-
ficial languages. They epitomize a hierarchical paradigm in which ITSMs stand
at the top and tend to specialize more or less in managerial or translation and
revision tasks depending on the size of the service. While the prototypical man-
agement structure includes at least one director of service and several heads of
language units or sections, the largest services (in terms of staff, translation vol-
umes and number of languages) have more complex organigrams and a higher
degree of division of management and transversal tasks. The service structure
often justifies the delegation of functions such as coordinating thematic projects
or monitoring certain aspects of TQA implementation (e.g. in the case of quality
managers or advisers at EU institutions). This is explained by the more signifi-
cant need to coordinate or harmonize policies and practices between, and even
within, service units, at times located in different duty stations.
At the other extreme, in very small services, ITSMs may actually be the only
in-house staff. This is the case of one small organization included in our sample.
The service is composed of one manager per target language (two in total) in
charge of outsourcing translations depending on workload fluctuations, as well
as translating, revising andmanaging all aspects of quality assurance. ITSMs deal
with a significant concentration of translation and projectmanagement functions
but have a more modest administrative workload compared to larger services,
particularly with regard to human resources.
The most common duties of mid-level ITSMs, as found in the structures and
vacancy notices examined, can be summarized under four categories, from more
strategic to more practical translation work:
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• Strategic, administrative and financial matters
• Staffing matters, including recruitment and performance appraisal
• Translation workflow coordination
• Contribution to translation, technical and quality control tasks
All categories are interrelated, particularly categories 1 to 3, as strategic and
financial matters are then reflected in implementation aspects supervised under
categories 2 and 3, while category 4 tends to vary enormously depending on the
size of the service. In larger services, managers are not always expected to revise
on a regular basis, and they rarely translate, as opposed to managers of smaller
services.
Among the sample job descriptors of mid-level ITSMs, the most detailed one
was published by the UN. The responsibilities listed in the relevant vacancy no-
tice are reproduced in Table 1 below and aligned to the four functional categories
identified above. This list can be considered representative of management duties
at language unit level in large translation services.
The same exercise can be applied to other descriptors. The list of duties in
each category will be similar or shorter depending on profile variations and the
level of detail provided. For instance, strategic and human resources matters in
the above vacancy notice contrast with the short reference to planning, training
and guidance in the equivalent vacancy notice at a much smaller agency, the
International Atomic Energy Agency, where ITSMs at unit level devote more
time to translation and revision tasks (see Table 2 below).
In the same vacancy notice, the role of the section head is previously presented
as “a translator and a reviser who is responsible for the overall quality and timeli-
ness” of translations, and “a manager planning and monitoring the work and su-
pervising the staff of the Section”; and the “main purpose” of the position is: “To
plan, coordinate and supervise the translation/revision activities of the Section,
ensuring the high quality and timely delivery of texts translated into [language]
for distribution to Member States and/or members of the Secretariat.”
As to directors of entire translation services (or senior ITSMs), the most com-
mon functions listed generally fall under category 1 above (strategic, adminis-
trative and financial matters) but at a higher level of responsibility. The more
managerial profile of these positions is also reflected in the discourse used in
the job descriptors. They all include the following core duties: coordination of
the various component sections or units, strategic planning and leadership, li-
aison with other departments and external representation. Most organizations
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Table 1: Duties of mid-level ITSM in representative vacancy notice
(large service)
1. Strategic, administrative and financial matters
• participating in the senior management group of the Division and assuming the lead-
ership role on ad hoc task forces or projects as required
• making recommendations to the Director of the Documentation Division on policy,
administrative and operational matters of the Service, including monitoring and high-
lighting technological advances that could facilitate the work of the Service/Division
• serving as Officer-in-Charge of the Division when required
• coordinating long-term meeting coverage with other précis-writing Services
• preparing reports on all aspects of the Service
2. Staffing matters, including recruitment and performance appraisal
• making long and short-term projections of the work of the Service and its staffing
requirements
• supervising and monitoring the performance of all staff in the Service and preparing
e-Performance reports as First Reporting Officer for the staff directly reporting to the
Chiefs and acts as Second Reporting Officer accordingly
• screening applications from and evaluating potential freelance staff and contractors,
and preparing requests for contractual translation or the recruitment of temporary
assistance as needed
• making recommendations on such personnel actions as recruitment, renewal of con-
tracts, transfers, assignments and promotions
• selecting papers for examinations, marking scripts, establishing pass lists, participating
in examination boards and interviews to ensure appropriate recruitment
• organizing training
3. Translation workflow coordination
• managing the staff and work programme of the Service to ensure the timely issuance
in [language] of documents
• organizing all activities of the Service to ensure maximum efficiency and cost-
effectiveness
• formulating and developing guidelines, instructions and priorities governing transla-
tion, revision, précis writing and terminology work of the Service
• preparing internal information notes on work procedures
4. Contribution to translation, technical and quality control tasks
• carrying out quality control checks for work done in-house and by outside contractors
• serving as the final arbiter on all technical problems connected with the language of
the Service
• translating and/or revising particularly important, sensitive or confidential texts, as
required
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Table 2: Duties of mid-level ITSM in representative vacancy notice
(medium-size service)
• Plan, supervise and monitor the work of the Section and provide training and
guidance.
• Take authoritative decisions regarding terminology, style and usage in [lan-
guage].
• Revise the translations done by other members of the Section.
• Translate and self-revise texts mainly from English into [language] covering
a range of scientific, technical, administrative and legal subjects ensuring that
translations are equivalent in meaning and style to the original texts.
surveyed (except for EU institutions) group together all language service depart-
ments, including interpreting and other documentation services, under the same
management line. The example below (Table 3), a notice published by the WTO
in 2016, illustrates the duties of senior ITSMs who manage translation services
and other sections within the same division.
A comparison between this notice and the wording used on the same position
six years earlier is indicative of recent management trends in the field, with more
explicit references to notions of cost-effectiveness and streamlining of practices.
For instance, “work to refine policies, systems and processes so as to maximise
quality, efficiency and value for money” (our emphasis) in point 4 replaces the
following wording in the 2010 notice: “Manage and ensure continuous improve-
ment / modernization of the operations in all areas of the Division, ensuring a high
level of efficiency, service orientation and quality” (our emphasis).
With regard to quality, as in the above examples, the other job descriptions of
mid-level and senior ITSMs (except for two in the second group) refer to trans-
lation quality in formulations such as “ensure quality / quality control”, “meet
required quality standards” and “set standards for translation quality assurance”.
Overall, these formulations tend to refer to overarching policy aspects in the case
of senior ITSMs, as opposed to more technical implementation and monitoring
aspects in the case of mid-level ITSMs. As managers responsible for everyday
decisions on quality assurance in their respective languages, the latter will be
the focus of the next section.
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Table 3: Duties of senior ITSM in representative vacancy notice
1. Manage the operations of the Division to provide language, documentation and
information management services in alignment with the needs of the Secretariat
and Members. To this end refine and implement a Divisional strategy and
relevant policies as necessary.
2. Achieve annual service targets and ensure the Division performs within budget
(ca. 28 million CHF per annum) obtaining efficiency gains and bringing costs
into line with international standards and market considerations.
3. Lead, motivate and provide guidance to line managers. Establish their responsi-
bilities and performance objectives for his/her direct reports, provide feedback
on their performance and implement any changes required. Build the divisional
team, developing their potential ensuring they are trained as required and
providing leadership by setting standards.
4. Establish a culture of continuous improvement in the Division and work to
refine policies, systems and processes so as to maximise quality, efficiency and
value for money.
5. Ensure collaboration with other Divisions and provide contributions to their
work as necessary.
6. Represent the WTO Secretariat in various events in Geneva and abroad that
address matters related to the work of the Division, including speaking engage-
ments.
7. Support the Director-General and Senior Management by providing reports,
briefings and other information and advice as required.
3 Translation unit heads and TQA: practices and
challenges
What lies behind the descriptors of ITSMs’ duties in terms of practical TQA?
To what extent may they have a real impact on translation quality? In order
to complete the overview of TQA operations among ITSMs, we will examine
the reported practices of those in charge of monitoring TQA implementation by
language, i.e. language unit heads or mid-level ITSMs, at three representative in-
stitutional settings: the EU, the UN and the WTO. For the sake of comparability,
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heads of unit of three official languages common to the three settings (English,
French and Spanish) were interviewed,2 up to a total of 24 language unit heads.
The primary aim was to provide a snapshot of common practices and challenges
on the basis of data compiled through open-ended questions in structured inter-
views on working procedures, with a focus on quality assurance.
Quality managers and advisers (who support the coordination of quality mat-
ters at the EU institutions) and service directors were also interviewed in the
context of a larger project on institutional translation quality.3 The replies of
these professionals were very useful: (1) to triangulate and better understand the
information on institutional structures and management duties presented in the
previous section; (2) to confirm that strategic and policy aspects of TQA are gen-
erally perceived by service directors as the collective responsibility of translation
units in each language, with the peculiarity of more visible strategic support and
coordination by quality advisers in the case of the EU institutions; and (3) to
corroborate the relevance of focusing on language unit heads as the most com-
parable and comprehensive decision-making profile among the institutions in
terms of everyday TQA implementation. In this respect, it must also be noted
that this section reports on their practices and perceptions, but does not purport
to assess TQA approaches, which falls outside the scope of the present study.
In analyzing TQA-related activities of mid-level ITSMs, the first important
commonality is that they all bear the responsibility and are accountable for the
quality of translation in their respective target languages, and they are all con-
ditioned by institutional goals and working procedures. They are not bound by
any shared international standard, as ISO 17100:2015 would require a policy of
systematic full revision that does not apply to their services. Many managers
were not acquainted with this new standard, which does not actually describe
the tasks and qualification requirements of service managers themselves. How-
ever, ISO 17100:2015 on “Translation services — Requirements for translation ser-
vices” establishes the “actions necessary for the delivery of a quality translation
service” by TSPs, including provisions “concerning the management of core pro-
cesses, minimum qualification requirements, the availability and management of
resources, and other actions” (ISO 17100:2015 2015: vi). It is therefore implied that
the role of managers of TSPs is to make sure that the specifiedmeasures are taken
with a view to delivering a quality product. It also follows that ISO 17100:2015
provides a useful yardstick to compare TQA tasks in institutional settings and to
2For logistical reasons, one of them was replaced ad interim.
3“Legal Translation in International Institutional Settings: Scope, Strategies and Quality Mark-
ers (LETRINT)”.
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employ standardized terminology in the field. In fact, this international standard
is explicitly quoted as a key source in the quality guidelines of one EU institution
in particular.4
The shift towards more explicit principles and frameworks was also confirmed
at other EU institutions, while it was not felt as a compelling necessity in in-
tergovernmental organizations with fewer languages. In these cases, the core
TQA principles were primarily based on well-established practices as gradually
inherited and adapted to changing needs. Whether driven by custom or formal
guidelines, the discretionary margin of all language unit heads was conditioned
by shared core principles. Within this margin, implementation variations per lan-
guage were noticeable in all institutions, although they were almost negligible
in the service with the smallest number of languages. These variations reflected
not only different unit backgrounds and working approaches, but also, at times,
more pro-active managerial attitudes towards TQA procedures and supporting
tools.
Mid-level ITSMs were involved in the following TQA-related tasks to varying
degrees, depending on structures andworkload fluctuations. Table 4 below classi-
fies the data compiled during the interviews in an attempt to draw an up-to-date
structured inventory. While some of the tasks can be facilitated by computer ap-
plications (e.g. translation management tools), partially delegated within a lan-
guage unit (e.g. follow-up of quality checks, job assignments or specific project
management) or centralized by a separate dedicated unit (e.g. contracting oper-
ations), language unit managers are ultimately the orchestra conductors with a
full overview of, and the capacity to influence, the different components of TQA
in each language in which quality is measured. As evidenced by a comparison
between the inventory below (Table 4) and Table 1, most of the responsibilities
listed in their job descriptors actually have a TQA dimension. From this per-
4In connection with general quality criteria, DGT Translation Quality Guidelines establish that:
“All translated texts should comply with the general principles and quality requirements for
professional translation laid down in the international standard ISO 17100” (DGT 2015: 3). The
criteria contained in ISO provision 5.3.1 (ISO 17100:2015 2015: 10) are then listed in a footnote:
a) compliance with specific domain and client terminology and/or any other reference
material provided and ensuring terminological consistency during translation; b) seman-
tic accuracy of the target language content; c) appropriate syntax, spelling, punctuation,
diacritical marks, and other orthographical conventions of the target language; d) lex-
ical cohesion and phraseology; e) compliance with any proprietary and/or client style
guide (including domain, language register, and language variants); f) locale and any ap-
plicable standards; g) formatting; h) target audience and purpose of the target language
content.
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Table 4: TQA-related tasks of mid-level ITSMs
I. PRODUCTION WORKFLOW SUPERVISION
a) Overall planning and coordination
• Planning and team coordination according to budget targets, deadlines, priorities
and available human resources; contingency plans and problem-solving in case
of unexpected changes in programme or project implementation.
• Communication with requesting units, other translation units, support units
(such as technology, terminology or documentation) or any other relevant ac-
tors where appropriate to meet targets.
b) Job categorization and assignment
• Translation brief processing and, where appropriate, clarification of specifica-
tions or discussion of conditions with requesting unit.
• Content profiling and risk assessment: text categorization according to text type
within institutional hierarchy, subject matters, sensitivity and confidentiality;
definition of expected level of quality; potential impact of lower-than-expected
quality.
• Assignment of job to translator: best possible match between text and translator
profile (specialization, in-house / external, speed, etc.) depending on availability
of human resources, risk assessment and time constraints.
• Assignment of job to quality controllera (except for cases of self-revised trans-
lation): type and level of quality control (full bilingual revision, monolingual
target text checks or review, etc.) considering the two previous points; best pos-
sible match with quality controller profile depending on quality control needs,
availability of human resources and time constraints.
c) Monitoring of quality assessment and handling of feedback
• Monitoring of compliance with quality assessment procedures: mandatory for
external translators (criteria generally harmonized for all units); more or less sys-
tematic and detailed depending on language unit and translator rank or seniority
in the case of in-house translators.
• Supervision of ex-post quality checks at unit level.
• Processing of feedback on production and satisfaction survey results.
aThis term is used in a broad sense to refer to the person who conducts any quality control task
(see e.g. Mossop 2014: 116), regardless of the institutional category held by the person. In EU
institutions, for example, revision practices are not as hierarchically organized as in the other
two selected settings, and in-house translators are usually expected to translate and revise
from their very entry into the position.
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II. CONTRIBUTION TO TRANSLATION, QUALITY CONTROL OR ASSESSMENT
TASKS
• Contribution to quality control or, less often, translation tasks in specific projects
(e.g. texts of highest importance).
• Regular or random assessment of translation or quality control output.
• Advice and arbitration on linguistic issues where appropriate (e.g. cases of inter-
nal disagreement or sensitive institutional terminology).
III. COMPETENCE MANAGEMENT
• Participation in recruitment tests and selection of applicants.
• Individual goal-setting and periodic performance appraisal exercises with mem-
bers of staff.
• Training initiatives in line with team and individual competence development
needs.
• Mentoring coordination for junior staff members.
IV. RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT AND CONTRIBUTION TO INSTITUTIONAL TQA
POLICY
• Resource needs analysis and monitoring of language-specific resource develop-
ment, including cooperation with terminology units or focal points.
• Transmission of feedback on tools and resources for potential improvements at
a broader level.
• Monitoring of impact of management measures and reporting on unit level qual-
ity developments.
• Contribution to TQApolicy formulation or implementation innovations thatmay
be exported to other units.
spective, mid-level ITSMs play a central role in promoting quality, especially as
process and competence managers. In the case of regular contributions to quality
control as revisers (category II tasks), particularly common in smaller services,
the short-term impact on the translation product can be more direct. However,
the long-term impact of ITSMs on translation product quality as TQA managers
crucially depends on the cumulative effect of the other three elements of a vir-
tuous circle: (1) competence management (selection of talent and professional
development actions under category III); (2) workflow supervision (category I
tasks) with a view to maximizing the benefits of competence assets in the pro-
duction process; and (3) input into procedural and material conditions that may
improve workflow and performance (category IV actions).
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The degree of risk in job assignment is directly related to the degree of suit-
ability and reliability of team members, so administering talent and keeping mo-
tivation high, despite productivity pressures, emerges as a key requirement for
effective TQA management in hierarchical institutional structures. By the same
token, adapting selection processes to competence needs can only be a sound
quality enhancement investment.
Unsurprisingly, anymeasures that introduce uncertainty in job allocation equa-
tions or other links of the production chain feature as the most common concern
among mid-level ITSMs with regard to TQA. The main challenges identified re-
volve around three interrelated sources of uncertainty:
• Resource availability and productivity pressures as a result of streamlining
or downsizing: translation services are regularly in the spotlight given the
proportion of institutional budgets they represent; as in any other public
or private sector, it is generally felt that insufficient resources could lead
to lower-than-expected quality outcomes if the limits of cost-effectiveness
are exceeded.
• External contracting conditions: in light of the increasing level of outsourced
translation, it has become paramount to build professional relations of
trust and promote quality among external translators; in institutionswhere
outsourcing procedures prevent language units from matching job specifi-
cations to individual translator profiles, and jobs are assigned by external
contractors, the translator’s reliability is generally unknown by ITSMs, so
the risk assessment and production chain can be affected as a result (includ-
ing greater unpredictability of quality control needs, impact on motivation
and human resource allocation in cases of lower-than-expected quality of
outsourced translation, and final cost/quality ratio).
• Workflow changes and expectations deriving from technological developments:
the integration of new tools is perceived as globally positive in supporting
and speeding up certain tasks, but has also brought new variables and de-
pendencies into the workflow, as well as new error patterns in the produc-
tion process; in this connection, heightened expectations of the benefits of
machine translation and over-simplification of badly-needed human trans-
lation expertise represent an added challenge in the context of cost-saving
initiatives.
Other challenges fall outside the decision-making scope of language units (in
particular, the persistent issue of poor quality of originals) or were specific to cer-
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tain units, for example, the complexity of managing a high number of language
pairs and finding available translators in some of them, or insufficient adaptation
of initial screening exercises to professional translation profiles in some recruit-
ment processes.
4 Concluding remarks: expertise for evolving TQA
management
The insights gathered in previous sections point to the skills expected of ITSMs
at language unit level from a holistic TQA perspective. ISO 17100:2015 does not
refer to the profile of service managers but to TSP project managers, who are re-
quired to have “appropriate translation project management competence” (ISO
17100:2015 2015: 7). As outlined above, mid-level ITSMs are crucial decision-
makers in sustained TQA endeavours beyond translation project level. Their
services can be equated to those of TSP branches in the private sector, but con-
ditioned by specific institutional goals and conventions.
In their capacity as competence and process managers, an optimal combina-
tion of translation expertise and managerial skills would be expected of these
mid-level ITSMs, particularly in connection with the textual and extra-textual
parameters considered in resource allocation. As noted by Gouadec (2010: 275),
quality management systems require “a very clear view of “product” quality
grades and levels, overall, per domain, per parameter, and per sub-parameters”.
In international institutional settings, this relates to established text categories,
legal hierarchies and priority policy matters that constitute essential knowledge
for TQA managers. As team leaders in the provision of and advocacy for trans-
lation quality in the relevant language, they would also be expected to have
advanced translation and revision skills, as well as sufficient expertise in TQA
processes (including approaches to quality control and evaluation), translation
competence development, and translation tools and resources. The ideal ITSM
profile also demands general management skills such as planning, coordination,
risk management and networking abilities.
The appropriate balance between translation and management skills will de-
pend on the degree to which translation and revision work or other routine op-
erations are delegated from ITSMs in each organization. What seems clear in all
the settings analyzed is that the shift from one-fits-all quality control to a more
modulated approach to quality variables has made ITSMs’ role more critical and
influential in TQA. In light of the growing prominence of external and machine
assisted translation, it is also clear that TQAmanagement functions and their im-
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pact deserve further attention. As the translation landscape continues to evolve
rapidly, the sophistication and added value of this profile will certainly evolve as
well. To the extent that international organizations renew their commitment to
quality multilingual communication, TQA managers are called to play a central
role in promoting effective solutions at the intersection between top-down pro-
cesses of policy implementation and bottom-up input for quality enhancement.
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Chapter 5
Translation manuals and style guides as
quality assurance indicators:
The case of the European Commission’s
Directorate-General for Translation
Tomáš Svoboda
Charles University, Prague
The aim of this chapter is to verify the assumption that institutional translation
on the supranational level is, by definition, concerned primarily with terminology,
style guides, that it is standardized, and its quality aspect is governed by rules (cf.
Koskinen 2008, Schäffner et al. 2014). It will concentrate on translation manuals
and style guides, since extensive studies on this topic seem to have been missing
from academic research. To fill this gap as regards inquiries into the workings of
one particular (EU) institution, this chapter presents the results of research into
translation manuals and style guides used by and within the European Commis-
sion’s Directorate-General for Translation (DGT). The DGT on-line collection of
guidelines (referred to as the Resources website here), which primarily offers ma-
terials to DGT contractors, represents arguably the most extensive and most com-
plex translation resource ever compiled. The present research is based on empirical
data: as of the time of the study (the first half of 2017), a total of 793 links to individ-
ual translationmanuals and style guides were included in a research corpus encom-
passing all the 24 official languages of the EU.The information was surveyed using
a blend of quantitative and qualitative approaches. As for the results, the extensive-
ness of the DGT reference material could be shown together with its linkages to
the translation quality aspect, whether these are explicit or implicit. As regards the
structure of the resources, an overall top-down standardization approach could be
proven, although, at the same time, the resources show a certain degree of varia-
tion. The following areas were identified as being the crucial requirements DGT
has vis-à-vis its contractors: references to EU institutions and DGT departments,
binding terminology resources and the Interinstitutional Style Guide.
Tomáš Svoboda. 2017. Translation manuals and style guides as quality assur-
ance indicators: The case of the European Commission’s Directorate-General for
Translation. In Tomáš Svoboda, Łucja Biel & Krzysztof Łoboda (eds.), Qual-
ity aspects in institutional translation, 75–107. Berlin: Language Science Press.
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1 Introduction
It has been shown for the European Commission’s Directorate-General for Trans-
lation (DGT) that there is enormous divergence among language departments
both in the topics covered by translation manuals (TMs) and style guides (SGs)
as well as in the level of detail of such resources.1 Research so far (cf. §2 below)
has analyzed just a handful of individual guidelines and there has been no in-
quiry into the overall pool of the SGs and TMs used by and within DGT – in
fact, Felipe Boto & Antolín (2009: 56) have made an explicit remark (“we must
lament”) that little use is made of the material provided by the translation ser-
vices of EU institutions. To gain a clearer understanding of the wealth of “house
memory” in DGT (which, according to DGT’s own information and relevant lit-
erature, is the largest translation department in an institutional setting in the
world) and of its relation to quality management,2 a study of the DGT Resource
website entitled “Guidelines for translation contractors”3 has been performed. It
has yielded a comprehensive account as to the structure (logical organization) of
how the SGs/TMs are presented, the types and nature of the resources, and their
linkage to the overall quality assurance goal of the service. The current research
findings can be of relevance both to the field of institutional translation within
Translation Studies (as it contributes to the understanding of the specificities of
the former within the discipline more generally) and to practice, since the find-
ings offer insights into a set of materials that are aimed at translation service
providers/translation contractors.
2 State of the art in studying style guides and translation
manuals
The notion of rules is constitutive to the concept of institutional translation (cf.,
e.g., Koskinen 2008: 18, Halverson 2008: 343, Kang 2009: 142 and in a less straight-
forward way Becker-Mrotzek 1990: 159). Various types of “rules” have been de-
1Topics range from terminology to workflow rules and SG/TM volumes range from one-page
materials to a manifold of that. For example, the German in-house style guide featured 690
pages in mid-2017; it was 1,009 pages long in 2013, cf. Svoboda (2013).
2For a discussion on the terms such as QM, QA, cf. mainly Biel; Strandvik, and Vandepitte, in
this volume. A recent and very relevant source in this context is Prieto Ramos (2017). Further
discussion of the terms by the author of this chapter can be found in Svoboda (forthcoming).
3Available from: https://ec.europa.eu/info/resources-partners/translation-and-drafting-
resources/guidelines-translation-contractors_en (Accessed 2017-8-30).
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scribed or mentioned in the literature so far.4 In an interesting account, Ian Ma-
son’s seminal text (Mason 2004 [2003]) lists the reasons for issuing guidelines to
govern the translation practice: they are in place either because they have been
issued to the translators by the institution (e.g., glossaries, style guides, codes of
practice) or as a result of a “development which grows over a period of years out
of shared experience, the need to find common approaches to recurring problems
or through advice and training offered to new employees” (2004 [2003]: 470).
One explicit linkage between translation (product/process) quality and SGs/TMs
has been suggested by Sosoni (in the context of translator training and the future
roles of translation students as contractors for EU institutions): “[…] translation
quality is inextricably related to the reliable implementation of the guidelines
set out by the EU institutions” (2011: 100). Another overlap of the two concepts
of SGs/TMs and translation quality can be found in a document issued by the
European Commission’s DGT (2012: 17). This publication sees the ultimate role
of style guides at the pre-translation stage: “Quality in translation in the stage
before translation corresponds to prevention of poor quality and includes re-
cruitment, training, terminology, style guides, etc.; during translation, quality
is a matter of choosing the right translator for the job…”. This view obviously ap-
proaches quality from the point of view of quality assurance (QA). Consequently,
by the statement “Quality in translation […] includes […] style guides” it means,
most likely, that ensuring product quality involves preliminary investment in
QA tools, such as SGs. Otherwise, a look at the SGs/TMs made available by the
Commission’s own DGT reveals that they cover everything from how to deal
best with searches, how to perform editing work, how to send translations and,
eventually, to how the billing procedure works, etc., which means that all the
phases of the translation process are covered by SGs/TMs5, not just the prelimi-
nary stage. Most recently, Drugan et al. (2018) deal with the quality aspect in EU
institutions, covering the topic of guidelines to the same extent as well. Strand-
vik (2017b) is an equally recent study, which devotes several passages to TMs
and SGs specifically in the context of DGT translation services and the pertinent
QM framework.
An analysis of a particular style guide, specifically the EU Interinstitutional
Style Guide, may be found in Svoboda (2013). The paper also examines the work-
flow at the DGT, linking it with the question of what style guides and transla-
4For example, established procedures, explicit principles, glossaries, guidance, (written and un-
written) guidelines, guides, guiding principles, institutional ‘group mind’, institutional doc-
trines, instructions, manuals, norms, official guidance on (translation) policy, organized pro-
cedures, style guides, terminology requirements, translator’s handbooks, algorithms (e.g., au-
tomatic TM analysis, pre-translation), codes of practice, (EU) culture, customs, etc.
5For a more detailed discussion, see Svoboda 2008.
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tion guidelines are pertinent to what stages of the translation process. It also
presents results of a brief analysis of a sample of guidelines for the DGT transla-
tion contractors. Apart from the study results, the paper also gives an extended
bibliography overview on the topic of SGs and TMs.
Whereas it is generally assumed that guidelines are an organic part of a trans-
lating institution’s practice, this assumption calls for refinement when different
types of institutions are compared. For example, it has been established in na-
tional contexts (in a comparison of EU countries’ central government bodies)
that “best practice is hardly ever recorded in translation manuals and house style
codes are rather an exception” (Svoboda forthcoming). Such findings contradict
the common notion of quality assurance in institutional settings, since it was
coined based on the top-level (supranational and/or international) translating
institutions.
Typically, the aim of guidelines is to improve the product quality of the deliv-
ered texts and ultimately to save time and resources on the part of the translating
institution, including avoiding extensive revision work. The guiding principle
behind a manual is not always explicitly stated in the SGs/TMs themselves. As
one of the exceptions, the EU Guide for external translators makes the following
statement:
Its main aim is to provide the contractors with practical information to help
them with the translation work assigned by the DGT and to facilitate the
communication between the contractors and the Commission (DGT’s Lan-
guage departments and External Translation Unit), by laying down certain
rules for standardization (word-processing software, layout) and for the use
of information technology. (DGT 2008: 4).
Another study authored by the European Commission’s DGT (2013: 175–186)
gives results of an informative survey on the availability/unavailability of SGs in
the drafting process in various international organizations. Although this mate-
rial is not primarily aimed at translators, some important observations of a more
widely applicable nature are made here as regards the extent to which guidelines
are used: “Guidelines may not solve all possible problems […] Instructions tend
to overlap […] [There is] concern […] about the streamlining of instructions is-
sued. A constant reminder […] is that too many instructions can fail in their
purpose, and simply be ignored by drafters” (2013: 175).
Kaisa Koskinen (2011) refers to guidelines as she links them with standardiza-
tion and other frequently occurring features of institutional translation, i.e. its
collective and anonymous nature. Besides guidelines, she adds, contemporary
institutions use databases, term banks and CAT tools (cf. Koskinen 2011: 58). She
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concludes her article by stating that “customs and […] guidelines [related to in-
stitutions and institutional translation] are in no way uniform [among various
types of institutions …]. Understanding institutional translation […] requires […]
detailed case studies of different institutional contexts. This research has only
just begun in Translation Studies.” (Koskinen 2011: 59) The author of this chapter
shares Koskinen’s view and presents his research as a contribution to fill these
blind spots for one particular institution (i.e. DGT).
3 Methodology
In order to obtain the necessary data for describing the DGTResourcewebsite6 in
a comprehensive manner as regards its surface representation, both quantitative
and qualitative methods were applied, with a focus on the former.
Using a quantitative approach, 24 individual webpages, which constitute the
DGT Resources website,7 were surveyed in terms of the overlap and divergence
of the material presented. To this end, the relevant material per language was
copied into a specific table, with hyperlinks preserved.8 Then the 24 individual
tables were collated to form one comprehensive table representing the collection
of the entire material available on the Resources website. This represents the ac-
tual research corpus, containing 793 links to individual SGs/TMs of all the 24
language departments.9 Afterwards, in a qualitatively informed matching exer-
cise, clusters of similar information across the language specific webpages were
identified and labelled ‘categories’ for the purposes of our study. Thus, the con-
tent of all the pages was cross-checked against the availability or absence of the
same or similar categories on other webpages. Typically, any two identical pieces
of information contained in any two webpages formed the basis for creating a
specific category. The results of this part are presented in §4.3.
Using a qualitative method, then, the information carried by the actual hyper-
links was studied in detail with the aim of obtaining knowledge of the target
sites/pages/files as referenced by the DGT resources hub. Domains, keywords,
and expressions that are contained in the links as well as the surface text rep-
6A distinction is made between a website and a webpage. A website is a superordinate term
referring to a bundle or a structure of webpages.
7Guidelines for translation contractors, referred to as the “Resources website” here. For the
actual analysis of the webpage, see §4.
8All links were copied on 2017–6-30.
9Individual link text was summarized, i.e. only text appearing as the (active) hyperlink, not ac-
companying (inactive) description texts. Owing to limits to this research, the linked resources
were neither actually retrieved, nor analyzed in terms of their content.
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resentation of the links were surveyed and analyzed with special attention paid
to the translation quality aspect, in order to fulfil the initial aim of studying the
linkages between DGT styleguides and translation quality. The results of this
research phase are given below, in §4.4.
Finally, given the fact that this area of institutional translation (i.e. TMs/SGs)
was the subject of a pilot study using a limited research corpus in 2013,10 data will
be presented to draw comparisons between the 2013 research and this chapter,
which takes a more extensive approach.
Altogether, this chapter examines the below listed main assumptions. Their
choice is governed by two main objectives: (i) Prior research has identified some
features which are supposed to apply to institutional translation, however, due
to limited research conducted so far, it is difficult to confirmwhether and to what
extent they apply to specific institution types (cf., e.g., TMs and SGs in national
contexts). In this respect, the present research is a contribution to testing the
validity of previous claims on a particular institution (i.e. DGT). (ii) The below
assumptions have been chosen due to the fact that they address the core area of
interest here, i.e. the examination of SGs/TMs as quality assurance indicators:
• Institutional translation is a field characterized by standardization11 (Kos-
kinen 2011: 58).
• Despite the validity of hypothesis no. 1, the amount and the nature of
references used as part of the translator resources will differ among Re-
source pages.12
• As regards the content of the material researched, it is expected to relate to
reference materials, terminology, style/style guides (cf. Koskinen 2008,
Schäffner et al. 2014) as these items have been identified as the most usual
candidates for standardization/regulation.
• The quality aspect of institutional translation is governed by rules.
10Cf. Svoboda 2013.
11This statement seems too obvious to offer the potential of yielding some new findings. How-
ever, it remains to be proven what kind of standardization actually applies to individual insti-
tutions, such as the DGT here.
12This hypothesis is based on the outcomes of a pilot study, cf. Svoboda (2013).
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4 Analysis of the DGT’s Resources website
As the purpose of this chapter is to analyze the Resource website of the Direc-
torate-General for Translation of the European Commission both in general and
in terms of quality management, the following structure has been chosen for
the analytical section. First, the location and structure of the Resource website is
shown. Secondly, a quantitative overview of the resources is presented. This part
is followed by an analysis of the content (the topics) of the individual resources.
Afterwards, link texts of the hyperlinks that were included in the research corpus
(i.e. a collection of the references – 793 links, representing the entire material
available on the Resources website) are analyzed in detail. Finally, results are
projected against the topic of quality management.
4.1 Location, structure and overall description
TheResources website is accessible from the DGT homepage, under Related links
(final reference in the side-bar, bottom left; cf. a current screenshot in Figure 1
below) and, subsequently, Translation and drafting resources (second item in the
list), and Guidelines for translation contractors. The DGT website and its indi-
vidual webpages are lean and touchscreen/mobile device optimized (in line with
a recent overhaul of the Commission’s website Europa.eu).
Once the Resources website is displayed, it comes with a homogenous struc-
ture of 24 sections,13 each representing “useful resources for translations on EU
matters”, i.e. guidelines for contractors translating into one of the 24 EU official
languages featured (see a screenshot in Figure 2 below).
In terms of their actual web address, the resources, after an overhaul of the
EU’s official europa.eu website,14 are no longer featured directly as part of the
DGT site, but under “Resources for partners”, which is directly subsumed to “Eu-
ropean Commission” and its Info sub-site (cf. the address as depicted in the com-
mand line of Figure 2). This hub page is available in English only and not even
in the procedural languages.
The potential recipients of these resources are primarily DGT contractors, i.e.
the materials pertain to the outsourcing aspect of DGT work. The outsourced
13It needs to be borne in mind that, presumably, a typical user hardly ever ventures to discover
the information contained in more than two or three language specific sites. This means that
for them, it may never have occurred how vast the entire resource is.
14Cf. the “Commission’s new web presence” strategy, in which DGT is directly involved: “Work
on the newweb presence is led by the Commission’s communication, translation and IT depart-
ments” (https://ec.europa.eu/info/about-commissions-new-web-presence_en (Accessed 2017–
6-30)).
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Figure 1: DGT homepage, available from: https://ec.europa.eu/info/
departments/translation_en and the Related links reference, bottom
left (Accessed 2017-11-22)
production is part of institutional translation, because, in the end, the DGT even-
tually approves the translations and assumes responsibility for them. Yet even
in-house translators do use these resources.15 What has changed, however, since
the recent (Europa website and, consequently) DGT website overhaul, is the fact
that the resources section is no longer divided into two main areas. There used to
be an intermediary page channeling users according to the translation direction:
You chose either the “I translate into [language]” link, or that entitled “I translate
out of [language]”. The latter section seems to have disappeared from the current
15From personal experience (the author of this chapter worked as an in-house DGT translator
in Luxembourg for three years after the Czech Republic joined the EU in 2004), I know that
apart from the SGs/TMs targeting contractors, there are official SGs/TMs for internal use only
(stored within the EC firewall), as well as individual/personal ones of an unofficial nature,
created by members of staff for their personal use.
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Figure 2: DGT “Guidelines for translation contractors” site, up-
per part; available from: https://ec.europa.eu/info/resources-
partners/translation-and-drafting-resources/guidelines-translation-
contractors_en (Accessed 2017-10-10)
Resources website, thus reducing the overall number of resource materials sub-
stantially.
In terms of origin, the materials can either be unique to a given language de-
partment or derived (translated and/or adapted) from a common source. They
are topic and/or media specific and can assume various data formats.
4.2 Quantitative overview of the resources
It was possible to identify language departments with quantitatively the most
and eventually the least number of resources. The ultimate champion in terms of
the highest number of resources is the Lithuanian one with some 71 items on the
webpage, followed by the Swedish with 70 such linked materials. Then, following
behind by a distance of more than 20 items, there are just two pages showing in
the 50–60 category: the Romanian and the Italian with 52 and 51 sources avail-
able, respectively. In the 40–50 tier, there is the Bulgarian, whereas in the 30–40
band there are the Estonian, Danish, Czech, Croatian, Spanish and German ones
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(listed in descending order). The most frequently represented category is the 20–
30 tier (with the following 10 language pages represented in this band): Latvian,
Portuguese, Maltese, Slovak, Slovenian, English, Irish, French, Greek and Finnish.
Under the 20-hit threshold, there are the Hungarian, Dutch and Polish pages.
4.3 The content of individual pages
4.3.1 The structure of the webpages
The structure of the individual, language-specific webpages is kept uniform, com-
prising threemain sections: (I) “General EU information”, (II) “Contractor guides”,
and (III) “Language-specific information”. The first section is further divided into
two subsections (“EU institutions”, and “European legislation”), the second sec-
tion is divided into three subsections (“Guidelines”, “EU terminology”, and “Style
guides”) and the third section is the same (“Terminology and glossaries”, “Models
and templates”, and “Useful links (national legislation / authorities / expert bod-
ies)”). The individual pages are all presented in English, which, on the one hand
makes comparison much easier for the researcher but, on the other hand, how-
ever, this is a witness to the presumption that all users are sufficiently proficient
in the language, which might be debatable.
Whereas, under Section I and II, the subsections are the same with all 24 web-
pages, the picture differs in Section III as several pages present only two, one or
none of the headings that are common in the majority of the other pages. For
example, the subsection “Terminology and glossaries” occurs in 21 out of the 24
pages, whereas the last of the three subheadings (“Useful links […]”) appears in
only 13 cases. Only one page (NL) does not feature any of the three subheadings
in Section III, whereas 13 pages show all of them.
See Figure 3 for a screenshot of what a typical Resource page looks like.
Tables 1–3 contain a graphic representation of the pages and their content.
Tiles with language codes refer to items that are available on the webpage. There
are main sections (I.-III. marked as headings in the descriptions to Tables 1–1 be-
low), subsections ( headings in bold) and categories (rows with their descriptions,
clustered to form subsections). Categories summarize sources that occur twice
or more times across the language versions of the Resource pages. The triangle
(▲) reference means that there are other resources available that are unique, i.e.
they are not repeated across the Resource pages (one triangle mark can represent
several unique resources). The order of topics as depicted in the tables reflects
the order of TMs/SGs as they appear in the individual webpages. Empty spaces
indicate the absence of a specific item (i.e. Not Available).
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Figure 3: DGT “Guidelines for contractors translating into Czech”
site, upper part; available from: https://ec.europa.eu/info/resources-
partners/translation-and-drafting-resources/guidelines-translation-
contractors/guidelines-contractors-translating-czech_en (Accessed
2017-10-10)
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4.3.2 Overview and analysis of the content of the Resource webpages
Section I (“General EU information”)
The first subsection entitled “EU institutions” of Section I (cf. Table 1) com-
prises of a total of 7 groups of resources. The first two (“Names of institutions,
bodies and agencies of the EU” and “List of DGs and departments of the EC”)
are represented with each of the 24 webpages. The other five groups (“List of
EU Commissioners”, “Council configurations”, “EP committees”, “CoR — com-
missions”, and “EESC — committees”) are represented in 16, 12, 12, 9, and 2 cases,
respectively. Two webpages stand out here, i.e. BG and DA, since they show all
7 resources.16
The second major subsection within Section I is called “European legislation”
and it offers 6 categories. The picture suggested by the numbers is a mixed one
as was the one above, too: Whereas the first category (“EUR-Lex”) can be lo-
cated in each of the 24 webpages, there are the remaining 4 categories (“PreLex
/ Legislative procedures”, “Official documents from EU institutions”, “CCVista”,
and “EEA Agreement”) that are represented in the following way: 7, 3, 2 and 5,
respectively.
Section II (“Contractor guides”)
The first subsection (“Guidelines”) has one category that is represented 100%
across all the language-specific webpages, i.e. “Guide for contractors translating
for the European Commission” (however, it needs to be considered in conjunc-
tionwith “Instructions for eXtra portal”, which is just another description for one
and the same category. With the second category “Translation checklist”, just
three representations are missing, which shows that uniformity has not been
achieved fully here. The remaining three (“Translation Quality Info Sheets for
Contractors”, “Guidelines for translating into [LANGUAGE]”, and “Guidelines
for translating and revising texts intended for the web”) are represented in oc-
currences ranging from two to nine.
Under the second major subsection, “EU terminology”, there are five cate-
gories: “IATE— EU terminology database”; “TARIC codes — online customs tariff
database”; “EU Budget online”; “Eurovoc — multilingual thesaurus covering EU
policy fields” and “RAMON — Eurostat’s statistical metadata website (including
16The majority of departments (8) features just 2 pieces of resources; however, another high
number of departments (7) offer 6 resources in this section.
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combined nomenclature)”. Whereas the first two are represented 100% across
the language versions, the third (EU Budget online) sees 20 occurrences and the
last of these (RAMON) occurs 19 times. The least represented category here is
Eurovoc with roughly a little more than half of Resource pages mentioning it (i.e.
13 cases).
When it comes to the last subsection (Style guides) in Section II, only one cat-
egory is mentioned in all 24 Resource pages: “Interinstitutional Style Guide —
for [LANGUAGE]”. The category “Joint practical guide for persons involved in
the drafting of EU legislation — for [LANGUAGE]” is heavily represented with
only two languages missing (GA, SL).The other three categories (“[LANGUAGE]
style guide — DG Translation in-house styleguide”, “Joint Handbook for the Pre-
sentation and Drafting of Acts subject to the Ordinary Legislative Procedure”,
and “How to write clearly”) are represented in numbers ranging from more than
half of the cases to just a few inclusions (16, 3 and 4 respectively).
Section III (“Language-specific information”)
This section shows the lowest degree of uniformity. Not even the three major
subsections – “Terminology and glossaries”, “Models and templates”, and “Useful
links (national legislation / authorities / expert bodies)” are represented in all the
language specific webpages. Thus, we find that the NL page lacks Section III
altogether (among the 24 pages, it is the only one to leave a whole section out).
While the subsection “Terminology and glossaries” is missing from the NL, DE,
and PL pages, the subsection of “Models and templates” is missing from the NL,
GA, and SK pages. The “Useful links” subsection is represented with just over
half of the pages (13). The categories typically shown in this section tend to be
represented in rather small numbers: 5, 10, 4, 4, and 3, respectively.17
4.3.3 Analysis of the content of individual pages
It should be borne in mind that all content analysis was carried out on the basis
of the surface representation of links and/or link descriptions and not in an in-
depth analysis of the individual sources. This limitation is intentional as an in-
depth content analysis would not be practicable under the present research study
design.
17That is, “EU glossaries — on EUROPA (the EU’s website)”; “LegisWrite models”; “N-Lex —
national legislation databases of EU countries”; “Language magazine”; “Language network”.
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In terms of quantity, the three subsections with the highest number of cate-
gories represented across all 24 language Resource pages (i.e. the most harmo-
nized subsections) are the following: “EU institutions”, “European legislation”,
and “Guidelines” (with 7, 6, and 6 categories, respectively). The categories that
are represented in 100% of the cases are the following:
• Names of institutions, bodies and agencies of the EU,
• List of DGs and departments of the EC,
• EUR-Lex,
• IATE, EU terminology database,
• TARIC codes, online customs tariff database,
• Interinstitutional Style Guide for [LANGUAGE],
• Guide for contractors translating for the European Commission [Instruc-
tions for eXtra portal].
The order of information as presented within subsections varies, yet not to
a very significant degree. For example, while most of the Resource pages fea-
ture the category of “LegisWrite models” (i.e. templates for the layout of spe-
cific EU legislative documents) first in the list under the subsection “Models and
templates” within Section III (this is true for 6 of the 10 pages that feature this
source), we find it in the 7th, 4th, 6th, and 2nd position among the sources listed
on the Czech, Latvian, Lithuanian, and Polish webpages. Obviously, this lack of
complete cross-language alignment is rather insignificant, especially as it still
occurs within one and the same subsection across language versions. There are,
however, cases of resources featured in locations varying in terms of whole sec-
tions, such as a resource on clear writing (“How to write clearly”). Whereas EN,
IT andMT pages place it in Section II (in subsection “Style guides”.18), the Finnish
page has it in Section III (subsection “Models and templates”)
Apart from the resources mentioned in the categories (i.e. those that occur
twice or more times across the language versions), there is a considerable wealth
of unique information, being largely language and/or country specific. The pro-
portion of this unique information is huge, amounting to almost exactly 50% of
the entire pool of the resources.19 Most of the unique links can be found in the
Swedish and Lithuanian (50+ each) language pages, and the Romanian, Italian,
18The German page features it in the same Section II, yet under subsection Guidelines.
19In fact, 395 unique sources were counted, which is 49.8% of the total of 793.
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Bulgarian and Czech pages show more than twenty resources each. Less than
10 unique resources can be found on the Dutch, Hungarian, Greek, Polish, Por-
tuguese, French, Finnish, English and Slovak pages (listed in ascending order in
terms of the number of occurrences). The remaining 9 pages have between 10 and
19 unique sources. The circumstance that the French and English language de-
partments do not deem it necessary to upload specific (unique) material in large
volumes may be due to the fact that these are procedural languages and serve as
source languages comparably more often than the other languages.
4.4 Analysis of links
The following is a detailed analysis of the links20 as featured on the individual
24 webpages of the DGT Resources page. The analysis of the wealth of data
available was carried out on two levels. First, all the links were taken together
and examined in terms of link address, and, second, the link face text (which
users normally see as the colored and underlined text) was analyzed, including
some approximations on the actual content of the resources referred to. While
the findings are presented in this section, they are discussed in §5.
4.4.1 Analysis of link addresses and their provenance
Altogether, the DGT Resource website contains 24 webpages, including a total
of 793 hyperlinks21, i.e. interactive fields representing individual references. The
number of resources contained on individual (language specific) webpages totals
from 71 (Lithuanian) to 17 (Dutch and Polish).
As for first-level domains, the .eu domain has 401 occurrences (i.e. 51%), other
top-level domains represented in the linked sites/files include the following:22
20To give a few examples of the link texts – and for the sake of interest – here are the two
longest links of all those featured in the research corpus: eur-lex.europa.eu/search.html?or0=
DN%3D32012r0966*,DN-old%3D32012r0966*&qid=1467623088973&DTS_DOM=EU_LAW&
type=advanced&lang=en&SUBDOM_INIT=LEGISLATION&DTS_SUBDOM=LEGISLATION
ec.europa.eu/info/resources-partners/translation-and-drafting-resources/guidelines-
translation-contractors/guidelines-contractors-translating-romanian_de. On the contrary,
the shortest links read csic.es, uni.com, ritap.es, kotus.fi, and legex.ro. A typical link looks like
this: http://ec.europa.eu/info/files/czech-resources-combined-nomenclature-en-cs-tmx_cs.
21On average, there are 33 resources per Resource webpage.
22Interestingly, there are EU first-level domains that refer to an EU country where an EU official
language is spoken, yet are not represented in the list above (such as .cz/, .mt/, .pl/, .pt/, .si/,
.sk/), which means that the Czech, Maltese, Polish, Portuguese, Slovenian and Slovak language
resource pages do not link to resources hosted on the respective national domain at all. This is
explained by the fact that although there is language-specific content given on the Resource
webpages, it may be placed on the europa.eu server, not linked directly to the country resource.
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• .it (15 occurrences),
• .ie (13 occurrences),
• .lt (10 occurrences),
• .ro (8 occurrences),
• .com, .es, .fi, .hr, .org (6 occurrences each),
• .lv, .se (4 occurrences each),
• .be (3 occurrences),
• .bg, .ch, .dk, .ee, .hu, .nl, .si (2 occurrences each),
• .de, .edu, .fr, .int, .lu, .ru, .uk (1 occurrence each).
As regards second-level domains, the europa.eu domain (EU official website
domain) is represented by 396 occurrences, which means that only five of the
401 .eu hyperlinks link to websites other than the europa.eu website. Third-level
domains include predominantly the EU Commission domain with the domain
name “ec.europa.eu” occurring 136 times (17% of all the links in the research cor-
pus). Of this pool, there seem to be only five cases of a direct link to the DGT
website (featuring the “ec.europa.eu/translation/” path). Other EC’s DGs and ser-
vices referred to, according to the link address, include DGAgriculture and Rural
Development, DG Budget, Eurostat, DG Health and Food Safety, Joint Research
Centre, DG Justice and Consumers, and DG Taxation and Customs Union.
To make the above information complete, the proportion of linked sites vs.
linked files in the resources pool was also surveyed. The expressions file/files/
.pdf/.zip occur in 362 links (whether once or multiple times), which also indi-
cates the number of files linked on the Resource website.
4.4.2 Approximation of the content based on the hyperlink surface text
When it comes to the most frequently occurring link tags, i.e. the hyperlink
face text, which appears as the title of the hyperlink, “Interinstitutional Style
Guide” (EU institutions’ main SG), “EUR-Lex” (the EU’s legislation repository),
and “IATE” (EU termbank) appear 25 times each. Additionally, “List of directorates-
general and departments of the European Commission” as well as “Names of in-
stitutions, bodies and agencies of the European Union” and “TARIC codes” have
24 occurrences each; further, “Joint practical guide for persons involved in the
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drafting of EU legislation” and “Translation checklist” occur 19 times. These link
tags give a tentative indication of what topics are most frequently represented in
the resources pool, thus pointing to the importance that the website owner has
attributed to them.
4.4.2.1 Explicit referrals to quality aspects
In order to see to what extent the goal of the SGs and translation manuals (which,
ultimately, is maintaining/raising product quality) is mentioned explicitly in the
caption texts, the following expressions were searched: qualit*, term*, glossar*,
corp*, harmonis*, standard*, require* and others (see below). They stand for top-
ics linked with ensuring standardization and harmonization (e.g., by managing
terminology, glossaries, corpora), with introducing requirements and with pro-
viding further search and information sources.
4.4.2.2 The expression of quality per se
The expression “qualit*”23 is encountered 9 times altogether in the research cor-
pus, i.e. in three types of resources. The surface titles of the links are as follows:
DG TranslationQuality Guidelines,Quality criteria for translating into German,
Translation Quality Info Sheet, and Translation quality info sheets for contrac-
tors (the last one occurs 6 times).
4.4.2.3 Guidelines, manuals, requirements
The expression “guide*” is represented 109 times altogether. The type of resource
most commonly referred to is a “guide” (89 occurrences), followed by “guidelines”
(18 occurrences). According to the DGT resources pages, guides/guidelines can
be “brief”, “specific”, or “essential”. They differ according to their focus (Spelling
guide, Editing guidelines for translators, Guide to eurojargon, Guide to writing
clear administrative Italian, Guidelines on terminology) or scope (Interinstitu-
tional Style Guide, Interinstitutional Style Guide — for Czech, Interinstitutional
Style Guide — for French…, Joint practical guide for persons involved in the draft-
ing of EU legislation — for Bulgarian, Joint practical guide for persons involved
in the drafting of EU legislation — for German…). They may be text type spe-
cific: Guidelines for translating and revising Commission communications; or
they may be for detailing the purpose of translations: Guidelines for translating
23The asterisk designates a truncated string of characters. This means that when searching for
„qualit*”, expressions such as quality, qualities, qualitative, qualitatively, etc. can be found.
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and revising texts intended for the general public, Guidelines for translating and
revising texts intended for the web.
Most of the language departments have their own style guides: English Style
Guide, Finnish style guide, German translation style guide, Greek style guide, etc.
Guides can differ according to the target group: “Guide for contractors translat-
ing for the European Commission”, “The Joint Handbook for the presentation
and drafting of acts subject to the ordinary legislative procedure”, “Polish in-
house style guide” (which is primarily, yet not exclusively intended for EC in-
house staff), “DG Translation in-house handbook for Danish (Visdomsbogen)”.
They can also be rather general: “DG Translation Quality Guidelines”, “Linguis-
tic guidelines for translators”. There can even be “meta”-style guides: “Using
style guides — in what order?” (on the German Resource page) or “Integrated
system of Lithuanian language resources”.
The expression “manual” is used in a rather limited way: There are only five
occurrences of this term: “Legislative drafting manual”, “Manual of precedents
for acts established within the Council of the European Union” (under two lan-
guage pages), “Manual of Precedents for International Agreements and Related
Acts” and “Revision manual”.
As regards other expressions used to denote the nature of the resource, there
are some that suggest the binding nature of a document, such as: “decree for
transliteration”, “rules”, “translation conventions”, “terms and linguistic norms”,
“normative translation memory”. Besides, there is also a number of guide types,
the binding nature of which is weaker: “Consolidated linguistic advice”, “Czech
orthography recommendation”, “Tips for better language”. While “requirements”
is featured just once (“Basic requirements for terms”), “instructions” tends to
be rather frequent (“Instructions for eXtra portal”, “Instructions for translating”,
“Instructions on the use of xliff files”, “Maltese Freelance Instructions”, “Specific
instructions for different document types”, etc.).
Finally, there are models (“Explanatory memorandum model”, “Legal Service
models”, “Legislative financial statement model”, “LegisWrite models and trans-
lation memories”), templates (“Thematic templates and translation memories”),
checklists (“Checklist for outgoing translations”, “Pre-delivery checklist”) and
quite a lot of the guides are entitled using a How to question: “How to refer to
EFSA documents”, “How to search EU case law”, “How to use IATE?”, “How to
write clearly (4x)”, etc. Altogether, there are well over 130 sources presented as
types of guides/guidelines/manuals as listed in this subsection.
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4.4.2.4 Harmonization/standardization
The usage of the above expressions varies: “harmonis*” occurs just twice and
seems to denote two different realities, one evoking the legislative process (“Har-
monisation of Hungarian law with EU legislation”) and the other referring to
consistency requirements (“Harmonised geographical names”). The expression
“standard” can be found eight times in the following resource titles and, equally,
pointing to a varied understanding of the expression, from official standards/
norms to consistency issues: “Lithuanian standards board term base”, “National
Organisation for Standardization”, “Register of standardised terms”, “Revised of-
ficial Irish language standard”, “Standard clauses for explanatory memorandum”,
“Standard ending of the notice (LT-EN-FR-DE)”, “Standard forms for public pro-
curement”, “UN/ECE standard phrases”. The expression “common” denotes the
following references: “Common phrases (EN-LT)”, “Common titles of German
legislative acts”, and others.
4.4.2.5 Terminology rules
The expression “term*” (standing for terminology, terms, etc.) appears 40 times.24
There are 33 mentions of “glossar*” in the research corpus.25 Electronic corpora
are referred to eight times in total.26 Other relevant terms in this regard involve
24Here are a few examples: Agreed terminology, solved linguistic issues and slogans; Application
for recognition of a traditional term; Basic requirements for terms; Budget terminology; English-
Lithuanian dictionary of polytechnics terms; European Parliament glossary database TermCoord;
Finnish Centre for Technical Terminology; Fishery terms; Glossary of energy terms; Irish termi-
nology handbook; Language and terminology newsletter; Lithuanian standards board term base;
Non-Iate Termbase; Procurement terminology; Schengen and migration terminology; Slovak Ter-
minology Network (STS); State aid terminology; Statistics terms; terminography; The National
Terminology Database for Irish; Theory of terminology.
25Here are selected examples: Anti-dumping glossary; Asylum and migration glossary; Civil and
commercial law glossary; Council glossaries; Customs glossary; Environment glossary; EU budget
glossary; Glossary in the field of concurrence; Glossary of administrative language; Glossary of
languages and countries; Glossary of primary law; Glossary of security documents, security fea-
tures and other related technical terms; Nuclear energy glossary; Phytosanitary glossary; Railway
glossary.
26These include: “Croatian Language Corpus”, “Croatian National Corpus” (HR), “Aligned corpus
of English to Irish translations”, “Aligned corpus of English to Irish translations — legislative
texts”, “The New Corpus for Ireland — corpus of Irish language texts” (GA), “Lithuanian lan-
guage corpus”, “Corpus of Academic Lithuanian” and “Corpus of computer lexis and phrases”
(LT).
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“vocabulary”,27 “expressions”,28 “dictionary,”29 or “database”.30 Taken together,
these terminology-related expressions appear 104 times.
4.4.2.6 Information sites and further references
Resources include not only manuals and templates to abide by when translat-
ing. Many other documents/references of an informative nature can be found
in the featured resources as well: “Dumping explained”, “Misused English words
and expressions in EU publications”, “The evaluation of Freelance Document”,
“Translating from Slovak into English”, “Translating online content”, “Transla-
tion patterns”, “Translation problems and difficulties”, “Translation quality info
sheets for contractors”, “Typical translation mistakes”. Designations like “Lan-
guage and translation reference site” or “Legislative portal” are used to refer to
other resources that are either a hub, a collection of further resources, and/or a
repository.
5 Discussion of results
5.1 Overall findings related to SGs/TMs
5.1.1 Recipients
Although called “Guidelines for translation contractors”, the resources are used
by internal staff, too. Not only that, some of the materials are even labelled “in-
house” (style guides), which would suggest that they had been created for the
principal use of internal staff.
5.1.2 Structure and statistics
As mentioned above, there are 793 hyperlinks/references to all the 24 DGT Re-
source webpages. Interpreting the quantitative results,31 we see a rather misbal-
anced picture: The webpage with the highest number of resources (Lithuanian)
features almost five times more items than the pages of the least resources avail-
able (Dutch and Polish), thus accounting for almost 10% of all the resources from
27Cf. “Antidumping vocabulary”, “EU common procurement vocabulary”, “Gender equality
vocabulary”.
28Cf. “Austrian expressions”.
29Cf. “English-Bulgarian polytechnic dictionary”.
30Cf. “Danish legal database”, “Finnish grammar database”, “Irish placenames database”.
31Cf. §4.2 Quantitative overview of the resources.
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the resource pool. The lack of linked materials with NL and PL can be explained
either by the fact that the sites are still under construction due to the recent
overhaul of the Europa website or, otherwise, by a lack of resources, thus there
being a low priority attributed to the issue of SGs/TMs. The cases of RO and BL
ranking 3rd and 5th respectively might be due to the fact that the countries joined
the EU quite recently and had a wealth of sources available at entry, which they
later complemented with their own materials. Another stimulus for an increased
production and representation of SGs/TMs might also be a poor experience with
contractors. However, should the attempt be undertaken to explain the dispar-
ity between language departments by hinting to the year of accession to the EU
alone and a degree of possible resource saturation resulting from it, this would
be easily proven wrong: there can hardly be a better example than the 30–40
band with the Estonian, Danish, Czech, Croatian, Spanish, and German ones: Al-
though each country joined the EU in a different year (2004, 1973, 2004, 2013,
1986, 1957, respectively, with, obviously, Germany being among the founding
member states), they still offer a very similar number of resources.
Other possible explanations come to mind,32 one of which is the idiosyncratic
factor (i.e. outside the scope of the top-down coordination/harmonization ef-
fort), and another is the different approaches to collecting/presenting the ma-
terial (e.g., the German in-house style guide is long and incorporates some in-
formation which, on other language departments’ webpages, is scattered across
several documents).
Ten out of the 24 Resource webpages come together in the 20–30 tier, and
the share of this band within the entire resource pool accounts for a third of
the resources (32%). This suggests that should there be a further requirement
for page layout uniformity and resource availability, a common structure of the
pages could involve 11 common resources featured more or less across the board,
complemented by some 10+ language department-specific resources.
5.1.3 Content
As regards the content of individual pages, it was found that the distinction be-
tween the pages which have all three subheadings and those that have less or
none, does not follow a pattern – neither according to the year of accession (e.g.,
2004, when 10 new member states joined the EU), nor according to the status of
the language represented (e.g., procedural vs. non-procedural languages). Thus,
32For the following hints, I owe my appreciation to Łucja Biel’s comments. Other suggestions
are included in §6, Limitations of the study and outlook for further research.
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the fact that some subsections are missing in one page and are present in another
may simply be linked with the (un)availability of specific resources for specific
languages. This, in turn, is due to language policy and other demand generating
aspects, such as cooperation with contractors, the perceived need on the part
of members of the service, etc. Another, and quite practical reason might be
differences in human resources available to maintain the webpage.
The analysis of the most harmonized sections shows that Section II (Contrac-
tor guides) includes three subsections and three categories, which are identical
across the resource pool. Section I (General EU information) shows two shared
subsections and three categories represented across the board. This proves a
harmonized approach in a number of areas, in a top-down attitude. The seven
categories that are represented 100% across all the language specific Resource
pages signify the importance attributed to them by decision-makers; the cate-
gories include references to EU institutions and DGT departments, terminology
resources and the Interinstitutional Style Guide (IISG). It comes as no surprise
that it is Section III (Language-specific information) that shows the greatest vari-
ation – i.e. the least harmonization with only 5 categories, none of which is
represented fully across the language-specific pages.
The study has also shown that in terms of cross-language alignment (i.e. simi-
lar sources featured at similar locations across language-specific pages), the struc-
ture of individual Resource pages is almost always kept homogenous. Although,
admittedly, there are exceptions (sources shown at other locations within the
page structure when comparing language versions), they do not pose a major
challenge for the user, as hardly any user (apart from researchers) would be look-
ing for resources across a great many of individual pages.
At first glance (taken together), the Resource website shows a strikingly even
representation of non-unique sources (those featured at least twice across the
board) and unique sources, at a ratio of 1:1. However, a closer analysis of indi-
vidual pages reveals that the majority show between 10 and 19 unique sources (9
pages out of the 24) while, for example, the Swedish and Lithuanian pages top
the list with 50+ such links each. This shows yet another aspect of variation
among the Resource pages.
The link text analysis shows that the resources are largely Europe bound; in
the majority of cases (50%), they refer to the EU official site (europa.eu). As re-
gards the percentage of linked files vs. site links, almost half (46%) of the links
refer to files, whereas the rest refer to other websites (where subsequent links
are likely to be found).
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When the content was extrapolated based on the hyperlink text, it was ob-
served that where there are frequent occurrences of a text sequence, it reflects
the standard structure of the individual pages. As regards the description of in-
dividual sources and their (tentative) binding nature, they are listed under vary-
ing labels. The list ranges from tips, How to manuals, advice, recommendations,
and checklists to templates/models, guidelines, requirements, instructions, rules,
conventions, norms, and even a “decree”. The most frequently used expression
to denote the nature of a resource is as a “guide”.
Terminology sources are listed under highly varying labels, too, which, ar-
guably, are used as synonyms quite often. Quantitatively, the most frequently
represented sources are guides/guidelines, followed by terminology resources
and information sites and further references.
5.2 Findings related to quality
Translation quality is explicitly mentioned only once on the DGT’s homepage
under “Clear writing — translation quality”. This does not mean that quality was
of little concern to the service:33 users only need to proceed further to tap into
the information available.
It has been shown (see above) that major areas of interest when it comes to
translation product quality (information/reference sources, harmonization of ter-
minology and style guides) are covered substantially in the Resources website.
Somewhat surprisingly, though, the analysis of explicit referrals to the quality
aspects among the collection of resources shows that the expression “quality” oc-
curs only 9 times overall, which accounts for one percent of all the links referred
to. Moreover, these nine occurrences include only three types of linked resources
as one of the three resource types is present across 7 language versions.
5.3 Similarity and difference to the survey of 2013
With the overhaul of the EU’s web, the concept of lean pages has been introduced,
which is the rule of thumb today, and it is useful when accessing the site from
a mobile device. However, much detailed information had to be sacrificed to
this leanness as the comparison with a previous study on SGs/TMs shows (cf.
Svoboda 2013). As regards organization and presentation of the material, the
DGT resources still show a significant variation in terms of both the extent and
the topics of material represented – this is an observation, not a judgement.
33In fact the opposite is true, cf. the publications section.
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What is striking is the current lack of multilingual information presented on
the pages. The Resources web is now fully Anglophone; even the pages concern-
ing language-specific issues are presented in English only.34 Previously, there
was an option to switch between at least two languages (typically English and the
language of the Resource page concerned, e.g., English and Czech). The present
state is a paradox given the EU’s proclaimed commitment to multilingualism and
the DG’s merit (serving the multilingualism policy). Moreover, the pages are typ-
ically entitled “Guidelines for contractors translating into [language]” and serve
users translating not only from English, thus there might be a considerable lan-
guage barrier for users with little or no command of English. However, for the
purposes of this research, the current extensive survey would have been impossi-
ble if the pages had remained localized in the source languages. The reason is that
much information used to be incomparable on the old web as not all items were
translated and the endeavor to have all the language specific references trans-
lated into one language of comparison first would prove impracticable under the
present study design. What has improved substantially, though, is the user ex-
perience when navigating through the pages and a relatively easy-to-conceive
structure of the pages.
5.4 Considerations as regards the initial assumptions
In §3, Methodology, four assumptions have been presented, given the fact that
they concern the main area of interest here, i.e. SGs/TMs as quality assurance
indicators. Here, they will be re-iterated and compared to the research findings.
The first assumption, i.e. that institutional translation is a field characterized
by standardization, is confirmed for DGT, when taken to mean a top-down ap-
proach, and when limiting it to the aspect of SGs/TMs. This is true for a number
of reasons: (i) The existence of a resource site, especially in an institution, such
as DGT, with multiple language departments, bears witness to a concerted (man-
agerial) standardization effort. (ii) DGT shows a trend of standardizing even the
guiding/standardization sources (compared to 2013, the number of sources has
34There are just a handful of resources that are entitled in a language other than English, e.g.,
“Brocardi e latinismi”, “Gemeinsames Handbuch”, “Gwida Prattika Komuni”, “Moniteur belge”,
“Rete per l’eccellenza dell’italiano istituzionale”. On the other hand, some resources are avail-
able in two or more languages indeed, yet the respective page is still in English only. What
is also user unfriendly, to a certain degree, is the fact that there is neither a link to the DGT
homepage, nor the possibility to go to the resources page once the user has landed on a page
offering the download of a specific resource document (e.g., when following a direct link, the
Go Back function is then not available).
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been reduced – an entire section has been discarded – and the overall structure
of the Resource website has been harmonized – now, the webpages are featured
in English only). The second assumption, i.e. that the amount and the nature
of references used as part of the translator resources will vary among Resource
pages, was verified, given the fact that 50% of resources are of a unique nature
(cf. §5.1 above), thus there exists a certain (albeit limited) degree of variation
as regards cross-language alignment of the sources and there is considerable
variation when referring to a certain type of resource (cf. the numerous types
of guides/guidelines and terminology resources). The third assumption (the re-
source material will relate to reference materials, terminology, style/style guides)
has been verified for DGT in full (cf. §5.1 with the following areas that are 100%
harmonized across language versions: references to EU institutions and DGT de-
partments, terminology resources and the IISG).35 The fourth assumption (the
quality aspect of institutional translation is governed by rules) could be verified
only indirectly for DGT, using the given research corpus. On the face of it, the
Resource website features very many guides and instructions (i.e. rules) concern-
ing a large array of topics, yet these rules are explicitly linked to quality in only
1% of the resource titles (cf. §5.2). This would suggest that there is no direct link
between rules and the quality requirement. On the other hand, abandoning the
explicit side of things and involving quality related features (such as harmoniza-
tion of terminology and style, using recommended technology and information
sources, etc.) into a broader aspect of quality assurance procedures, the link be-
tween the wealth of the DGT resource (i.e. rules which deal with exactly the
above instances and aspects) and the quality aspect becomes obvious.
6 Limitations of the study and implications for further
research
The limitations include data collection and data processing accuracy, since, to a
considerable extent, these processes took place manually and the resource pool
was rather extensive. Any content analysis presented here was carried out on the
basis of the surface representation of links and/or link descriptions, not based
on any in-depth analysis of the individual sources (this means that, under the
present research study design, hardly any of the almost 800 source pages of
this world’s largest translation resource were actually accessed and consulted
35The analysis of harmonized sections suggests that they had been identified in a managerial
approach, which, at the same time, reflects the fact that the sources were considered mission-
critical for the institution.
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in terms of their actual content). Further investigation is needed into the re-
sponsibility structures for maintaining the resource pages; valuable information
for the explanatory part would certainly be gained from interviewing the stake-
holders. Likewise, it was outside the scope of this study to actually trace the
implementation of the SGs/TMs in translation products and their impact on ac-
tual translation product quality. Prospects for further research include corpus
analysis based on the surface texts shown in individual webpages, in order to
identify recurring keywords and further textual arrangements. In future stud-
ies, more detailed analyses of the individual materials will be necessary as well
as conducting similar surveys of a general nature on translation departments of
other institutions (EU and other) to show similarities, patterns, and differences
and to point to specific and recurring phenomena, which will place the present
data in a broader perspective.
7 Conclusion
The intention of the present chapter was to present quantitative data on the num-
ber and extent of the resources available especially to DGT contractors, to cate-
gorize the material and to find significant representations in terms of the content
and its implicit or explicit reference to the quality aspect. It has been observed
that the Resource webpages are largely structured in a uniform way. They testify
to the effort invested by the DGT service into the standardization and harmo-
nization of its translation process and products and, as a consequence, its goal
to maintain and support process and product quality. On the other hand, despite
this clearly documented goal, the DGT resources still show a significant variation
in terms of both the extent and the topics of material represented. Nevertheless,
the wealth and level of detail of the TMs and SGs represented in the DGT Re-
sources website illustrate some of the challenges of the so-called institutional
EU translation as a service: for their translations to be considered high quality,
the translators (both contractors and in-house translators) have to follow very
many recommendations and instructions.
Translation manuals have accompanied major translation projects in the his-
tory of translating (cf. Kang 2009: 142 and other research). First and foremost,
they represent the prescriptive approach to regulating translator choices. As
such, they are key to translation practice and, in effect, to Translation Studies
researches, who study such practice. This is particularly true for the field of
institutional translation. Translation Studies scholars should pay attention to
TMs/SGs for a number of reasons. From the diachronic point of view, they are
an invaluable account of a translation team’s deliberations and choices over time
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as their shared “institutional” memory. From the synchronic viewpoint, they of-
fer a backdrop for evaluation of existing translation products within communi-
cation processes where TMs/SGs are to be observed. If it is true that TMs/SGs
are constitutive to the notion of translation quality and, in effect, to institutional
translation in the supranational/international contexts (cf. §2 above), they need
to be understood in more detail. Consequently, further studies into this area are
needed to understand better and compare the practices at other institutions and
in other settings. Such understanding will, in turn, contribute to singling out the
specifics of the translation process/products in the field of institutional transla-
tion, and help distinguish this particular field within the discipline of Translation
Studies at large.
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Chapter 6
Terminology work in the European
Commission: Ensuring high-quality
translation in a multilingual
environment
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Terminology is an integral part of every translation process, necessary to achieve
high-quality translation. In the case of EU law, terminology is additionally a matter
of legal certainty and clarity. Terminological errors may lead to citizens and com-
panies misunderstanding their rights and obligations, make the harmonization of
laws between Member States more difficult and often result in legal disputes at
national or EU level, thus tarnishing the image of the European Union and its in-
stitutions. This is why EU language services place great emphasis on terminology
work and on integrating terminology in their translation process. The aim of ter-
minology work is, firstly, to give translators timely terminological support: to find
a correct equivalent, to clear the meaning of a concept, to coin a brand new term
or to help them choose the right equivalent in a given context, out of many equally
correct terms, based on the criteria of consistency, accuracy and clarity. Secondly,
the aim of terminology work is to manage the existing terminology resources. This
work is both of a descriptive and prescriptive nature and the central hub for EU
terminology is the multilingual termbase IATE, jointly managed by several EU in-
stitutions and accessible also to the general public. This chapter describes how
the terminology work is done in the Directorate-General for Translation of the
European Commission on the example of the practices in the Polish Language De-
partment.
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1 Introduction
Almost every EU institution has its own translation service and almost all of
these services also do terminology work,1 alongside translation, organized both
on the central level, in terminology coordination units, and on the local level,
in language departments. Terminology coordination units cooperate with each
other on the interinstitutional level and deal mostly with multilingual projects.
Language departments, on the other hand, work on bilingual projects. Everybody
involved in terminology work follows the same general good practices, however,
actual terminology work may look slightly different in each institution and in
each department, depending on the needs of the translation service in question
and its resources.
Terminology work is carried out in tight connection with the texts being trans-
lated. On the one hand, it consists in solving ongoing terminology problems,
which are lodged in by translators when they are working on a text. On the
other hand, systematic terminology work is conducted, which consists in collect-
ing and processing terms from the text to be translated, if possible, even before
the translator starts working on it. The extraction of terms from the source text
and the clarification of the concepts are usually done by the central terminology
unit. When their part is ready, language departments start working on equiva-
lents of extracted terms in their languages. Less often, terminology work consists
of developing a conceptual system for a given domain; such projects usually aim
at deleting duplicates from the termbases and consolidating the existing entries,
and they are conducted in cooperation with other interested EU institutions.
The main source of terminology for all EU institutions is IATE2 – InterAc-
tive Terminology for Europe – a multilingual terminology database launched
in 2004. Before that EU terminology was created, collected, stored and man-
aged separately by various institutions in a few collections and termbases. These
resources were later imported to IATE. There are at present about 8.6 million
terms in IATE, distributed through approximately 1.4 million entries, in 24 of-
ficial EU languages (and in some other languages like Russian, Chinese, Arabic
1Terminology work is “work concerned with the systematic collection, description, processing
and presentation of concepts and their designations”. A concept is a “unit of knowledge cre-
ated by a unique combination” of properties common to a set of objects. A designation is a
“representation of a concept by a sign which denotes it”; designations can be symbols, appel-
lations or terms (cf. ISO 1087-1:2000). Part of terminology work is terminology management,
which is concerned with the recording and presentation of data.
2iate.europa.eu
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and also Latin).3 The database is concept-oriented, i.e. one entry corresponds to
one concept. It is jointly administered by the European Commission, the Euro-
pean Parliament, the Council of the EU, the Court of Justice, the European Court
of Auditors, the Committee of the Regions, the European Economic and Social
Committee, the European Central Bank, the European Investment Bank and the
Translation Centre for the Bodies of the European Union. IATE was made avail-
able to the public in 2007.
The main reason for the existence of IATE is to facilitate multilingual draft-
ing and translating of EU legal texts. This is why the database contains not only
terms in the narrow sense, but also quasi-terms, proper names, abbreviations,
titles and phrases that repeatedly occur or could occur in EU texts and which
should be uniformly used and translated. The amount of information entered
in IATE should be sufficient for an unequivocal identification of the concept in
question and should have added value in respect to information commonly avail-
able in other sources. Owing to the way IATE was created, the quality of the
entries still varies substantially, from very well edited entries in all languages, to
entries completed only by few language departments and containing very little
information. Entries containing at least one term, a reliable source for that term
and a definition are considered high-quality entries (when there is no definition,
at least the context for the usage of the term should be given for the entry to be
considered high-quality). Thus, terminology work also consists in constant moni-
toring of the use of terms and the subsequent updating, correcting or completing
of the relevant IATE entries. Terms, like all other components of the specialized
language, evolve, get accepted or rejected, change their conceptual scope, go out
of usage or become marked. All these processes need to be properly registered.
2 Terminology work in the Directorate-General for
Translation (DGT) of the European Commission
The aim of DGT it to supply the Commission services with high-quality trans-
lations, whereby quality is understood as the degree to which translation cor-
responds to the expressed or implied expectations of the recipients (cf. ISO
9000:2015). Terminology is considered to be a key element of translation, with-
out which high quality cannot be achieved. The process of translation in DGT
is a team effort with translation and terminological decisions often being taken
collectively. The simplest scenario involves two translators — the first translat-
3Data from May 2016.
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ing the text and the second revising it. However, if any of them has questions or
doubts concerning terminology, he or she contacts the department terminologist,
who assists them in finding answers to their questions and suggests solutions.
Requests from translators usually concern assistance in finding an equivalent
for a challenging term or in coining a new term. The terminologist begins by
defining the concept to which the term refers in the source language. Firstly, he
or she analyzes the source text, then broadens the analysis to other EU texts and
then to other specialized texts in a given domain. If necessary, the terminologist
may contact the persons responsible for the text and ask them for clarification.
If the term is part of a bigger, central project, it is the central terminology unit
that works out the concepts and supplements IATE with terms and definitions in
the source language. On the basis of these definitions, the terminologists in the
language departments can look for or create terms in their respective languages.
When looking for equivalents of a term, the terminologist consults numerous
bilingual sources, paper and electronic ones, chooses a possible equivalent in
view of the reliability of such sources and checks the occurrence of this equiva-
lent in various monolingual sources, over and over again, until he or she is finally
happy with the result, which is then entered into IATE.
The majority of translators’ questions4 concern scientific terms from the do-
mains under regulation. For example, the translator needs a Polish equivalent of
the termmelting furnace. The term comes from a Commission proposal establish-
ing the Best Available Techniques (BAT) for non-ferrous metals. The definition
for the English term is already available in IATE. The English-Polish Dictionary
of Science and Technology (Berger et al. 2004: 692) suggests the equivalent piec
do topienia [literally: furnance for melting]. Generally, dictionaries may be re-
garded as reliable sources; however, each source has to be treated critically and
also dictionary terms are verified for their accuracy, adequacy and usage. There-
fore, a simple internet query for the term piec do topienia is performed and it does
not yield desirable results, i.e. no reliable texts where the term would be used in
context are found. Some results are obtained only when the query is restricted
to sites in the Polish language only and to the domain of metallurgy. One of the
results of such a modified search is an article in a scientific journal, the title of
which contains the term in question. The article is in Polish, but it contains an En-
glish version of the title with a slightly different term piec topielny [melting-ADJ
furnance]. An internet query is performed again for the new term. It confirms
the use of this term in specialized texts on reliable sites. Finally, the term piec
topielny is entered into IATE.
4Approximately 90 per cent according to the internal statistics of DGT’s Polish Language
Department.
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Such queries do not always yield expected results. The European Commission
often regulates domains that are very specialized or novel. As a result, it hap-
pens that the terminology needed does not yet exist in the national languages
or is not commonly spread or used by experts, who might prefer to communi-
cate in English. Moreover, the available sources may be scarce or not reliable.
This characteristics of EU terms may be illustrated with financial terms, such as
front running, capped notional value or LTROs. In such a case the translator or
the terminologist suggest possible equivalents according to their best knowledge
and these suggestions are then consulted with national experts. Most language
departments maintain contacts either with national administration of their Mem-
ber State, or with experts in the Permanent Representation in Brussels, or even
have direct contacts with specialists from various fields. When there is no time
or possibility for such consultations, a descriptive equivalent is often used or a
word-for-word (literal) equivalent, with the English term provided in brackets
for extra clarity (the so-called translation couplet (cf. Newmark 1981: 32)). Such
solutions are also often suggested by experts.
Literal translation is often criticized by text recipients inMember States. How-
ever, literal equivalents are a conscious technique used on purpose to minimize
the risk of misinterpretation and to ensure consistency between all language ver-
sions. This concerns especially the so-called category A texts, where the lack of
consistency may have legal consequences, i.e. EU legal documents; documents
used in administrative or legal proceedings and inquiries, such as infringements
or anti-dumping cases; documents for procurement or funding programmes, ten-
ders, grants applications or contracts; as well as recruitment notices, EPSO (Euro-
pean Personnel Selection Office) competition notices and EPSO test documents
(DGT 2017). For example, the term vehicular language, which might have been
translated as język roboczy [working language], językwspólny [joint language] or
język uniwersalny [universal language] in other contexts, was translated− upon
the advice of the lawyer-linguists − literally, as język wehikularny in an EPSO
competition notice, to avoid doubts as to which concept does this term refer to
and to ensure consistency between all the language versions of the notice.
In particular ambiguous terms are most often translated literally. Word-for-
word equivalents minimize the risk of future translation difficulties if a similar
term were to appear to denote a different concept or if two terms that were syn-
onymous at first had to be differentiated. For instance, the term cross-zonal capac-
ity was first5 translated as transgraniczne zdolności przesyłowe [literally: trans-
5Commission Regulation (EU) 2015/1222 of 24 July 2015 establishing a guideline on capacity
allocation and congestion management (OJ L 197, 25.7.2015, p. 24–72).
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border transfer capacity], because most of the bidding zones in Europe corre-
sponded to the Members States’ borders and the term was used interchangeably
with the term cross-border capacity. It seemed a reasonable solution at that time;
however, shortly afterwards, as a result of another act regulating the electricity
market,6 the responsible Directorate-General requested to keep the two terms
apart. In consequence, the equivalent transgraniczne zdolności przesyłowe had to
be changed by way of a corrigendum.7 This could have been avoided if a more
direct equivalent (międzyobszarowe zdolności przesyłowe) had been used from the
very beginning.
Difficulties of another kind result from situations where a scientific term in
the legal act to be translated is given a different meaning than it has in scientific
discourse. This was the case with the terms clinical study and clinical trial. These
two English terms refer to the same concept in medical texts and the equivalents
badanie kliniczne or próba kliniczna can be used in Polish. However, Regulation
536/20148 started to use them as two distinct concepts, with clinical trial being
defined as a category of clinical study. This made it necessary to distinguish these
concepts in Polish by using terms that would take this difference into account to
the greatest extent possible, while also taking into consideration the established
and recognized Polish terminology in the field of clinical trials. After internal
consultations the term badanie kliniczne [literally: clinical study] was kept as the
equivalent of clinical trial, to maintain consistency with the terminology already
established in Directive 2001/20/EC.9 The term badanie biomedyczne [biomedical
study] was used as the equivalent of clinical study. This term is not used in Polish
law; hence, it was “empty” and it was possible to use it to denote the new concept.
Strictly legal terms do not occur in Commission texts that often, but when
they do, they pose much greater difficulties than technical or scientific terms.
The interpretation of legal terms, which are expressed in natural language, al-
6Commission Regulation (EU) 2016/1719 of 26 September 2016 establishing a guideline on for-
ward capacity allocation (OJ L 259, 27.9.2016, p. 42–68).
7A corrigendum is a legal act, the purpose of which is to realign the published legislative text
with the legislative body’s original intent by removing obvious mistakes that occurred in the
drafting and publication process (Bobek 2009: 950).
8Regulation (EU) No 536/2014 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 16 April 2014
on clinical trials on medicinal products for human use, and repealing Directive 2001/20/EC (OJ
L 158, 27.5.2014, p. 1−76).
9Directive 2001/20/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 4 April 2001 on the
approximation of the laws, regulations and administrative provisions of the Member States
relating to the implementation of good clinical practice in the conduct of clinical trials on
medicinal products for human use (OJ L 121, 1.5.2001, p. 34−44, special edition in Polish: Chap-
ter 13 Volume 026 P. 299−309).
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ways has to take into account the legal system in which they are used. This
means that identically sounding terms belonging to different legal systemsmight
have different meaning (e.g. terms in English in the English and American legal
systems; terms in French in the French and Canadian legal systems; terms in
German in the German and Austrian legal systems, etc.). The European Union
also has its own specific legal system, although it does not have its own language
and hence it has to “borrow” its legal terminology from the legal languages of
the Member States (cf. Kjær 2007: 79, 80; Robertson 2010: 154). Still, it needs to
be stressed that the concept system of EU law is distinct from that of the Member
States because the EU legal system is distinct from the legal systems of EU Mem-
ber States (cf. Case 282/81 Srl CLIFIT and Lanificio di Gavardo SpA v Ministry of
Health). This distinction is the basis for the uniform application of EU law in all
Member States and has to be accounted for in translation appropriately.
When translating from English (or more rarely French or other EU languages),
the translator cannot be blinded by the meaning of the term in question in the
English (or French) legal system, and during the search for equivalents, he or she
has to be particularly cautious when borrowing terms from the national law.10
This does not mean that using functional equivalents is not practiced; otherwise
all translated terms would have to be neologisms. In particular, when the term
is defined or when the context clearly points out to its “European” character, the
functional equivalent may be good enough. For instance, the term corruption is
translated simply as korupcja, although there is no single understanding of this
concept that is common in all Members States (Szulik 2012). On the other hand,
the translation of the term identity card with dowód osobisty, coming from the
Polish Act on ID Cards,11 would probably associate this term too much with the
Polish legal system. In consequence, a less marked term dowód tożsamości is
used.
Legal terms may be very specific and thus easily distinguishable, or they may
be homonyms of everyday words that also have a specific meaning in the le-
gal language (e.g. goods). Translators, who are for the most part not lawyers,
may not be able to identify such terms properly; besides, not being experts, they
have a tendency to use words in translation that are everyday equivalents of le-
gal terms (e.g. adopcja instead of przysposobienie [adoption], Biel 2014: 273). A
legal term may also be politically sensitive; in such a case, its equivalent may
change whenever there is a change in the EU policy. Therefore, when the term
10Cf. e.g. point 5.3.2 of the Joint practical guide of the European Parliament, the Council and the
Commission: “As regards legal terminology, terms which are too closely linked to a particular
national legal system should be avoided.” (European Union 2015: 18).
11Ustawa z dnia 6 sierpnia 2010 r. o dowodach osobistych (Dz.U. 2010 nr 167 poz. 1131).
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illegal immigrant was changed to irregular immigrant, as the former started to
be considered as stigmatizing, its translation in the Polish language versions of
EU legislation also had to change from nielegalny imigrant to imigrant o nieureg-
ulowanym statusie.
3 Criteria of translation choices
Translation is a decision-making process (cf. e.g.: Levý 1967). In the EU context,
translators and terminologists make their choices based on three basic criteria:
consistency, accuracy and clarity. Consistency refers to the lack of terminological
discrepancies, accuracymeans using correct and precise terms in a given context,
and clarity is the degree to which the translation is understandable and fluent.
Above all, the target text has to be internally consistent. Consistency applies
not only to terminology, but also to recurrent sentences and phrases; however,
the consequence of the lack of terminological consistency tends to be muchmore
serious. Various translations of the same term, especially in legal acts, may mis-
lead the reader to think that these terms denote different concepts and make it
difficult to interpret legislation. For the same reason translation has to be con-
sistent with other EU legal acts, so that there is consistency within the EU legal
order. Thus, the terminology in delegated or implementing acts has to be consis-
tent with the terminology in the basic act while the terminology in the basic act
has in turn to be consistent with the terminology in the primary legislation.
This means that when translating a regulation implementing a directive con-
sistency has to be kept with the respective language version of that directive
and not with the national legislation transposing it, even though it is the regu-
lation that will be directly applicable in a given Member State. The Solvency II
Directive is a good example.12 The Polish Act on Insurance and Reinsurance ac-
tivity,13 which transposed the directive to the Polish law, changed or corrected
many terms, e.g. non-life insurance was changed from ubezpieczenia inne niż na
życie [literally: insurance other than life insurance] to pozostałe ubezpieczenia
osobowe i ubezpieczenia majątkowe [literally: other personal insurance and prop-
erty insurance]. The delegated regulation to this directive14 is consistent with
12Directive 2009/138/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 25 November 2009 on
the taking-up and pursuit of the business of Insurance and Reinsurance (Solvency II) (recast)
(OJ L 335, 17.12.2009, p. 1−55).
13Ustawa z dnia 11 września 2015 r. o działalności ubezpieczeniowej i reasekuracyjnej (Dz.U. 2015
poz. 1844).
14Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/35 of 10 October 2014 supplementing Directive
2009/138/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council on the taking-up and pursuit of
the business of Insurance and Reinsurance (Solvency II) (OJ L 12, 17.1.2015, p. 1–797).
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the directive; however, it creates discrepancies between the Polish version of the
regulation and the Polish transposing act, which are not easy to rectify as not
every discrepancy is necessarily an error. It demonstrates that it is of utmost im-
portance to ensure that the translation, especially the terminology, is right from
the very beginning, and to maintain good contacts with national experts at each
stage of the translation process.
Consistency is often more important than any other criterion. For example,
during the translation of the proposal for a Directive on certain aspects con-
cerning contracts for the online and other distance sales of goods15 the trans-
lator had doubts about translating the key term – sales of goods – as sprzedaż
towarów [literally: sale of goods]. When consulted, a Polish expert in the re-
questing Directorate-General suggested to use the term sprzedaż rzeczy [literally:
sale of things]. The terminologist agreed with the expert on the accuracy of this
equivalent; however, since the explanatory memorandum to the proposed Direc-
tive contained an explicit recommendation to keep the terminology consistent
with the existing EU legislation, it was decided in the end to keep the equivalent
sprzedaż towarów, to maintain consistency with Directive 2011/83/EU,16 which
the proposed Directive complemented, and where the term goods was defined
and translated as towary.
The European Union does not produce 24 legal acts, but just one legal act in 24
language versions (Doczekalska 2009: 119–120). Therefore all language versions
of an EU legal act must be consistent also between each other (which is referred
to as multilingual concordance). In order to ensure this type of consistency to
the greatest extent possible, translators cannot interfere with the structure of the
source text, e.g. by splitting long sentences or rearranging paragraphs, nor can
they correct any factual errors they spot in the source text, such as errors in num-
bers, even if they are obvious. They are asked to restrict their interpretation of
the text to the actual wording of the source text. In the case of ambiguities in the
source text, translators try to obtain clarifications from the person responsible
for the text; such clarifications are then shared with translators in all other lan-
guage departments (and other institutions, if necessary). However, ambiguities
are very often used on purpose and translators are asked to keep them (cf. Šarče-
vić 1997: 92–93). This is yet another reason for resorting to the literal translation
technique (see above).
15COM(2015)0635 final.
16Directive 2011/83/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 25 October 2011 on
consumer rights, amending Council Directive 93/13/EEC and Directive 1999/44/EC of the Euro-
pean Parliament and of the Council and repealing Council Directive 85/577/EEC and Directive
97/7/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council (OJ L 304, 22.11.2011, p. 64−88).
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The second key criterion of translation choices is accuracy, both of special-
ized terms and of the EU-specific terminology. In the case of conflict between
consistency and accuracy, it is usually consistency that prevails; however, each
such case is examined separately. Quotations and clear references to a particular
place in a legal act have to be cited verbatim, even if they contain outdated or
incorrect terms, but it is still possible to correct spelling mistakes or apply the
current spelling conventions in such quotations. In other cases, when the risk of
misleading the reader as to which concept is meant is minimal, the use of correct
terminology may be considered. For example, Regulation 1831/200317 contains
the term compounds of trace elements, which was translated as mieszanki pier-
wiastków śladowych [literally: mixtures of trace elements], despite the fact that
Polish law commonly uses the term związki pierwiastków śladowych [literally:
compounds of trace elements]. Fortunately, it is not a legally defined term and it
is only mentioned once as the name of one of the functional groups. Commission
Implementing Regulations concerning authorizations to use certain substances
as feed additives are regularly adopted on the basis of Regulation 1831/2003. Ac-
cording to the consistency criterion, the term from the basic regulation should be
used in the corresponding implementing acts. However, implementing acts do
not refer explicitly to the term in the basic act, and so in this particular context
the correct term is used, even though it leads to inconsistencies with the basic
regulation. In such situations, where no solution is perfect, solutions like this are
considered “lesser evil” (Stefaniak 2013: 61).
Translation errors and discrepancies between language versions caused by
them can be rectified by means of a corrigendum. However, in the case of corri-
genda, too, one has to take into account the rule of consistency with the previous
legislation and consider potential consequences that a corrigendum might have
for legal acts already in force. The validity of each proposal to change terminol-
ogy in an already published act is thoroughly investigated. For example, errors
consisting in using a common word instead of a specialized term for the same
concept do not qualify for a corrigendum.Theuse of the phraseworeczek żółciowy
[literally: gall sack] as an equivalent of gallbladder is a mistake, because the right
medical term in Polish is pęcherzyk żółciowy [literally: gall bladder]. However,
the phraseworeczek żółciowy is widely understood and its use should not mislead
the reader or have legal consequences. On the other hand, the terms dokładność
[accuracy] and precyzja [precision], which seem to be synonymous, have very
17Regulation (EC) No 1831/2003 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 22 September
2003 on additives for use in animal nutrition (OJ L 268, 18.10.2003, p. 29–43, Special edition in
Polish: Chapter 03 Volume 040 P. 238–252).
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different meaning in analytical chemistry and cannot be used interchangeably
in this context. Therefore, the use of the term dokładność as an equivalent of
precision would be a serious mistake that requires a corrigendum.
The third criterion taken into account when making terminological decisions
is clarity. When striving for clarity, the quality of the source text is of key im-
portance. Unfortunately, the majority of EU texts intended for translation are
not written by native speakers; moreover, they are a result of negotiations on
various political levels and hence a compromise. The lack of a single author and
the necessity to satisfy the needs and wishes of many parties engaged in the
drafting process increase, inter alia, the tendency for generalizations and stylis-
tic neutrality (Koskinen 2008), making the text less clear. Moreover, the drafting
phase and the translation phase often overlap, and in consequence the transla-
tor receives a text that is not a final version of the legal act and is still being
drafted (cf. Doczekalska 2009; Stefaniak 2013). In other words, translators have
to deal with many versions of the same text: some elements are deleted, others
are added, concepts are redefined and terminology is changed. Many changes
to the original version of the source text also result from translators’ comments,
who notice mistakes or make suggestions for improvements, but for the sake of
multilingual concordance are not allowed to correct them by themselves without
a new version.
Because of the above mentioned factors, which are independent of the trans-
lator, and because of the necessity to maintain above all the consistency and
accuracy of translation, translators have very limited possibility to influence the
clarity of their texts. This also means that the textual fit of national language
versions of EU legal acts, i.e. a degree to which these legal acts depart from
the conventions of legal acts originally written in a given language (neutrality
of translation), is considered to be divergent for the Polish language (Biel 2014:
289–292). It is, however, hardly surprising. EU translators are expected to cre-
ate texts which are comprehensible, linguistically correct and terminologically
accurate, and at the same time consistent with EU legislation and with other lan-
guage versions, and on top of that able to fit in the national legislation. Creating a
translation that fulfils these contradictory expectations is practically impossible.
4 Conclusions
Terminology errors have particularly serious consequences for citizens and busi-
ness entities, who usually rely only on one language version and thus can misun-
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derstand their rights and obligations. Discrepancies between language versions18
make the harmonization, interpretation and application of EU legislation more
difficult, may lead to court proceedings on the national or Union level, lower
the trust of citizens towards the EU and undermine the image of EU institutions.
This attracts the interest of all EU institutions’ translation services in the termi-
nology work and its integration in the translation process. Of course, the right
terminology alone does not guarantee high-quality translation, but it is difficult
to imagine good translation without the right terminology.
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Chapter 7
Evaluation of outsourced translations.
State of play in the European
Commission’s Directorate-General for
Translation (DGT)
Ingemar Strandvik
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The European Commission’s Directorate-General for Translation (DGT), with its
1,500 in-house translators, produces yearly over 2 million pages of institutional
translation and multilingual law. Over the last years, the mounting pressure for
cost-efficiency has triggered a detailed scrutiny of all workflow processes and led
to staff reductions combined with an increased use of outsourcing. This chapter
presents how DGT has put in place a corporate quality management policy, ap-
proaching quality not only as product quality but also as quality of processes. It
describes how focus on needs and expectations naturally led to highlighting the
key role of purpose for text production, defining translation quality as fitness-for-
purpose, in line with applicable standards. Furthermore, it shows how DGT in
order to operationalise this definition addressed various other issues and ques-
tions. The outcome was translation quality guidelines outlining the communica-
tive purposes of different text categories and the risks involved. In the
implementation of the guidelines, there has been a perceived tension between the
fitness-for-purpose concept and high quality, on the one hand, and between the
fitness-for-purpose concept and the traditional fidelity paradigm, on the other. The
paper analyses why this tension is only apparent and why the fitness-for-purpose
concept better than the traditional fidelity concept caters for the needs of the insti-
tutional translation and multilingual law-making that takes place in the European
context.
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1 Introduction
TheEuropean Commission is the executive body of the European Union. It imple-
ments the European policies, it proposes new legislation and monitors that EU
law is applied correctly by the Member States. All these activities are carried out
and communicated in 24 official languages with an equal status. This means that
multilingualism is at the heart of the EU. The resulting massive translation de-
mand was formerly met almost exclusively through in-house translation. How-
ever, after the number of official languages has increased over the years, with
successive enlargements, in particular the “big bang” enlargement in 2004, when
9 new official languages were added to the then 11, and as translation volumes
have continued to grow, more and more translations are now outsourced, both
in pursuit of cost-efficiency and due to insufficient internal capacity. All in all,
the number of in-house translators in the pre-enlargement languages has been
reduced by almost 50 per cent over the last twenty years, but with the arrival
of the new languages, the total number of translators in the Directorate-General
for Translation (DGT) of the European Commission has remained roughly the
same. Today, with 24 official languages, there are some 1,500 in-house translators
and DGT translates over 2 million pages per year for the European Commission,
roughly a third of which are supplied by external contractors via outsourcing.
This article aims at describing how DGT has organised its outsourcing opera-
tions. In particular, it focuses on evaluation principles and practices and some of
the challenges involved.
2 Outsourcing and evaluation
To outsource these considerable volumes, DGT relies onmultiple framework con-
tracts with a dynamic ranking system. The system features a tendering procedure
where the quality/price ratio has been put at 70/30. It also features systematic
evaluation, where a 10 per cent sample of each translation is revised, assessed and
marked using a five-grade scale.1 The mark affects the contractor’s position in
the dynamic ranking, which in turn influences how assignments are distributed.
As the proportion of outsourcing has increased considerably over the years,
streamlining outsourcing has become a real issue, to achieve both cost-efficient
work organisation and equal treatment of hundreds of external contractors. More-
over, since DGT today outsources all types of documents, including draft legis-
lation and high-profile policy documents, it has become crucial to ensure that
1“Very good” (10), “Good” (8), “Below standard” (6), “Insufficient” (4) and “Unacceptable” (0).
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outsourcing does not have a negative impact on quality. To this end, the ten-
der specifications of the most recent call for tenders for outsourced translations
(OMNIBUS-15, in place since 1 July 2016) included the following quality require-
ments:
The quality of the translations must be such that they can be used as
they stand upon delivery, without any further formatting, revision, review
and/or correction by the contracting authority. To this end, the contractor
must thoroughly revise and review the entire target text, ensuring inter
alia that:
• it is complete (without unjustified omissions or additions);
• it is an accurate and consistent rendering of the source text;
• references to documents already published have been checked and
quoted correctly;
• the terminology and lexis are consistent with any relevant reference
material and internally;
• appropriate attention has been paid to the clarity and register and
text-type conventions;
• it contains no syntactical, spelling, punctuation, typographical, gram-
matical or other errors;
• the formatting of the original has been maintained (including codes
and tags if applicable);
• any specific instructions given by the authorising department are fol-
lowed; and
• the agreed deadline (date and time) is scrupulously respected.
Evaluation plays a key role to ascertain whether these quality requirements
have been complied with. To evaluate linguistic and textual quality, all out-
sourced translations are assessed on the basis of the evaluation grid in table 1
below.
Identified errors are further classified according to their severity as ‘low-rele-
vance’ or ‘high-relevance’ errors. A high-relevance error is defined as an error
that seriously impairs the usability of the text for its intended purpose. Moreover,
evaluators assess whether the product delivery (including translation memories,
etc.) is complete, whether DGT’s instructions have been followed and whether
the formatting requirement and set deadlines have been complied with. If this is
not the case, separate penalties apply.
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Table 1: Evaluation grid currently used by DGT
Relevance Relevance
Error type Code Low High Error type Code Low High
Mistranslation,
unjustified
addition
SENS Reference
docs/material
not used; norm
sources or
job-specific
instructions not
adhered to
RD
Unjustified
omission or
non-translation
OM Wrong or
inconsistent EU
usage or
terminology
TERM
Clarity, register
and text-type
conventions
CL Punctuation PT
Grammar GR Spelling SP
The evaluation is carried out by the in-house translators, who are expected to
possess the competence needed to evaluate outsourced translations. Evaluations,
just like translations and revisions, are assigned on the basis of the competence
profiles of the available staff.
3 Issues in the past
Under the former framework contract GEN-11 –which applied from 1 July 2012 to
1 July 2016 – the system worked rather well and the performance improved over
the contract period, partly because of the feedback given to the contractors to
clarify DGT’s needs and expectations as regards quality. Having said that, some
issues related to evaluation were considered to be problematic. The main issues
identified were consistency of evaluations and the high cost of administration
and contract management.
Consistency of evaluation practices and results is inevitably a challenge when
1,500 in-house translators are expected to be able to carry out translation qual-
ity assessments in a uniform and supposedly repeatable manner. Translation is
constant decision-making. It is about constantly making choices. As Pym (1992)
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puts it, there are binary translation errors (choices that are correct or incorrect)
and non-binary ones (choices that are not necessarily right or wrong but more
or less appropriate). The problem for translators, revisers and evaluators alike
is that most quality issues are of the non-binary type. To assess quality consis-
tently you need to be clear about why some choices are better than others. When
operating in an institutional translation setting of DGT’s scale, this obviously be-
comes an issue.
Moreover, it is a fact that freelance markets are different. The freelance mar-
kets in the German language area with a population of 100 million people, the
Estonian with around a million, or the Maltese with some 450,000 are not the
same in terms of capacity, specialisation and maturity. This inevitably has an
effect on consistency in the approaches to how to interact with the markets.
As to the management and administration costs, in principle, according to the
outsourcing framework contract, the translations received were supposed to be
usable as they stood upon delivery, without any further intervention from DGT,
other than the evaluation of the 10 per cent sample applied to all outsourced texts.
Despite this, two thirds of the outsourced pages were further quality controlled
in-house i.e. beyond the 10 per cent. This appeared to be a failure cost, consid-
ering that almost 95 per cent of the translations still received the pass marks
“very good” or “good”. It was asked why DGT should spend in-house resources
to revising texts that had already been revised by the contractor and that were
marked “very good” or “good”, which should mean they are usable as such.
The inquiries into why this happened showed several things. First, that the
time allocated for the task of evaluating a page amounted to 10 per cent of the
time allocated for the task of translation, while the conversion rate for the task
revision was 40 per cent of a translated page. Since evaluation consists of re-
vising a 10 per cent sample, this meant that carrying out a thorough evaluation,
mechanically led to spending more time than what was accounted for, thereby
lowering internal productivity and further increasing the difference in costs for
internally and externally produced pages. This led to instances where evaluation
was based on a less thorough revision of the sample, giving the external transla-
tor the benefit of the doubt, applying an overly lenient marking.
Second, it appeared that often the additional revision was done because of
the type of document concerned and the risks involved. When higher-risk docu-
ments such as strategic communications, articles for publication, or draft legisla-
tion were outsourced, language departments did not dare to rely solely on a spot
check. For the sake of comparison, it could be mentioned that the translation
department of the European Court of Justice contends that when they outsource
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the translation of court rulings, they revise the entire outsourced text, even if it
has been revised by the contractor according to the contract, because it produces
legal effects and the translation departments need to ensure that the legal effects
are correct. If only parts of the document are revised, this cannot be guaranteed.
Third, it was also found that in many language departments it was the useful-
ness of the translation that was assessed rather than its usability. As mentioned
above, the overall quality requirement according to the tender specifications is
that the text delivered should be usable as it stands. However, even in cases
where the entire text needed revision, modifications and corrections, outsourced
translations were regularly considered to be clearly useful for the finalisation of
the text – and therefore “very good” or at least “good”. Finally, instances were
also identified where evaluators awarded good marks as a reflection of their em-
pathy with freelance translators and their (assumably) less favourable working
conditions.
4 Developing quality guidelines and the notion of quality
Traditionally in the EU context, when someone passes a recruitment test – a com-
petition – for a post as translator, it is taken for granted that he or she has the
competences needed to translate, revise, evaluate translation quality and carry
out terminological work. At the same time, for many languages translators were
recruited without formal studies in translation, since in many cases such studies
did not exist at the time of accession of their country (Biel 2011, Strandvik 2014).
If we add to that the sheer number of the people involved, it is clear that a ma-
jor challenge has always been – and is likely to always be – to ensure that the
institution speaks with one voice, not only when translating and revising, but
also when evaluating outsourced translations. What has been done to address
this issue?
In a major quality management project called Programme forQuality Manage-
ment in Translation – 22 Quality Actions (DGT 2009), DGT set up a number of
working groups to analyse 22 quality-related topics and processes relevant for
the quality of the translation services provided. Several of these actions were
related to outsourcing and evaluation, for instance actions aiming to improve
translation briefs and feedback for freelancers and develop standards for the eval-
uation of freelance translations (including specific training, error quantification
and tools for evaluation).
As a result of these initiatives, apart from a series of language-specific revision
workshops and quality control guidelines, common guidelines for evaluation of
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outsourced translation were issued in 2009 (cf. DGT 2013). Moreover, a quality
assessment tool based on the LISA QA model (cf. Doherty & Gaspari 2013) and
attributing penalty points for errors was introduced, on the basis of the widely
spread belief that translation quality had to be measured with analytical, and
not holistic quality assessment. However, at the time, only five language depart-
ments found the error quantifying tool useful. Not surprisingly, one of the main
objections was that in order for quality assessment to be consistent (so called
inter-rater reliability), there needs to be a common understanding of the prin-
ciples for evaluation and of the error categorisations and severity levels used.
Otherwise, the objectivity of the assessment tool is reduced to an objective cal-
culation of error points resulting from a subjective identification of errors.
Indeed, over the years, in different internal contexts, there has been a growing
awareness about the fact that a pre-requisite for any institutional attempts to
speak with one consistent voice in translation, revision and evaluation is that
there is a shared understanding of what is actually meant by quality. Around
2012, it appeared that while everybody agreed to DGT’s mission statement that
DGT should provide the Commission with high-quality translation, there was no
common definition of what DGT meant by high-quality translation. Time was
ripe to come up with such a definition and develop a more structured approach
to quality management. This resulted in DGT’s Quality management framework
(DGT 2014), a steering document for quality management in which quality is
defined as fitness-for-purpose and key processes are described. The definition
adopted reads:
A translation is fit for purpose when it is suitable for its intended commu-
nicative use and satisfies the expressed or implied needs and expectations
of our direct customers (requesting DGs), our partners in the other EU in-
stitutions, the end-users and any other relevant stakeholders.
Consequently, fitness for purpose means high quality in the abovemen-
tioned sense. It should not be mixed up with the good-enough quality con-
cept used by the software industry and in the machine translation context.
The fitness for purpose concept is at the core of DGT’s internal quality con-
trol (QC) guidelines (Consolidated guidelines on quality control) and of the
Service Level agreements (SLAs) DGT has signed with other DGs.
With this definition, DGT boldly aims at reclaiming the fitness-for-purpose
concept to mean suitability for the intended purpose, in line with the logic of all
professional standards, and not “good enough quality” as it has been defined for
example by TAUS (TAUS EUG Resolution #2).
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To operationalise the fitness-for-purpose principle, common translation qual-
ity guidelines (DGT 2015) were then issued. They describe the different purposes
of different types of EU documents, explain potential risks caused by deficient
quality and provide text type specific instructions for translation and quality con-
trol, based on risk assessment. These developments and DGT’s reference model
for quality management (Figure 1) are described in detail in Strandvik (2017) and
Drugan et al. (2018)).
Quality
management
framework
Translation quality
guidelines
Guidelines for evaluation of outsourced 
translations
Language - specific
guidelines for translation, revision, evaluation, validation, etc.
Figure 1: DGT’s Reference model for translation quality management.
5 From fidelity to fitness-for-purpose
During the last 15 years, a pragmatic, functionalist approach to specialised trans-
lation has made its way into the standards of the profession. Successively, the
German DIN-2345:1998-04, the European EN 15038:2006 , the American ASTM
F2575, and ISO/TS 11669:2012, ISO 17100:2015 all clearly state that extra-linguistic
aspects such as specifications (or briefs) are key for quality, revision is defined as
assessing a translation as to its suitability for the intended purpose, which is to
say that the purpose and the specifications are the yardstick against which you
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determine the appropriateness of the translation choices. Indeed, in service pro-
vision, quality is defined as compliance with requirements. Translation service
provision is no exception: translation quality is compliance with requirements,
it is not just faithfulness to the original. The reason why the functionalists made
their way into the standards is that their theories work in practice and make
sense, not only for translators but for all the stakeholders involved.
This move from fidelity to fitness-for-purpose has taken place not only in DGT
but also in the other EU institutions (see for instance the contribution from the
Council in this volume). This is logical if translation is approached as profes-
sional drafting and as communication acts. Any text can be improved. Most texts
drafted for professional purposes contain imperfections and even errors, without
being unfit for their purpose. The same applies to professional translation.
As spelled out in the DGT Translation quality guidelines, the European Com-
mission has issued a number of drafting guidelines to explain to drafters how
it wants to communicate and what it wants to achieve when communicating
through different text types. This communicative intent is not limited to the
source text and should be fulfilled also through the 23 translated official lan-
guage versions. Therefore, translators should be familiar with these guidelines
to apply them to the extent possible when translating. This is all the more impor-
tant as today there is hardly ever any in-depth editing after translation, not even
for legal acts (Guggeis & Robinson 2012: 62, Strandvik 2014). The translated texts
should stand on their own. According to constant case law, once an EU legal act
is adopted, there are no originals and no translations, only equally authentic lan-
guage versions. And as Husa puts it (2012: 179), what matters in legal translation
is not what the texts say linguistically, but what they say legally.
DGT has witnessed this evolution also in its evaluation practices. Formerly,
the severity level “high relevance” was defined with a reference to a change in
meaning (a high relevance spelling error was a spelling error that changed the
meaning), whereas now, as explained above, a high relevance error is defined as
an error which “seriously impairs the usability of the text”. Exactly the same er-
ror can be of high or low relevance not because it affects themeaning but because
it affects the usability of the text differently. A spelling mistake in a 15-page text
is likely to be a non-issue, whereas if it appears on a poster in big letters it could
be fatal. A wrong date appearing on page 55 in a report could be insignificant,
whereas the date of entry into force of a legal act or the date and time of a meet-
ing are crucial, etc. A mistranslation in the enacting terms of a legal act is likely
to affect the usability of the text, whereas exactly the same mistranslation in the
explanatory memorandum is less likely to have that effect. Formerly, the quality
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requirements in tender specifications stated that the contractor should provide
a faithful rendering of the source text and eliminate any discrepancies between
the source and the target text. Now, as quoted above, they state that the text
should be an “accurate and consistent rendering of the source text”. Discrepan-
cies is an unclear concept. Discrepancies as to denotation, connotation, text-type
convention, pragmatics or form? Discrepancies are, in fact, sometimes required
to comply with the formal style guides for legislative drafting for different lan-
guages, or to make a web text read smoothly, or to make a text fit to a button on
screen.
Moving towards an understanding of quality that could be shared and em-
braced by 1,500 translators from 28 different national contexts with very differ-
ent professional and educational backgrounds, working in 24 different language
departments, is a challenge. If we scratch the surface, there are still different
conceptual understandings of what translation is. One which embraces the func-
tionalist approach to translation (fidelity to the purpose of the communication)
seeing the translators as active and competent drafters of the equally authentic
translated language versions of texts with a function, and another which em-
braces the idea of faithfulness (fidelity to the source text’s surface structure) as
the main criterion for translation quality, seeing the translators as “just transla-
tors”, where their task is limited to the faithful rendering of the “original” in the
target text.
These perceptions seem to be deeply anchored in beliefs and values. It would
be interesting to explore this further: Is it a divide between experienced and un-
experienced translators? Or between translators with and without formal stud-
ies in translation? Is it linked to age? Is it the accuracy requirements of legal
translation that contaminate all other aspects of translation? Are there different
national translation cultures? Does it have to do with administrative culture and
institutional power relations affecting the translators’ agency? Some translators
naturally interact with requesters and national experts for clarifications, whereas
some rather do not. The latter, do they “hide” behind the source text?
Melby et al. (2014) and Koby et al. (2014) address this issue in an interesting
way, with reference to discussions at FIT’s World Congress 2014 on the relation
between localization/transcreation and translation, suggesting a distinction be-
tween different beliefs on what translation is (Melby et al. 2014: 392–403) and
what translation quality is (Koby et al. 2014: 413–420).
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6 Recent developments and further challenges
To cope with the increase in outsourcing, and to ensure a streamlined and consis-
tent workflow, a new Outsourcing framework was adopted in 2016. Furthermore,
in view of the new framework contract OMNIBUS-15, which entered into force
on 1 July 2016, new evaluation guidelines were drafted to address the abovemen-
tioned issues.
The DGT Outsourcing framework (DGT 2016b) puts emphasis on supplier man-
agement. It aims to improve the quality of outsourced translations through im-
proved communication: via meetings with the suppliers, better specifications
linked to the Translation quality guidelines and systematic and more harmo-
nized feedback. Even if the quality requirements in the new framework contract
(quoted above) have remained the same as before, the new evaluation guidelines,
DGT Guidelines for evaluation of outsourced translation (DGT 2016a) introduced
some novelties: the link between evaluation and the quality requirements of the
tender specifications was made clearer. Definitions were added to the marks.
It was also clarified that the evaluation is above all a contractual obligation for
payment clearance, not as such a reliable quality control measure for risk mit-
igation. In other words, its result which is based on a 10 per cent spot check
does not guarantee the intrinsic quality of the entire text. To address the issue
of additional quality control applied after outsourcing, it was decided that the
Translation quality guidelines apply to all translation, whether produced exter-
nally or internally. The result of the evaluation therefore feeds into the global
risk assessment. A poor evaluation result is likely to trigger extended quality
control, according to the escalation principle, whereas a very good result could
lead to stopping the effort after the evaluation of 10 per cent. At the same time,
depending on the risks involved, it can be decided that regardless of the result of
the evaluation, the entire document, for instance speeches and binding legisla-
tion, should undergo full revision. Moreover, to ensure a consistent approach to
marking, systematic validation of all marks was introduced, with a limited num-
ber of validators checking all evaluation results for consistency (but not re-doing
the evaluations).
Current evaluation challenges further include sharing practices across lan-
guages on where to draw the line between the two severity levels (high and low
relevance errors) and where to put the thresholds between the different marks,
and how to harmonise feedback comments in a way that is consistent with the
tender specifications and the definitions of the marks. Another challenge is to
finetune the sampling practices. In the EU institutions and in industry practices
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range from industrial sampling based on the ISO 2859-1 standard to full in-house
revision. We are still lacking empirical evidence as to the reliability of quality
assessment based on different sample sizes. Is 10 per cent reliable? Is 20 per cent
more reliable?
With the new quality management structure, and a more common understand-
ing of quality, time has also been deemed ripe for a new attempt to consider in-
troducing a tool to further streamline the quality assessment of outsourced trans-
lations. DGT is currently testing different existing tools and assessment models
and follows closely the ongoing standardisation initiatives of ISO and ASTM as
well as the EU funded QT21 project, and the resulting Multidimensional quality
metrics (MQM).2 Theoutcome of those initiatives are likely to lead to an updating
of the error categorisation and of the weightings currently used.
7 Conclusions
The experience gained in DGT over the years shows that we cannot translate,
revise or evaluate translation quality in a consistent way, if we do not have a
shared understanding of translation quality. With so many actors, it is impor-
tant to state the quality requirements explicitly, to avoid misunderstandings and
miscommunication. The reference model for translation quality management re-
cently put in place in DGT is a useful step on the long and winding road towards
this long-term objective.
In this endeavour, DGT is increasingly relying on international standardisa-
tion efforts. The very purpose of standardisation is to identify and define key con-
cepts, to ensure seamless communication, and to establish and prescribe work-
flow steps, so that all stakeholders know what to expect from each other when
interacting in relation to the standardised activity. Standards represent the dis-
tilled wisdom of the profession. Even if DGT doesn’t need translation standards
for certification purposes, referring to them for benchmarking purposes has be-
come a means to improve working methods and communication.
One emerging key question in that context is what kind of competence profile
is needed to be able to evaluate translations. Is it the same as for revision, e.g.
in terms of subject matter competence? A very important related question is:
How much can we outsource? Is there a tipping point after which the European
Commission will no longer be in control of its communication and legislative
drafting because it no longer has the in-house domain competence to assess and
ensure quality?
2http://www.qt21.eu/quality-metrics/
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The administration of contracts is expensive. Ideas to elicit savings often end
up being costly, creating hidden costs that put strain on the in-house staff. At-
tempts to apply industrial (and much cheaper) sampling methods have so far
been problematic and not given satisfactory results. As with any service provi-
sion, what really matters is to specify the quality requirements. What text qual-
ity does the European Commission need and who is responsible for ensuring this
quality? The question is perhaps not whether the European Commission can af-
ford to quality control outsourced translations but rather whether it can afford
not to do it.
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The aim of this chapter is to describe quality assurance mechanisms at the Trans-
lation Service of the General Secretariat of the Council of the EU (GSC). The first
part will put the GSC’s translation activity into a more general framework of the
workings of the whole institution. Furthermore, the GSC’s approach to translation
quality will be explained, and tools and procedures that are used and help transla-
tors achieve the required quality of their products will be described. The next part
will focus on the ex-post quality monitoring that was introduced a few years ago to
systematically monitor both the quality of translations that leave the Translation
Service and the individual performance of translators. The final part will be dedi-
cated to a recently-adopted special procedure to ensure the best quality of the GSC
Translation Service’s hallmark product – the European Council conclusions. The
chapter is descriptively oriented and draws on everyday practice of a GSC’s trans-
lator and the quality policy coordinator. Hopefully, it will raise awareness of the
activities of the GSC’s Translation Service, provide inspiration for other translation
departments and practitioners and offer topics for further research for academia.
With approximately 600 translators and 300 other management and support staff,
the General Secretariat of the Council of the EU’s Translation Service is a little
smaller than the European Parliament’s Directorate-General for Translation and
about half the size of the European Commission’s Directorate-General for Trans-
lation, but still large by most standards. Each year the Council’s service translates
around 15,000 documents, which represent roughly 110,000 pages of source mate-
rial and a yearly translation output, expressed as a sum of all target languages, in
∗Theviews expressed are our own and in noway reflect the views of the Council or the European
Council.
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the range of 1.2 million pages (Council of the European Union, General Secretariat
(2016b), Council of the European Union, General Secretariat (2017)). However, qual-
ity rather than quantity has always been the primary focus of the Council’s Transla-
tion Service, and the aim of this chapter is to describe the quality assurance mech-
anisms that are used at the Council’s Translation Service to ensure the required
quality of its products.
1 The Council(s), the General Secretariat of the Council
and its Translation Service
To understand the approach to translation quality at the General Secretariat of
the Council of the EU’s Translation Service, it is necessary to put its translation
activity into a more general framework of the workings of the two institutions
it serves, namely the Council of the European Union, formerly known as the
Council of Ministers, where ministers meet to adopt legislation and coordinate
policies, and the European Council, which brings together the heads of state or
government in meetings also known as EU Summits. Since the Lisbon Treaty,
these two Councils are formally two EU institutions, but both are supported by
one general secretariat — the General Secretariat of the Council (GSC)— ofwhich
the Translation Service is a part. The Translation Service itself is split into 24
units, one per official language. Each language unit usually consists of just over
20 translators, a Head of Unit, a Quality Controller and a number of assistants.
Most of the time, translators work into their mother tongue, and the language of
source documents is predominantly English.1
Still, the Councils themselves are only the tip of an iceberg for the GSC Trans-
lation Service’s work. Underneath, there are more than 150 specialized Working
Parties and Committees which discuss and prepare the documents before their
formal adoption. As the flow of documents through this structure of prepara-
tory bodies up to the Councils themselves has major implications for the trans-
lation work, it deserves a brief description. Most EU legislation originates with
a proposal from the Commission, presented in all 24 EU official languages. This
proposal is discussed, often several times, by Member States’ experts at relevant
Working Parties. The experts usually make changes to the source-language ver-
sion of the text, and, at certain point, the amended text is sent to the Translation
Service for translation. Then the same process may be repeated at the same or
higher level preparatory body, until there is sufficient support from all Member
1In 2016, well over 90 % of all translations at the GSC were done from English (Council of the
European Union, General Secretariat 2017).
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States and the text can be submitted to the Council for approval. In the case of
legislative acts, the text is subsequently sent for finalization to lawyer-linguists
from the GSC’s Legal Service. In reality, the whole process is much more compli-
cated, but the aim of this simplified description is to illustrate why translators’
work at the GSC predominantly looks as shown in Figure 1.
This document comparison is producedwith a standard commercial tool (Work-
share Compare) and shows what has changed since the last translated version:
additions are shown in blue, deletions in red and moved text in green. The task
of GSC’s translators is to reflect these changes introduced by Member States’
experts in the remaining language versions of the document.
The flow of documents described above 2 has several implications for GSC
translators’ work. One implication is that very little is translated from scratch.
There is a large amount of repetition and interconnection among texts, both ex-
plicit and implicit intertextuality (see also Koskinen 2000: 59, Robertson 2015:
42). That is why consistency of terminology and phraseology both inside one
document as well as across documents is paramount.
Another implication is that the documents translated are often working or in-
terim versions drawn up in a hurry by non-native English speakers, not final,
well-edited and fine-tuned texts.3 This has one big advantage and one big draw-
back. The drawback is that the quality of source documents may not be ideal;
the advantage is that should an error in translation be spotted after the trans-
lated document has been delivered to the client, translators may get a chance to
correct it in the following version, if there is one.
Last but not least, this system of work has also implications for the setting
of deadlines. As the translated documents are needed for a specific meeting or
serve as input for further precisely scheduled work, translation deadlines need
to be adapted to the requirements of document users, and can sometimes be very
short. Often, they are set for a specific hour of the very same day.4
2This is the standard flow of legal and political documents. Apart from these, the GSC’s Trans-
lation Service also translates other documents like agendas, minutes, speeches, web articles,
etc., which are naturally produced in a different way. Nevertheless, even these documents of-
ten rely on their previous versions or related legal or political texts, so even in their case the
level of intertextuality as indicated by the document compare remains quite high.
3See Stefaniak (2013) for a similar remark concerning texts translated by the European
Commission.
4In 2016, translations with a deadline shorter than one day accounted for around 45% of all trans-
lated documents; in terms of net pages, their share was around 20% (Council of the European
Union, General Secretariat 2017).
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Figure 1: The “Document compare” working mode.
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2 The pragmatic approach to translation quality
The GSC’s Translation Service aims to deliver end products which transpose —
into the target language and by the set deadline — the entire contents of the
source document with clarity, fluency and precision, in terms of form and con-
tent, without any formal or material errors, and without any additions or omis-
sions, while taking into account the nature and the relative importance of the
original to be translated (Council of the European Union, General Secretariat
2006: 4). This definition of translation quality is similar to the ISO Standard 17100
on Requirements for translation services (2015). However, the aim of the GSC’s
Translation Service is not to apply for ISO certification, but rather to ensure that
its practice is broadly in line with international standards in the profession.
In essence, the GSC Translation Service’s qualitative requirements, stemming
from the above definition, can be roughly divided into three categories (see also
the quality monitoring criteria in part 5 of this chapter). First, there are, naturally,
linguistic aspects (“… [transpose] the entire contents of the source document
with clarity, fluency and precision …”). However, one of the findings from quality
monitoring is that translators sometimes become fixated on the linguistic quality
at the expense of everything else. This is why GSC’s translators are kept aware
that apart from linguistic aspects their translation work has at least two other
qualitative dimensions.
Technical quality aspects (‘… in terms of form …’) include requirements that
the layout of a translation correspond to that of the original and that technical
and typographical conventions of the target language be respected. At the Coun-
cil and its preparatory bodies specifically, parallel pagination of the different
language versions of a text for instance is not just a formal requirement but a
practical necessity. As there are usually at least 28 delegations discussing and
expressing themselves on a particular document, it is absolutely crucial for all of
them to be on the same page at least in the text, if not mentally. Otherwise their
communication might collapse. Compliance with the technical requirement to
use computer-aided translation tools also makes translations easier to recycle
and helps to preserve the necessary continuity and terminological consistency
within and among documents.
Finally, timeliness (‘… by the set deadline …’) is the third inherent part of
quality requirements for the GSC translation. It follows from a legal provision
stipulating that ministers or ambassadors can generally vote only on documents
which are available in all official languages. A missing language version can
therefore complicate or paralyze the whole decision-making process at the Coun-
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cil, and in such a case even a top-notch linguistic quality of a translation cannot
compensate for its late submission.
Owing to the omnipresent pressure on public institutions to use resources
efficiently, translation quality measures need to be directed towards achieving
an optimal level of useful quality, fit for the intended purpose of the document.
Hence the above definition of translation quality is implemented through the
concept of fitness for purpose: a translation is considered fit for purpose when it
is suitable for its intended communicative use, follows the linguistic and techni-
cal specifications and complies with the expressed and implied requirements of
the client5 (Council of the European Union, General Secretariat 2015: 36).
What this principle of fitness for purpose means in practice is that the efforts
devoted to spotting and correcting errors must be adjusted to the type of text in
question. If there is a wrong date in a translation (e.g. 13 May instead of 31 May)
in a footnote reference to published legislation (where everything else is correct),
it is objectively a translation error, but not a serious one as the reader will still
be able to find the relevant document with all the other information. A similar
error in the summary minutes of a meeting which is intended for its participants
could create some confusion, but once again it would not be considered very
important as the participants know when the meeting took place. However, a
wrong date in a translation of a notice of meeting would be very serious as it can
result in delegates turning up on the wrong day. In this case, the same translation
error, previously considered minor, would make the whole document unfit for its
purpose.
3 Quality-enhancing tools and procedures
A number of tools and procedures are in place at the GSC’s Translation Service
to help translators achieve the required quality of their translations.
First, there are tools helping to ensure the necessary consistency of terminol-
ogy, phraseology and style as well as to make the translation process more effi-
cient. These include translation memory and other computer-aided translation
tools, databases of translated documents (e.g. Eur-Lex), terminological databases
(e.g. IATE) and other databases (e.g. lists of government members) as well as vari-
5The main clients of the GSC’s Translation Service are the European Council and its President,
the rotating presidencies of the Council of the EU, the Council and its preparatory bodies, the
requesting departments in the Directorates-General of the GSC, Member States’ delegations
and national administrations, other EU institutions, the European External Action Service,
stakeholders in the subject areas concerned, and the general public.
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ous style guides (Inter-institutional Style Guide (Publications Office 2011),Manual
of Precedents for Acts Established within the Council of the European Union (Coun-
cil of the European Union, General Secretariat 2010b), web translation guidelines
(e.g. Council of the European Union, General Secretariat 2016a). These tools do
not need to be discussed in detail here, as translation memories, databases and
style guides are standard equipment of any major in-house translation depart-
ment and are also discussed in the preceding chapters in this book (e.g. Svoboda
on style guides).
Second, as it is common in translation practice, most translations are revised
by a second pair of eyes. The GSC’s Translation Service uses five levels of re-
vision: (1) thorough revision, which is used only for the most important doc-
uments, such as the European Council conclusions and major political declara-
tions or statements of its President, accession treaties, etc., and includes both
bilingual revision and monolingual review; (2) “standard” revision, i.e. bilingual
examination of the target language content against the source language content;
(3) light revision, which combines monolingual review of the whole document
and a bilingual revision of potentially problematic or most important parts; (4)
review, i.e. monolingual examination of the target text; and (5) optional revi-
sion, where for reasons of efficiency no revision or review is carried out unless
the translator asks for it.6
Third, GSC’s translators may consult drafters if they are not sure about the
correct meaning of a particular sentence in the original text. The translators’
questions are gathered centrally in order to avoid repetition, sent to relevant ad-
ministrators whose replies are then shared between all the translators working
on the relevant document by means of a Microsoft SharePoint platform on the
corporate intranet. This practice helps to improve the quality of Council docu-
ments in general, because it makes it possible to spot and correct mistakes that
may appear also in the originals. Furthermore, GSC’s translators may usually ask
national experts for terminological advice and benefit from their expert knowl-
edge already when working on a translation.
Specialization is another way that helps to ensure the necessary quality of
GSC’s translations. Therefore, GSC’s translators have formed the so-called func-
tional groups. Basically, there are four of them and they mirror the most impor-
tant Council configurations — economy and finance, environment (which also
includes agriculture and energy), foreign and security policy, justice and home
6At the GSC’s Translation Service, the terms revision and review are used as defined in the ISO
Standard 17100 (2015). For a comparison of revision with the European Commission see Martin
(2007).
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affairs. Based on their education or areas of interest, translators are encouraged
to join one of these groups, and subsequently to try to keep track of developments
in their particular area. They also attend lectures to improve their knowledge in
their field of specialization in general, as well as briefings on the most important
specific legislative files that are going to be translated.
Similarly, the way documents are allocated for translation and revision can
also contribute to the quality of their translation. As explained above, one given
file can move backwards and forwards between the preparatory bodies of the
Council and the Translation Service several times. Whenever possible, that par-
ticular file will be assigned to the same translators and revisers who know it from
the previous rounds and can therefore deal with it better and faster. Obviously,
this practice has its limits because at certain moments some translators would
be overloaded while others left with nothing to do, but in terms of quality (and
also job satisfaction) it has definitely proved its merits.
Finally, one more resource used at the GSC’s Translation Service deserves spe-
cial attention. The Quality Controllers of the GSC’s Translation Service have
drawn up and maintain a catalogue of Council documents which contains a tax-
onomy of documents translated in the GSC’s Translation Service as well as best
practices recommended for the translation of each type of document (Council
of the European Union, General Secretariat 2010a). The translation recommen-
dations follow from the assessment of political visibility and potential for legal
and/or financial impact of each type of document, i.e. two variables which largely
define the “fit for purpose” criterion.
Altogether, the catalogue identifies over 25 types of documents,7 and, in addi-
tion to the best practices recommended generally, individual language units are
allowed to add their own language-specific recommendations, if they consider it
useful.
4 Ex-post quality monitoring
In 2006, a special report (9/2006) by the European Court of Auditors recom-
mended that the GSC put in place both quantity and quality performance in-
7The exact number evolves over time. Apart from the two types mentioned in Figures 2 and
3, respectively, other document types include, for example, draft legislation at certain mile-
stone stages, documents for adoption or discussion by the Council, Council minutes, decla-
rations/statements by the High Representative or by the President of the European Council,
appointments, manuals for use by national departments in Member States, speaking notes for
the presidency, press releases, informative documents intended for the general public, such as
brochures or various web content, etc.
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EUROPEAN COUNCIL CONCLUSIONS
• Political visibility
– Very high
• Potential for legal / financial impact
– Low
• Recommended level of revision
– Thorough
• Minimum level of revision
– Thorough
• Recommended best practices
– (…)Themembers of the summit teams should, whenever pos-
sible, translate the guidelines for conclusions and prelimi-
nary drafts of the conclusions in the run-up to the summit;
in any case all members of the summit team should read the
draft conclusions before the summit and, where necessary,
discuss the main translation issues (…).
Figure 2: Example of best practices for the European Council conclu-
sions
dicators for its translation work (Court of Auditors 2006). Consequently, results
quality monitoring was introduced in 2009. It is a regular and systematic moni-
toring of representative samples of translations that leave the GSC’s Translation
Service. Every week a random sample of 20 pages from at least 5 different doc-
uments is selected and the fitness for purpose of their translations into all lan-
guages is evaluated by Quality Controllers or delegated senior translators. All
pages are equally likely to be chosen. The evaluated samples are discussed at
weekly meetings of Quality Controllers, and this is a way of ensuring a certain
degree of harmonization of criteria across different evaluators working in differ-
ent languages. Dealing with problems detected varies from one case to another.
It can involve sending a terminology note to a whole language unit, issuing joint
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AGENDAS FOR THE COUNCIL / COREPER / CSA / PSC
• Political visibility
– Low
• Potential for legal / financial impact
– Low
• Recommended level of revision
– Optional
• Minimum level of revision
– Optional
• Recommended best practices
– Date and place of the meeting should be double checked.
Where the reference document exists, the agenda item ti-
tle should correspond to the title of the reference document,
with no modifications or improvements. However, typos and
serious grammar mistakes should be corrected.
Figure 3: Example of best practices for agendas
requests for corrigenda, reviewing of best practices in place, and so on (Council
of the European Union, General Secretariat 2015: 72).
While the goal of the GSC’s Translation Service is to have the proportion of
pages considered “fit for purpose” as close as possible to 100%, it is important
to emphasize that the overall objective of results quality monitoring is to serve
as a diagnostic tool providing warning of potential problems which can still be
corrected, rather than to cause a fixation on a specific figure.
In addition to results quality monitoring, individual quality monitoring was
introduced in 2013 to help assess the quality of work of individual translators.
For each translator, at least 20 pages of translation and 15 pages of revision, com-
ing from at least 5 different documents, are evaluated by theirQuality Controller
each year. Both results quality monitoring and individual quality monitoring are
based on the same sets of criteria: linguistic (meaning, omission, terminology,
grammar, style) and technical (styles, characters, typos, other). Reports from in-
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dividual quality monitoring should document both strengths and weaknesses of
the translation assessed across these categories, and the results of the evaluation
are always discussed with the translator concerned (Council of the European
Union, General Secretariat 2015: 72). The main purpose of individual quality
monitoring is to provide translators with systematic feedback.
5 The special case of European Council conclusions
The conclusions of the European Council are the most visible and politically sen-
sitive document type that the GSC’s Translation Service produces. These conclu-
sions are always immediately scrutinized by politicians, journalists and analysts
and their implications are widely discussed in the media. Moreover, it is also
a document which is translated completely under the responsibility of the GSC
Translation Service — unlike, for example, legislative acts, where many other ac-
tors (translators from other institutions, lawyer-linguists, national experts) are
involved and where the GSC translators are responsible only for a part of the
bulk of translation work. For these reasons, the GSC’s Translation Service has
always handled the European Council conclusions with special care.
Such special care has been even enhanced since 2012, after one unfortunate
incident. An omission of one word in the French translation of the Euro Area
Summit Statement of 29 June 2012 reportedly caused a certain degree of con-
fusion in communication between the German Chancellor and the French Pres-
ident (Rousselin 2012). The disputed sentence in the English original reads as
follows:
When an effective single supervisory mechanism is established, involving
the ECB, for banks in the euro area the ESM could, following a regular de-
cision, have the possibility to recapitalize banks directly.
The same sentence in the French version of the statement originally read as
follows:
Lorsqu’un mécanisme de surveillance unique, auquel sera associée la BCE,
aura été créé pour les banques de la zone euro, le MES pourrait, à la suite
d’une décision ordinaire, avoir la possibilité de recapitaliser directement les
banques.
[Backtranslation into English: When a single supervisory mechanism is es-
tablished, involving the ECB, for banks in the euro area the ESM could,
following a regular decision, have the possibility to recapitalize banks di-
rectly.]
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The bone of contention was the issue of when the Eurozone’s EUR 500bn res-
cue fund, the European StabilityMechanism, would be able to pump cash directly
into failing banks. The French version, where the information borne by the En-
glish word “effective” was missing, implied that the date in question would be
1 January 2013, when the structure of the single supervisory mechanism was
due to be formally set up. However, the single supervisory mechanism became
“effective”, i.e. actually started performing its tasks, only on 4 November 2014
(European Central Bank 2014); in the meantime, it was necessary, among other
things, to carry out a comprehensive assessment of all the banks subjected to
the single supervision so that the new supervisory mechanism could start with
a clean slate and no skeletons in the banks’ cupboards. The amount at stake was
reportedly worth EUR 40bn.
As a result of this, a new procedure for “pre-reading” summit conclusions was
established at the GSC’s Translation Service at the end of 2012. It works like this:
The first draft of conclusions is translated at the GSC’s Translation Service and
sent to national capitals in the week before the summit. Before its translation,
the terminology department of the GSC’s Translation Service extracts important
terms from the draft and provides useful terminological hints or recommenda-
tions, usually via updated entries in IATE. Moreover, the terminologists establish
a list of documents to which the conclusions refer, so that translators can find
them more quickly and easily. During their translation work, translators of the
first draft send questions to quality coordinators whenever they encounter any
ambiguity in the text or whenever they are not sure about the intended meaning
of a particular sentence. After that, quality coordinators and terminologists meet
to discuss the translation issues that emerged. Either they are able to solve them
among themselves, or they send questions to the drafter, who, in turn, either
provides the correct answer or helps to clarify the intended meaning, or in some
cases redrafts the problematic parts in the following version of the conclusions.
Furthermore, one day ahead of the summit, before the last pre-summit draft
is sent for translation, the translators who are going to work on the summit
team meet with the relevant administrator who informs them of the expected
course of the summit, explains which parts of the conclusions are the most con-
tentious and why, and also answers additional questions that may have arisen in
the meantime.
The final text agreed during the summit is, however, completely in the hands
of the two or three translators (per language unit) working on the summit team.
Here the deadline is extremely short, so there is no more time for consultations.
Fortunately, the very last version is usually not much different from the penulti-
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mate version. At this final stage, focus is paramount, because here the task is to
incorporate all the changes, no matter how small, in the correct place in the text
as quickly as possible.
Generally, the pre-reading of the European Council conclusions has been help-
ing to improve both the quality of the original text — where errors and unin-
tended ambiguities can be spotted and corrected at an early stage — and the
quality of its translations — where uniform interpretation and the use of correct
terminology are enhanced.
6 Conclusion
The aim of this chapter has been to illustrate how the GSC’s Translation Service
manages the quality of the translations it produces. Its approach is a pragmatic
one, which takes into account the importance of individual documents and the
needs of their users. Being aware that anybody can make a mistake, the GSC’s
Translation Service has set up tools and procedures to minimize their occurrence,
or practical impact if they happen.
The quality-enhancing tools and procedures at the GSC’s Translation Service
include the use of style guides, computer-aided translation tools and various
databases to ensure the necessary consistency of terminology, phraseology and
style both within and across documents. Translations are generally revised by a
second pair of eyes, and for this purpose five levels of revision thoroughness have
been defined and are applied depending on the type and importance of a partic-
ular document. The quality of translations is further enhanced by a possibility
for translators to communicate with drafters of the originals, by specialization
of translators as well as by allocation of documents for translators and/or revis-
ers based on their involvement in the work on previous versions of the same
file. Last but not least, a taxonomy of documents translated in the GSC’s Trans-
lation Service has been compiled and provides, for each type of document, best
practices recommended for its translation and revision. Special care, including
a collective pre-reading of the original text, centralized terminological research
and a meeting with the drafter, is dedicated to the GSC Translation Service’s
hallmark product — the European Council conclusions.
The quality of translations produced at the GSC’s Translation Service is sys-
tematically monitored and evaluated. To this end, a tool to provide qualitative
performance indicators has been introduced. We are not aware of any other large
translation organization which would be monitoring the quality of its output by
means of systematic random sampling.
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Chapter 9
Two-tiered approach to quality
assurance in legal translation at the
Court of Justice of the European Union
Dariusz Koźbiał
University of Warsaw
The objective of this chapter is to identify the key aspects of Quality Assurance
(QA) affecting the quality of translations at the Court of Justice of the European
Union (CJEU). The chapter starts with a brief clarification of the terms connected
with QA, which are quite often used interchangeably and imprecisely. The next
two sections set the background for the analysis by exploring the current language
arrangements at the CJEU and associated challenges, and by discussing two stan-
dards that are relevant to the field of legal translation, namely EN 15038:2006 and
ISO 17100:2015. The main part of the chapter proposes a two-tiered approach to
translation quality at the CJEU. It is argued that it can be conceptualized at two
interrelated levels, namely the human resources level and workflow level. While
the human resources level comprises, inter alia, in-house lawyer-linguists, exter-
nal contractors, revisers, auxiliary staff and project managers, the workflow level
consists of measures aimed at achieving proper structurization of the translation
process as well as intra- and interinstitutional co-operation.
1 Introduction
This chapter is aimed at identifying and evaluating the key quality aspects under-
lying theQuality Assurance strategy applied in the process of the translation of
legal documents at the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU). However,
owing to the fact that the terminology used in reference toQuality Management
(QM) is still unclear (Lušicky & Wetzel 2017: 168), a crucial distinction has to be
drawn between a number of mutually related terms, such as Quality Assurance
Dariusz Koźbiał. 2017. Two-tiered approach to quality assurance in legal translation at
the Court of Justice of the European Union. In Tomáš Svoboda, Łucja Biel & Krzysztof
Łoboda (eds.), Quality aspects in institutional translation, 155–174. Berlin: Language
Science Press. DOI:10.5281/zenodo.1048198
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(QA), Translation Quality Assessment (TQA) and Quality Control (QC), which
are most widely used in discussions on quality in translation, as they are the key
elements in QM systems (Lušicky & Wetzel 2017: 168).
The chapter does not consider aspects of TQA (also referred to as quality eval-
uation), which concerns itself with measuring and assessing the quality of an
end product of the translation process (Drugan 2013: 76). In contrast, QA takes
a broader look at the holistic process of translation and associated resources. As
explained by Mossop (2014: 129):
Quality assurance is the full set of procedures applied not just after (as with
quality assessment) but also before and during the translation production
process, by all members of a translating organization, to ensure that quality
objectives important to clients are met.
Bearing the above explanation in mind, TQA could be regarded as strictly com-
plementary to the general QA strategy adopted by a given institution or organi-
zation. Thus, QA refers to an all-encompassing system which aims at preventing
quality-connected problems from occurring in the first place and is considered
a global approach to translation quality at any stage of the translation process
(Drugan 2013: 76). Another definition of QA is provided by Popiołek (2015: 342):
QA (Quality Assurance) is a model approach that ensures good results if the
right combination of human and technical resources is used in a sequence
of steps and tasks that constitute a process within a system.
Popiołek’s definition of QA emphasizes the central role of human resources
as well as technical resources in the translation process viewed as a whole, thus
emphasizing the viewpoint that any consistent approach to QA cannot be piece-
meal.
On the other hand, the goal of QC is to verify whether the translation prod-
uct or service meet stated quality specifications (Lušicky & Wetzel 2017: 169, in
Lommel 2015 (ed.)). Therefore, TQA and QC enable verification of compliance
with the planning and preventive measures set out in the general QA strategy
(Lušicky & Wetzel 2017: 169).
For the purposes of this chapter, the QA strategy applied by the translation ser-
vice (TS) of the CJEU is considered to rest on two key pillars, which enable the
Court to communicate both internally and externally, namely human resources
and workflow processes. Such a division will enable a thorough and critical eval-
uation of the Court’s approach to QA with regard to the process of translation
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of its documents as well as the relation of the ISO 17100:2015 standard, which
is currently the most relevant standard for QA in legal translation, to the said
approach.
2 Language arrangements within the institution
Although the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) is an EU institution
which could be likened to a supreme or constitutional court of a Member State
(Lord Roper & Lord Bowness 2011: 10; Itzcovich 2014), there are several crucial
differences between the CJEU and Member States’ supreme and constitutional
courts. These differences consist not only in the respective courts’ competences,
as the CJEU’s role is to settle issues connected primarily to EU law,1 but also in the
adapted language systems, which are predominantly monolingual in the case of
Member States and multilingual in the case of the EU court. Despite this fact, the
CJEU has to operate in a way that allows for full adoption of the multilingualism
principle within its institutional setting and guarantees access to its case law,
which constitutes a source of law in the Member States via a binding precedent
(Łachacz & Mańko 2013: 86, Arnull 2006: 626–628, Sulikowski 2005: 221–232).
The current language arrangements at the Court make it a truly multilingual
institution which has no counterpart in any other court, mainly due to the fact
that, in direct actions, each of the 24 official languages of the European Union can
be the language of a case brought before the Court, i.e. the language in which the
proceedings will be conducted.2 TheCJEU’s obligation to observe the principle of
linguistic diversity arises from inter alia Regulation No 1 of the Council,3 Article
3(3) of the Treaty on the EU,4 dated 15 April 1958, under which the number of
official languages has gradually increased as newMember States have joined the
Community, and Article 22 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the EU,5
1As stated on the CJEU’s website (https://curia.europa.eu/jcms/jcms/Jo2_6999/en/ accessed
2017-05-02), the Court’s mission consists in ensuring that the Treaties are interpreted and ap-
plied according to EU law. The CJEU, inter alia, reviews the lawfulness of the acts of EU insti-
tutions, ensures that the Member States comply with obligations resulting from the Treaties,
and interprets EU law at the request of the national courts and tribunals. Its competences in-
clude actions in areas such as competition, human rights, administrative, and constitutional
law. The CJEU does not have criminal jurisdiction.
2Court of Justice – Presentation https://curia.europa.eu/jcms/jcms/Jo2_7024/en/ (accessed 2017-
05-02.)
3Council Regulation No 1 of 15 April 1958 determining the languages to be used by the European
Economic Community, Official Journal 017, 06/10/1958 P. 0385-0386
4Official Journal C 326, 26/10/2012 P. 0001–0390
5Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union OJ C 326, 26.10.2012, p. 391–407
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which calls upon European institutions to respect linguistic diversity. It is also
reflected in the CJEU’s Statute (Article 64),6 in the Rules of Procedure of the Court
of Justice7 and the General Court8 (language of the case; Articles 36–42 and 44–
49, respectively). The Rules of Procedure of the CJEU allow for the use of any
one of all official EU languages as the language of the case. What needs to be
emphasized is that the language of the case automatically becomes the authentic
language of the documents, unless another language has been designated. The
Rules of Procedure do not govern the use of languages within the administrative,
internal activity of the Court. In order to guarantee equal access to justice for all
citizens, it is essential for the parties to proceedings before the Court to be able
to use their own language. Therefore, the CJEU has to communicate with the
parties in the language of the proceedings and with the wider public using the
EU’s official languages, so that its case law is easily available to all EU citizens.
At the time of writing, the European Union (still) has 28 Member States and
24 official languages. Accordingly, upholding the principle of multilingualism
requires that EU case law be published in all 24 official languages. However, as
opposed to legislation, not all language versions of judgments are equally author-
itative (cf. Kjær 2007: 69). Despite this fact, it is undisputed that legal translation
plays a significant role in the functioning of EU institutions, especially within
the CJEU’s setting. Due to the fact that for historical reasons the CJEU’s inter-
nal working language has been French (McAuliffe 2013a: 487, 2013b: 865), all
procedural documents, pleadings and judgments need to be translated into this
language. Since the creation of the CJEU in 1952, the linguistic situation at the
Court has becomemore complex with each successive accession and the addition
of new official languages, thus further increasing the total number of potential
language combinations up to 552 (Annual Report, 2017).9 This, however, does
not mean that all documents need to be translated into all of the 24 official lan-
guages of the EU (cf. McAuliffe 2012, Künnecke 2013: 250). A case before the
6Consolidated version of Protocol (No 3) on the Statute of the Court of Justice of the Eu-
ropean Union https://curia.europa.eu/jcms/upload/docs/application/pdf/2016-08/tra-doc-en-
div-c-0000-2016-201606984-05_00.pdf (accessed 2017-05-02).
7Rules of Procedure of the Court of Justice of 25 September 2012 (OJ L 265, 29.9.2012), as
amended on 18 June 2013 (OJ L 173, 26.6.2013, p. 65) and on 19 July 2016 (OJ L 217, 12.8.2016,
p. 69) https://curia.europa.eu/jcms/upload/docs/application/pdf/2012-10/rp_en.pdf (accessed
2017-05-02.)
8Rules of procedure of the General Court OJ L 105, 23.4.2015, p. 1–66 http://eur-lex.europa.eu/
legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=uriserv:OJ.L_.2015.105.01.0001.01.ENG&toc=OJ:L:2015:105:TOC
(accessed 2017-05-02)
9For comparison, the maximum number of language combinations in 1952 amounted to 12 lan-
guage combinations.
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Court may be examined in a single language, i.e. in the language of the case (ap-
plicant’s language), unless any Member State intervenes, thus creating the need
for translations into that Member State’s official or designated language.
The legal translation service of the Court has to deal with ever-growing vol-
umes of work. According to the data provided in the annual report for the year
2016 issued by the CJEU (Court of Justice of the European Union 2017a), the insti-
tution’s Translation Service produced approximately 1,160,000 pages in the year
under review. It needs to be pointed out that if it had not been for the introduc-
tion of internal economy measures aimed at reducing the amount of work, the
total number of translated pages in 2016 would have reached 1,600,000.10 If one
compares this number of translated pages with the output of other EU institu-
tions (e.g. in 2015, the European Commission’s Directorate-General for Transla-
tion had an output of almost 2 million pages;11 however, it can be assumed that a
lesser portion of this amount constitutes legal translation considering the types
of documents translated at the CJEU – cf. McAuliffe 2012), one can easily notice
that legal translation is of paramount importance to the proper functioning of
the Court. Uniform interpretation and application are perceived as critical deter-
minants of quality when it comes to the translation of legal acts (Šarčević 1997:
73); however, it can be assumed that they are equally essential when it comes to
the translation of case law and all types of procedural documents. Since the CJEU
essentially seeks to persuade its audience, i.e. national legal communities (judges,
lawyers, academics, etc.), in favor of its understanding of EU law, it needs to rely
on translation so that its message can actually get across (Łachacz &Mańko 2013:
85, in Paunio 2007: 296). As observed by McAuliffe (2014: 9), the goal of transla-
tion at the CJEU is to produce parallel texts that will allow uniform interpreta-
tion and application by national courts; or in other words, that they will have the
same effect in all Member States. Of course, one could assume that quality does
not always go hand in hand with quantity (especially with such a high output
as provided above); however, in order to ensure the smooth functioning of the
Court, its TS not only needs to produce numerous translations within tight dead-
lines, but also needs to ensure that these translations are of high quality, which
is made even more difficult by the complexity of the EU linguistic and legal con-
text (Kjær 2007: 69), thus necessitating the proper selection of staff working at
the Court’s TS.
10Court of Justice of the European Union – Annual Report 2016 https://curia.europa.eu/jcms/
upload/docs/application/pdf/2017-04/ragp-2016_final_en_web.pdf (accessed 2017-05-02).
112015 Annual Activity Report Directorate-General for Translation. 2016.
(https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/activity-report-2015-dg-t_april2016_en.pdf, accessed
2017-05-02).
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There are several main reasons for the complexity of translation work done
at the CJEU. Kjær (2007: 70) observes that difficulties connected with EU legal
translation stem from the interplay of the legal systems of individual Member
States and the fact that EU law (and thus also case law) does not constitute an
established system, which is in fact still in fluctuation. In order to effectively
and correctly translate texts which are originally created in such a complex en-
vironment, it is crucial for the legal translator to possess in-depth knowledge of
the participant legal systems, legal languages as well as be able to compare them
(Kjær 2007: 71). Kjær seems to have proposed a quite adequate term for the type
of legal translation produced in the EU context, namely supranational translation
(Kjær 2007: 76). This term conveys the fact that translation in the EuropeanUnion
concerns both translation within and between legal systems, because the EU le-
gal system is still “under construction”. The proposed term refers not only to the
translation of legislation, but also to the translation of, inter alia, judgments of
the CJEU and requests for preliminary rulings directed to the Court by national
courts (Kjær 2007: 77). On top of that, both legislation and case law of the CJEU
carry legal effects, which could be extremely harmful as a result of translations
of bad quality – construction of case law (and therefore its translations) may af-
fect the application of that law by national courts (McAuliffe 2013a: 492). With
this in mind, it is clear that only highly specialized translators can be responsible
for the type of translation described above. As Biel points out (2011a: 25), transla-
tions of legal texts need to be both “accurate and beautiful”. She stresses the fact
that translators transferring information conveyed in legal documents have to
bear in mind both the equivalence relation, i.e. the relation between the source
text and target text, as well as the relation of textual fit, i.e. the relation between
the translated language and the naturally occurring non-translated language of
a similar genre. The former is of vital importance, as it involves accuracy of the
information transfer and use of correct terminology, whereas the latter concerns
the naturalness of translations (Biel 2011a). Another problematic issue for legal
translators concerns the standardization of legal terminology, which is difficult
to achieve in a multilingual environment, where legal terminology expressed in
24 official languages is rooted in 28 national legal systems (Biel 2011a: 75, 79).
Terminological problems are usually posed by incongruent levels of equivalence
between legal concepts in the source and target legal systems (Prieto Ramos 2011:
16). The difference between the meaning of EU and national terminology has
been stated by the Court of Justice in the CILFIT case:12
12Case C-283/81 – Judgment of the Court of 6 October 1982. - Srl CILFIT and Lanificio di
Gavardo SpA v Ministry of Health [1982] ECR 3415, paragraph 19, http://eur-lex.europa.eu/
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It must be borne in mind […] that Community law uses terminology which
is peculiar to it and that legal concepts do not necessarily have the same
meaning in Community law and in the law of the various Member States.
One type of solution to this problem are terminological databases, which are
already being used at the Court. Terminological databases constitute a QA tool,
because they allow translators to use appropriate terminology in a consistent
manner within and across texts (Lušicky &Wetzel 2017: 166). Legal terminology,
as a special feature of legal discourses, is seen as a central component of legal
translation theory and practice (Prieto Ramos 2015: 15).
Another problematic issue concerns the sheer number of official languages
currently in use in the European Union and its institutions. The accession of
ten new states in the 2004 enlargement did not only entail the introduction
of new legal traditions, thus necessitating a need for proper adjustment of the
way of functioning of the Court, it also meant significant linguistic challenges
(McAuliffe 2008: 812). The accession of new states and the addition of new lan-
guages spurred the Court on to amend its Rules of Procedure and reduce the num-
ber of pages published (and therefore translated) in the European Court Reports
(McAuliffe 2008). Another change which resulted from the 2004 enlargement
pertained to how Advocates General drafted their opinions – before 2004 they
used to draft them in their mother tongue, but after 2004 some of the Advocates
General started to draft opinions in the Court’s pivot languages, which, in turn,
influenced the style of the opinions, causing them to be more synthetic in nature
(McAuliffe 2008: 816; McAuliffe 2010: 254, 2012: 9). The Court itself deliberates
using the French language. For this reason, all procedural documents must be
translated into French.
3 EN 15038:2006 and ISO 17100:2015 standards
Since attention to translation quality accelerated in the 1990s (Prieto Ramos 2015:
15), it translated into the willingness to establish standards encompassing the
whole industry, which have become essential for assuring quality by means of
systematic QM (Lušicky &Wetzel 2017: 170). It is worth taking a look at what the
European Committee for Standardization (CEN) has worked out with regard to
standardizing the approach to the quality of translations. In 2006, the CEN issued
the EN 15038 standard entitled “Translation Services – Service Requirements”
legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A61981CJ0283 (accessed 2017-05-02).
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(Mossop 2014: 131). It was the first pan-European standard regulating the quality
of translation services (Biel 2011a: 16). It is worth noting that EN 15038 used
to define quality rather indirectly, in its statement about the task of the reviser:
“the reviser shall examine the translation for its suitability for purpose”. The
wording was unclear, for example, as to whether revision was required to include
a comparative re-reading. However, the document did specify the requirement
to revise every translation by a second translator (Biel 2011b).
On May 1, 2015, the ISO (International Organization for Standardization) is-
sued the ISO 17100:2015 standard under the title “Translation services – Require-
ments for translation services”, which extended the scope of and superseded the
EN-15038 standard. The structure of ISO 17100:2015 has changed compared to EN
15038 and focuses more heavily on conventional translation processes. However,
it still does not point out the exact qualities of a high-quality translation, as was
also the case with the previous standard (cf. Biel 2011a: 18). The obligatory re-
vision performed by a second person also remains key in the current standard.
Performing a review remains optional. The translation service provider has to
ensure that a final verification of the translation project is performed before it
is delivered to the client. Besides the actual standard, there are also attachments
which explain certain aspects of the standard by means of examples or graphical
cues to help visualize the processes. The ISO 17100:2015 standard lists require-
ments for the core processes, resources and other aspects necessary for the pro-
vision of a quality translation service that meets applicable specifications, and
therefore (same as the previous standard) is also perceived as a compendium of
what should be done in order to contribute to Quality Assurance in translation,
assuming that if the QA measures are in place, the end product of translation
will be of good quality (cf. Gouadec 2010: 271). The use of raw output from ma-
chine translation plus post-editing is outside the scope of ISO 17100:2015; it also
does not apply to interpreting services. It does not define quality per se; how-
ever, it does explain the meaning of the main concepts related to translation and
translation services, translation workflow and technology, language and content,
human resources involved in the provision of translation services, and control
of the process of delivering a translation service (ISO 17100:2015:2015). The ISO
17100:2015:2015 standard also lays out guidelines concerning human (translators,
revisers, reviewers, proofreaders and project managers) and technical and tech-
nological resources, pre-production processes and activities, the production pro-
cess and post-production processes. Currently, the ISO 17100:2015:2015 standard
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is the most relevant standard applicable to QA in legal translation,13 therefore, it
will be referred to when discussing the key aspects underlying QA in the CJEU’s
TS’s work.
As noted by Drugan (2013: 1), the establishment of objective criteria with re-
gard to quality has always been a subject of general disagreement in Translation
Studies, but it was indeed successful and led TSPs to apply standards in their
work. It has to be noted, however, that some accidents may happen even in the
most “quality-assured” environments (Gouadec 2010: 271), as some methodolog-
ical problems may continue to appear even in institutional contexts in which
QA measures have already been implemented (Prieto Ramos 2015: 12). What
is more, the introduction and proper application of QA measures may be quite
costly (Prieto Ramos 2015: 272). Nevertheless, QA is presumed to contribute to
the production of translations characterized by higher quality. This chapter aims
at discussing various aspects of QA practices in the work of the CJEU’s transla-
tion service. It does not by any means attempt to be exhaustive and present a
holistic approach to QA in the Directorate-General for Translation.
4 Two-tiered approach toQuality Assurance
In this chapter, it is argued that the general Quality Assurance policy in the
Court’s Directorate-General for Translation is based on two key pillars. This
section proposes to conceptualize the notion of translation quality at the CJEU
through two key pillars, namely human resources and well-structured work-
flow processes. While the human resources level comprises, inter alia, in-house
lawyer-linguists, external contractors, auxiliary staff and project managers, the
workflow level consists of measures aimed at achieving proper structurization of
the translation process as well as intra- and interinstitutional co-operation.
13It needs to be pointed out that there is currently another international standard being devel-
oped under theworking name ISO 20771 “Legal and other specialist translation services”. When
completed and if adopted, it is supposed to provide the minimum requirements for the quali-
fications, competence, core processes, resources, training and other aspects necessary for the
provision of legal or other specialist translation services of quality that meet applicable specifi-
cations (Popiołek 2016). It is expected to define the competences and qualifications of legal and
other specialist translators, revisers and reviewers in the context of the process applied in legal
and specialist translation and it will also address the specific professional and QA challenges
in the area of legal translation (Popiołek 2016). Similarly to 17100:2015, ISO 20771 will deal with
concepts related to translation and translation services, translation workflow and technology,
language and content, the people (human resources) involved in translation services, and the
concepts related to the control of the translation service process (Popiołek 2016).
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4.1 Quality Assurance at the human resources level
Human resources constitute the first key pillar of QA in the Court’s TS work,
which includes translators, revisers, auxiliary staff, and project managers, etc.
Translators’ work done in the institutional setting of a European organization
is of paramount importance for the institution itself, since without translations
done in a timely manner it would be able to communicate neither internally, nor
externally. Therefore, translators are in a way representatives of institutions for
which they work. As Koskinen (2008: 24) rightly pointed out with regard to her
work done at the European Commission’s Translation Service:
The translated text is not mine, nor does it have my name on it: it belongs
to the institution, and it bears the name of the institution on it. It is not my
trustworthiness but the trustworthiness of the translating institution that
will be maintained, enhanced or harmed by my translation. In the Com-
mission, my words are not mine; I am a spokesperson for the institution
[emphasis added].
The same applies to the work of translators working at the CJEU, for whom
translation is not an individual, personal act, but a part of a collective process
thanks to which the institution is able to communicate both with the outside
world as well as within itself as a consequence of its obligation to observe the
principle of multilingualism.
The work of the legal translation service of the CJEU is very complex and de-
manding due to the highly specialized nature of its tasks. The main reasons for
this are the complicated language arrangements at the Court. Since this section
focuses specifically on the CJEU’s legal translation service, it examines the work
of the Court’s translators, that is lawyer-linguists, who are employed in this insti-
tution as opposed to lawyer-linguists employed in other institutions of the EU.14
Lawyer-linguists’ work differs from the work of translators working for most of
the European institutions, who possess, in most of the cases, a degree in trans-
lation but not a law degree as in the case of lawyer-linguists; lawyer-linguists’
work consists mainly of legal translation exclusively into their mother tongue
(McAuliffe 2016: 15) and the legal-linguistic revision of court documents, such as:
applications or references for a preliminary ruling, written observations, reports
for hearings, Advocate Generals’ opinions and judgments of the Court.
14Apart from the Court of Justice of the EU lawyer-linguists work for the European Commission,
the Council of the European Union, the European Parliament and the European Central Bank.
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Since the CJEU’s decisions need to be properly understood by courts in the na-
tional context of Member States, it seems reasonable that the task of translation
has been devolved to national lawyers who are in the best position to act as me-
diators in the Court’s communication with national courts (Łachacz & Mańko
2013: 85–86). This is thanks to their belonging to the same community as the
target audience and their ability to interpret and translate the Court’s messages
in a way that allows them to retain their intended persuasive value (Łachacz &
Mańko 2013). For this reason alone, translations into all of the official languages
need to be of the highest possible quality.
Owing to the nature of documents translated at the CJEU and the constant in-
terplay between law and legal translation, it is crucial that lawyer-linguists have
legal thematic competence, which constitutes a distinctive feature of legal trans-
lation competence (Prieto Ramos 2011: 11). Article 42 of the Rules of Procedure
of the Court of Justice specifies who is to form its translation service:
The Court shall set up a language service staffed by experts with adequate
legal training and a thorough knowledge of several official languages of the
European Union.
Those who want to work as either in-house lawyer-linguists or external con-
tractors need to meet strict requirements – essentially they need to have a law
degree from their home country and have perfect command of at least two official
languages apart from their mother tongue (McAuliffe 2016: 10). Lawyer-linguists
should also be adept in the exercise of comparative law and be able to draft le-
gal texts in their own languages. Since most of the documents translated at the
Court are part of judicial proceedings, they carry specific legal effects. Any sub-
par quality of translated documents might, for instance, mislead national courts
and institutions or potentially cause delays in the proceedings (Izzo Clarke 2014a:
9). Therefore, translations of appropriate quality need to not only convey themes-
sage of the original text, but also contain the right terminology (which might be
specific to either the EU legal system or national legal systems), be free of gram-
matical and language errors as well as be written in the appropriate legal style.
Lawyer-linguists should also be able to critically analyze translated documents
both from a legal and linguistic perspective; they should always be on the look-
out for any inconsistencies in the original texts in order to point out flaws to the
authors of translated documents. Apart from the knowledge of EU and national
legal systems and languages, lawyer-linguists must also possess interpersonal
skills, intercultural competence and high ethical standards.
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Theentity responsible for the recruitment of lawyer-linguists15 (as well as com-
puter specialists, secretarial assistants, etc.) is the European Personnel Selection
Office (EPSO). Therefore, in the light of the ISO 17100:2015 standard, the CJEU’s
legal translation service as the translation service provider is not burdened with
the task of selecting the people who are to perform translation tasks as lawyer-
linguists. Most of the lawyer-linguists employed in all language units are Perma-
nent Officials who belong to appropriate AD function groups based on their work
experience.16 After the successful conclusion of the EPSO procedure, selected
candidates begin their probationary period in which they are trained in-house
and work under the supervision of a senior lawyer-linguist. Tutorship allows
new lawyer-linguists to learn the working methods of their respective language
units and practical issues connected with the translation of court documents.
After the probationary period ends with a positive result, the lawyer-linguist be-
comes a full-grown EU official, whose duty is to continue to further hone their
skills with regard to translation, terminology and comparative law. As a means
of ensuring quality with regard to lawyer-linguists’ output, their work is subject
to yearly evaluation.
In order to cope with the increasing workload, the Court uses temporary or
contract staff to perform auxiliary tasks. Temporary or contract staff cannot be
in active employment as officials or other servants of the European Union when
carrying out the specific work assignments described in framework contracts
(Court of Justice of the European Union 2017b: 16). Contract staff working on
outsourced translations also need to meet strict quality requirements, since their
translations of legal documents have to be of high quality allowing for immediate
publication or any other application (Court of Justice of the European Union
2017b: 16). As stated in the framework contract for the provision of translation
services available at the Court’s website, contract staff are required to ensure
(Court of Justice of the European Union 2017b: 11):
1. compliance with specific instructions given by the Court;
2. correct, rigorous and precise use of the target language;
15DGT employs around 985 persons, of whom 613 are lawyer-linguists working in 23 lan-
guage divisions. Thus, DGT staff represent 45 per cent of the whole staff of the Court
(ca. 2,168). There is no separate Irish language division, as this forms a part of the En-
glish language division. (Information valid as of December 31, 2016. Source: https://curia.
europa.eu/jcms/jcms/P_80908/en/; https://curia.europa.eu/jcms/upload/docs/application/pdf/
2017-04/ragp-2016_final_en_web.pdf, accessed 2017-05-02.)
16http://europa.eu/epso/doc/staff_cat_graph.pdf (accessed 2017-05-02.)
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3. rigorous use of the appropriate legal language and terminology of the tar-
get language;
4. strict use of the legal terminology used in the reference documents (source
and target languages);
5. rigorous citation of the relevant legislative and/or judicial texts;
6. use of the necessary legal databases (of the European Union and national);
7. compliance with the Vade-Mecum of the Court (if appropriate);
8. delivery within the period agreed and specified in the order form.
Contractors’ work is subject to QC and failure to meet deadlines or the inad-
equate quality of completed assignments may lead to penalties described in the
contract provisions (Court of Justice of the European Union 2017b: 11). If the con-
tractor is unable to carry out the work assigned to them within the prescribed
period, the contractor may be required to pay to the Court a penalty of 10 % of the
total amount invoiced per calendar day of delay by means of a deduction from
the payment to be made to the contractor (Articles 5.5.1–5.5.2 of the framework
contract). As a result of inadequate quality of translations, i.e. translations not
compliant with the requirements stated in Article 5.6 of the framework contract,
established by quality controllers, the contractor’s remuneration for the transla-
tion in question may be suspended and subject to further assessment. A definite
confirmation of inadequacy in terms of the quality of a specific work assignment
may lead to the Court’s refusal to pay in full or in part for that assignment.
Moreover, contractors are obliged to protect the confidentiality of all informa-
tion communicated to them in the course of the performance of contracts (Court
of Justice of the European Union 2017b: 16). External contractors receive appro-
priate support and assistance from the respective language units (access to glos-
saries, terminological databases, ability to participate in occasional workshops
organized in Member States, where the external collaborators live, etc.). Strict
requirements imposed on external contractors seem to be in line with the guide-
line set out in the ISO 17100:2015 standard, which concerns full responsibility of
the TSP, that is the CJEU’s TS, for sub-contracted work.
4.2 Quality Assurance at the workflow level
Internal and external communication on the part of the Court is carried out
by the Directorate-General for Translation, which provides high-quality trans-
lations of different kinds of court documents (pleadings, opinions, judgments,
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orders, etc.) within tight deadlines. In 2015 alone, the total output of all language
units equaled to 1,113,427 translated pages, whereas there was a total of 1,114,838
incoming pages (+1.4% as compared to the previous year). Although it has been
noted that the process of translation extends the time in which the Court needs
to pass a decision and also creates a substantial burden of financial costs, access
to the CJEU’s case law by EU citizens and Member States’ authorities remains
essential (Lord Roper & Lord Bowness 2011: 23).
The CJEU’s translation service consists of 23 language units organized into
two directorates, namely Directorate A (CS, ET, ES, FR, HU, LT, MT, NL, PL, RO,
SK) and Directorate B (BG, DA, DE, EL, EN, FI, HR, IT, LV, PT, SL, SV), which
are shared between the Court of Justice and the General Court. As a result of
the 2004 enlargement, which added nine new official languages, the Directorate
General grew substantially in size. This required the introduction of a measure
allowing the TS to guarantee coverage of all official languages – it turned out to
be the pivot translation system (Šarčević & Robertson 2013: 184), the introduc-
tion of which was planned ahead of the 2004 enlargement.17 The system itself
consisted in using several “bigger” languages, that is English, French, German,
Italian and Spanish, to produce translations which were then used to translate
into the “smaller” languages of new Member States (McAuliffe 2008: 810–816).
All units are required to comply with rules and standards aimed at achieving
harmonization. Each language unit at the Directorate-General for Translation
achieves this thanks to its own management personnel, composed of the Head
of a Unit, aQuality Controller, a Resources Manager and a Head of Local Coordi-
nation. Propermanagement is especially important due to the existence of a large
number of official languages and tight deadlines for translating court documents.
The post of aQuality Policy Coordinator working at the level of the Directorate-
General for Translation allows for ensuring the harmonization of quality policies
among individual language units.
TheQuality Policy Coordinator organizes sessions during whichQuality Con-
trollers from all language units review random samples submitted by individual
language units. It is common for all units to submit the same range of pages from
a given document, which allows for the harmonization of criteria across all 24
languages. Such sessions enableQuality Controllers to discuss problematic areas
among themselves, issue corrigenda, terminology notes to language units and to
clarify quality guidelines.
The process of translating court documents involves three main stages, i.e.
translation, revision and proofreading (Izzo Clarke 2014b). Before the actual
17The preparations began in 2011 when a new director took charge of the translation service.
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translation work is begun, a special unit composed of assistants identifies al-
ready translated parts of the text or those parts which are similar to previous
documents (frequently occurring phrases, quotes from legislation or case law,
etc.). After this preliminary work is done, the findings are then made available
to lawyer-linguists who start translating the texts.
The actual translation consists of three main stages: analysis of the original
text, which allows the lawyer-linguist to get to know the subject of the docu-
ment and identify potential translation difficulties, terminological research and
identification of sources, actual translation of the text, and using the research and
sources identified at the earlier stage (Izzo Clarke 2014b). It needs to be stressed
that as a means of ensuring the high quality of translated documents, lawyer-
linguists work exclusively into their own languages (Šarčević & Robertson 2013:
201, McAuliffe 2016: 15). After the translation has been completed, it is time for
the revision process, which aims to ensure legal and conceptual coherence with
the original text and with other related documents of the Court. Its purpose is
to verify whether the translation procedure has been followed according to the
internal guidelines. Finally, the last stage involves proofreading, which is under-
taken by a “pair of fresh eyes”. The goal of proofreading is to guarantee formal
coherence of the translated text, which needs to correspond to the source text
and linguistic correctness. The revision and proofreading stages make up the
quality control part of the translation process.
There are other processes which indirectly form part of QC (Izzo Clarke 2014b).
One such example are processes aimed at maintaining terminological uniformity.
This is ensured by using terminology databases in all official languages.18 The
automatic translation of standard phrases is used, but this is not to be confused
with rule-based or statistical machine translation software being used on a large
scale to produce translations of legal texts.19 Furthermore, seminars, meetings
and conferences are regularly held, in which the lawyer-linguists or specialized
guest speakers tackle particular legal topics for those involved in their transla-
tion.
Another key component of the QA process is perceived to be the co-operation
between units and inter-institutional co-operation, which indirectly form a part
18See, e.g., InterActive Terminology for Europe (IATE) –The EuropeanUnion’smultilingual term
base http://iate.europa.eu (accessed 2017-05-02). The Court of Justice of the European Union
has its own internal comparative multilingual legal terminological database – CuriaTerm (Kün-
necke 2013: 259).
19Machine translation carried out with the help of MT@EC allows EU officials to receive quick,
raw machine translations from and into any official EU language (further information can
be found for example at https://ec.europa.eu/info/resources-partners/machine-translation-
public-administrations-mtec_en (accessed 2017-05-02).
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of the workflow process. In order to maintain the highest level of coherence
with the translated documents of other EU institutions, the Court of Justice par-
ticipates in a number of inter-institutional working groups, dealing with sub-
jects such as training, human resources, translation techniques, and terminology.
Inter-institutional co-operation allows smaller institutions to use the resources
of the larger institutions, which allows for lawyer-linguists’ expertise to be taken
advantage of by the translation services of other EU institutions.
Such co-operation is, however, subject to certain restrictions (Court of Jus-
tice translation service 2010: 1). The first major constraint refers to the type of
documents translated by lawyer-linguists at the Court, which are “complex and
structurally different” (i.e. case law and procedural documents, Court of Justice
translation service 2010) from what is translated by translators at the three leg-
islative institutions (i.e. the European Parliament, the Council of the European
Union and the European Commission), and the question of confidentiality. Since,
for example, the EU institutions are often involved in the proceedings before the
Court of Justice (CJ) or the General Court (GC), they are not allowed to translate
their own pleadings (Court of Justice translation service 2010: 2). The second ma-
jor restriction concerns the workload of the CJEU’s translation service, which
is shared between the CJ and the GC (Court of Justice translation service 2010:
2). High workload translates into the lower availability of the Court’s TS for
other institutions requesting assistance. Due to the high workload of the TS, it
has been proposed that a part of translations generally outsourced to freelance
translators with legal qualifications be entrusted to legally qualified translators
in the TSs of some other EU institutions.
The goal of inter-institutional co-operation is to avoid translating the same
procedural documents translated by the French language units of different EU
institutions (Court of Justice translation service 2010: 3). Such a form of an ar-
rangement allows to cut back on double translations.
Themost important forms of inter-institutional co-operation which contribute
to QA in general are: sharing the products of terminological work and inter-
institutional training activities (Court of Justice translation service 2010: 3). The
first measure contributes to the increased terminological consistency of docu-
ments translated by not only the CJEU, but also other institutions of the EU.
The second measure, i.e. inter-institutional training activities, entails conduct-
ing seminars on substantive matters of the law as well as terminology by either
CJEU lawyer-linguists or outside expert legal scholars or judges. Such training
is also open to translators from the TSs of other EU institutions (Court of Justice
translation service 2010: 3).
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5 Conclusions
This chapter aimed at identifying the key aspects of Quality Assurance within
the institutional setting of the CJEU. It has been argued that quality aspects can
be grouped around two key pillars of QA, namely human resources andworkflow
processes. The human resources level comprises, inter alia, in-house lawyer-
linguists, external contractors, auxiliary staff and project managers; the work-
flow level consists of measures aimed at achieving the proper structurization of
the translation process as well as intra- and interinstitutional co-operation. Both
pillars enable the Court’s translation service to provide high-quality translations
in a timely manner, as evidenced by the way of functioning of the Court, which
must rely on translations in order to work properly due to the complicated lan-
guage arrangements that are in place.
Considering the fact that ensuring quality in translation by means of assess-
ing only the final translation product is not sufficient (Lušicky & Wetzel 2017:
279), the influence of the two discussed aspects of QA is perceived to have the
most significant impact on the translation process and its effectiveness. I have
described the current language arrangements at the Court of Justice of the Eu-
ropean Union, which due to their complexity might be viewed as an additional
difficulty in the process of the translation of court documents. Moreover, I have
pointed out the importance of industry-wide standards in legal translation (cf.
EN 15038:2006 and ISO 17100:2015:2015). Information on the profile of lawyer-
linguists who are not “just” translators and external contractors translating out-
sourced documents, the rigorousness of criteria for the selection of prospective
candidates and assessment of translation quality further show how complex and
demanding the translation process is. Although faced with many challenges, the
Court of Justice of the European Union and its legal translation service are able
to perform all their tasks without any major problems. This is evidenced by the
data presented in, for instance, annual reports, which points to the fact that the
Court is able to communicate both internally as well as externally with the wider
public in the European context.
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